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ABSTRACT

The thesis deals with the penormanee of small size ( I751I1ITU'( I75mm) prestressed

pile. Maintained load test were conducted to investigate the load carrying capacity

and settlement of the piles. Four sites within Dhaka City were selected for the.

purpose.

"111emeasured capacity detennined from pile load tesls was compared with the

predicted capacity using static methods & dynamic methods.The measured ultimate

capacity of piles driven through Dhaka Clay and resting on Dhaka Clay is in close

agreement with the predicted values using A. method.The skin friction of piles

driven through Dhaka Clay predicted by IX, method is slightly smaller than the

estimated value from pile load test. This method can safely be used for predicting

the ultimate skin friction of Dhaka Clay. It is observed that API method grossly

underestimate the skin friction of piles in Dhaka Clay.

The ultimate capacity of piles driven through Dhaka Clay and resting on medium

dense sand can be predicted using the combinations of A. method and Meyerhofs

empirical method, A. method and Hansen's method,1Xmethod and Meycrhofs

empirical method, IX method and Hansen's method, IX, method and Meyerhof s

empirical method, IX,method and Hansen's method. The value of ultimate capacity

predicted by API method and Indian Standards method is about half of the

measured ultimate pile capacity determined from pile load test.

It is also observed that the ultimate capacity predicted by pile driving formulae

such as Engineering News Records formula, Janbu formula and Hiley formula, in

general, overestimate the measured ultimate capacity. However these formulae

underestimate the allowable capacity when used with the recommended factors of

safety



LIST OF NOTATIONS

A = pile cross-sectional arca

a = coefficient used in Gates fonnula

Aup= area of pile tip

1\ = arca of pile shall

Ar = ram x-sectional area = cross-sectional area of column

B = width (least dimension) of pile

b = coefficient used in Gates fomlUla

e = undrained cohesion of the soil

D = depth of embedment of pile (depth of foundation)

Dc= Critical depth

d,.= relative density of soil

dq = depth factor

C. = adhesion per unit area of pile

Cd = coefficient in Janbu method

CI,CZ,C3 = coefficicnt used 111 Canadian National Building Code

formulaIPCUBC formula for Dynamic analysis of pile capacity

E =modulus of elasticity

eh= hammer efficiency

Eh = manufacturer's hml1mer energy rating

rc= compressive strength of concrete
fc = resis!mlce measured by friction jacket

f, = allowable stress in column vertical reinforcemenVaverage ultimate unit skin

friction

Fw = correction factor for tapered pile

h = height of fall of ram

lrr = reduced rigidity index
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k = coefficient used in PCUBC fonnula/coefficient of .lateral earth

pressure/foundation modulus

k" = coefficient of earth pressure at rest

k( =elastic compression of cap block

k2 = elastic compression of pile

k3= elastic compression of soil

ku = coeflicient used in .Janbu fonnula

L = pile length

4 = pile penetration depth into point bearing stratum

LL = liquid limit

M = tan8l1tan~

Nt = bearing capacity factor for pile foundation in the method recommended

by Canadian Geotechnical Society .Nt > Nq

Np = standard penetration blow no at pile base

n = co-efficient of restitution/layers of soil in which pile is installed

N =average value ofN along pile shaft

N = number of blows per a.3m penetration in standard penetration test

N' = SPT value found in the field

Nc,Nq,N" = bearing capacity factor for deep foundation

p = steam or air pressurc

PL = plastic limit

PDi= effective overburden pressure for the ith layer where i varies from I to n

Q = total ultimate pile capacity

Q, = total skin friction

Q tip = total end bearing

q = average effective overburden pressure over the embedment depth of pile

qu= uneonfmed compressive strength/unit end bearing

q = effective overburden pressure

qc= cone resistance

IV



s = amount of point penetration per blow

W = weight of ram + weight of casing

Wr = weight of ram

Wp = weight of pile

Zc = critical depth of embedment of pile

u= adhesion factor in umethod of Tomlinson

U2 = reduction factor in U2 method of Peck et al

y= unit weight of soil

~ = angle of internal friction

~, =friction angle deternlined from triaxial test

o=angle of wall friction

61 =major principal stress

63 = minor principal stress

6v = effective vertical stress at the level of pile

6' D =unit effective vertical pressure at pile toe

p= coefficient in p method

A = coefficient in A method/a coeflicient in Janlm method

v
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 GENERAL

With the increase of population and development activities more land are

required for construction. As our ancestors used high :md fiml lands for the

construction of buildings and other structures, there is scarcity of suitable lands

for new constmction in all the urb:m areas. Natural subsoil condition in many

areas does not allow to build hcavy structures due to these reasons. 11lerefore it

becomes necessary to transfer the superstructural load to deeper strata through

piles.

Piles are normally called point bearing when load is carried mainly by tip and

they are called friction piles when they are supported mainly by the adhesion or

fiictional resistance of the soil along the shaft of the pile. Piles may be classified

on the basis of materials of which they are made of and on the basis of marmer

of installation. On the basis of materials of which they are made piles may be

classified as: timber piles, concrete piles and steel piles. Depending on the

method of installation piles may be classified as: driven piles and bored piles.

Driven piles may further be classified into precast piles, prestressed piles, driven

and cast in situ piles, composite piles and sleel piles.

There are areas where the top soil is poor and not suitable for shallow

foundation. Conventional RCC piles are costly for light structures in such

subsoil condition. Matured timber piles are also costly. Above all they are

subject to decay under fluctuating water table zone. In such a circumstance small

size prestressed pile are used as a substitute of timber pile.The piles are of 175

mm x 175 mm in cross section and the length varies from 5.0m to 7.5 m. These



piles have been installed and used in many areas of Dhaka Metropolitan City

and elsewhere in Bangladesh.

Although the size of small size prestressed pile does not conform to any standard

they may be compared with timber piles, short precast piles used in San

Antonio, Texas and Pedestal piles used in India. In San Antonio, Taxas, USA,

precast piles of 225mm diameter and length 3 to 4.8m are used for light

stmctures to avoid heaving. In India pedestal piles of section 10 em x 10 em and

length upto 3 III are in use specially in black cotton soil. Details of their

construction are available in CBRl Building Research Note No. 29 (1986)'.

1.2 AREA OF RESEARCH

In Bangladesh tlle use or small size pre~1ressedpile is increasing day by day.

However little infonuation is available about the perfonuance oftllese piles.!t is

necessary to carry out a detail investigation on different aspects of these piles.

The capacity of pile may be obtained by a full scale load test. The pile capacity

determined from pile load test may be compared witll the capacity predicted by

static methods and dynamic methods. In view of this, the main objectives of the

present study are as follows:

(i) To investigate tlle lIIetllodof construction and installation of small

size prestressed pilc

(ii) To drive and carry out pile load test at 4 different locations

(iii) To compare the capacity of piles determined from load test with

tlle predicted values using other mcthods .

2



CHAPTER 2

LITERA TURE REVIEW

2.1 GENERAL

Foundation is the part of the stmcture which remains in direct contact with the

ground and which transmits the load of the stmcture to the ground. Shallow

foundation (such as isolated column footing and strip looting) are used where

the bearing capacity of the top soil is good enough to bear the load of the

~1mcture without detrimental settlement. .

Pile foundation are used in situations where the soil at shallow depth can not

support the imposed load safely. Piles are used to transmit this load to deep soil

strata. Piled foundations are also used for supporting structures built over water

or where uplift loads are to be resisted. Generally, a pile foundation is more

expensive than a shallow foundation.

2.2 TYPES OF PILE

Piles are columnar clements in a foundation which transfer load from

superstructure through weak compressible strata or through water, on to stiffer

or more compact and less compressible soils or onto rock. TIley resist uplift

loads when used to support tall stmctures subjected to overturning forces from

winds,earthquake or waves. Piles used in marine stmctures are subjected to

lateral loads from the impact of berthing ships and from waves. Combinations of

vertical and horizontal loads are carried where piles arc used lor retaining walls,

bridge piers and abutments, and machinery foundations.

3



Piles are classified in different ways. They may be classified according to:

(i) Material of the pile

(ii) Method of installation

(iii) Load carrying mechanism

According to the materials of which they are made, piles may be classified as:

(i) Timber piles

(ii) Concrete piles and

(iii) Steel piles

Depending on the methods of installation, piles may be classified as:

(i) Driven piles

(ii) Driven and cast- in -situ piles

(iii) Bored and cast- in-situ piles

(iv) Screw piles

Depending on the load carrying mechanism, piles may be classified as:

(i) Friction piles

(ii) Point bearing piles

(iii) Compaction piles

(iv) Uplift piles

Tlmbe," 1'1Ic

Timber piles are made of tree tmnks with branches trimmed otfusually treated

with preservative and driven with small end as a point. The tip may be provided

4



with a metal driving shoe when the pile is to penetrate hard soil; otherwise it

may be cut either square or with some point.

Untreated timber piles that arc fhlly embedded in soil below the permanent

fresh ground water level may last for many years. Where pile remains above

ground water level, they may be subject to decay. Preservative treatment is

effective in preventing decay.

The main advant<'lge is that the timber piles arc relatively inexpensive and

comparatively light.TIley are very easy to transport. TIlis type of piles may be

installed with the traditional drop hammers. Main disadvantage of timber piles

are that they are dronaged during hard driving rout arc subjected to decay.

Timber piles lose strength when subjected to prolonged high temperatures and

cannot be used under such structures as blast furnaces and chemical reaction

units. Teng (1962) suggests that the design capacity of timber pile should be

limited to 25 tons (empirically) to avoid hard driving.

There are limitations on the size of the tip and butt as well as misalignment that

can be tolerated. Different eodes have different requirements. According to

ASTM D - 25', minimum tip diameter should be I25mm.TIle Chicago Building

Code' , requires minimum tip diameter 150 mm and butt dirnneter 250 mm if

the pile length is under 7.6 m and butt diameter 300 mm if pile length is more

than 7.6m. The alignment requirement is that a straight line from the centre of

butt to the centre oftip lie within pile shaft.

TIle New York Building Code" limit.~timber pile witJI a unifonn shaft L1perto

a tip diameter of 150 mm for loads under 220 kN and minimum tip diameter of

* Cited by ASCE Deep Foundation Committee (June 1984)
** Cited by Bowles (1988)

5



200 mm' for larger loads.'nle specification of a timber pile recommended by

ASTM D 25" is shown in Fig. 2.1

Timber piles are widely used in Bangladesh.Teak,Sal,Gajari,Sundari types of

timber are used as piles.l1lere is no specification of timber piles in Bangladesh

National Building Code ( 1993) but they are extensively used throughout the

country. A large number of low to medium rise buildings have been built over

timber piles. However, severe dmnage or failure of any of such buildings are not

yet known. The Sal, G~ari & Sundari are available as round timbers with bark

stipped. To t:1cilitatedriving, the bottom ends of piles are made pointed & some

times fitted with steel shoe. The butt diameter of timber piles (round) of

Bangladesh varies from 150nllll to 300l1li11.However, tip diameter of timbers

available in the open market varies from 75mm to 150 mm.

Steel Piles

Piles in this category include those for which the load-bearing material is

exclusively steel. These piles can develop high capacities but must be of

adequate cross-sectional area to withstand driving stresses and to provide the

necessary stiffness or drivability characteristics to achieve proper penetration

and bearing capacity. Steel piles come in several cross-sectional shapes,

including H, round pipe (open or closed-ended), rail, and box sections. They can

he readily spliced by welding to provide any required length.

TIle long-term structural capacity of these piles may he affected by

environmental conditions that could cause loss of metal from such actions as

oxidation, corrosion or electrolysis. Under such conditions all exposed steel

surfaces should be protected by a suitable coating or the pile should be designed

with an adequate sacrificial "skin". [ASCE Deep Foundation Committee (1984

)] stated that no significant corrosion due to oxidation occurs for piles

6



BUTT

...-mE.'asure butt circumference O.gOm from butt
O.gOm

~It-+-- This line must stay in pilE.'

Specification

Timber: ASTM D-25
Round Timber Piles

," approx
toper

Tip (minimum 125mm)

FigurE.' 2.1 Typical timbE.'r pile
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embedded in undisturbed soil. However, the most vulnerable portion of the pile

is that portion in disturbed soils, especially directly under a pile cap, or in free

water near the air water interface (splash zone).

The material cost for steel piles is high relative to other types of piles.

Concrete Piles

Concrete piles are the widely used piles in constmction practice with or without

prestressing. The broad categories of concrete piles are precast piles and cast-in-

place piles. Although concrete piles could be attacked by various chemicals,

including those in sea water, tllese piles are generally not susceptible to

environmental deterioration if they are made of high quality dense concrete and

if reasonable precautions are taken to ensure that the concrete is undamaged

after installation. For concrete exposed to high sulphate concentrations, a

sulphate resistant cement with or without a pozzolan should be used. For piles

exposed to a freezethaw condition, the use of an air-entraining admixture is

recommended. A dense impenneable concrete will prevent the chlorides

normally found in sea water from attacking the reinforcing steel. Under certain

exposure conditions, a special protective coating may be required.

Precast Concrete Piles

Precast concrete piles are either conventionally reinforced or prestressed. They

are commonly manufactured in square, octagonal, or round configurations and

may be solid or contain a hollow central core.

Precast concrete piles theoretically ClUlbe manuf:"lcturedin any size or length to

meet the design conditions, but there may be practical constraints dictated by the

limitations of the handling equipment, transport f:"lcilities or pile driving

8



equipment. TIle use of sectional precast piles that will be joined together during

driving may alleviate this problem but create others, such as increased costs,

delays caused by splicing, inability to achieve further pile penetration after the

splicing time delay (due to soil freeze), and loss of pile capacity as a result of the

joint's breaking or separating due to improper construction, installation, or pile

driving operations.

This type of pile is generally ordered in predetermined lengths. The cut off and

waste cost could be relatively high where accurate pile lengths have not been

detennined by the designer or under variable soil conditions not revealed by a

site investigation.

Inspection during the manufacture of precast concrete piles can help to ensure

adherence to specifications and provide initial quality control. After

manufacture, these piles can also be inspected for such properties as straightness

dimensions, cracks, surface defects and the squareness of the hutt end with the

longitudinal axis.

Precast concrete piles must be properly designed, and must be handled and

installed with care to avoid damage such as cracking, cmshing or

spalling.Damage that may occur below the ground surface during driving can

not be detected by normal inspection. A careful review of driving logs, as well

as the use of special integrity testing techniques, such as sonic or impact

methods, can often reveal large cracks or breaks in the pile.

Precast piles, in general, are ideally suited for marine :md trestle-type structures

and lire also used as loundation piles. If adequately designed and constructed,

these piles can carry high compressive loads and bending moments when proper

installation methods and techniques are used.

9



These piles are constJUcted of conventional reinforced concrete with internal

reinforcement consisting of a cage made of four or more longitudinal bars and

lateral or tie steel in the form of individual hoops or a spiral. Longitudinal steel

arranged in symmetrical circular pattern is more effective than bars arranged in

a square pattern, especially under seismic loading when ductility and core

confmement become important filCtors.Tie steel should be closely spaced at the

ends of the pile to help resist driving forces.

Reinforced precast concrete piles must be designed, manufactured, ~10red,

handled and driven with care to avoid serious cracking. Minor cracking is

virtually impossible to prevent. Cracks up to 0.15 mm in width are normally

considered acceptable. If severe cracking or spalling occurs, or if the pile is

made of poor quality concrete, the pile could deteriorate quite rapidly under

adverse environmental factors such as a marine environment or freeze- thaw

action.

Prestressed Concrete Piles

Prestressed concrete piles are constmcted using steel rods, strands or wires under

tension to replace the conventional longitudinal steel reinforcement used in the

construction of reinforced precast concrete piles. The prestressing steel is

tensioned either before (pretensioned) or after (post-tensioned) the concrete pile

is cast.

TIle concrete is put into compression by the tensioned steel, which increases the

ability of the concrete to withstand handling and driving stresses. Careful

measurenlenl~ of concrete strength and prestress force should be made during

construction, as these h,ctors influence stmctural pile behaviour significantly.

Since the concrete is under continuous compression, hairline cracks are kept

tightly closed, thus prestressed piles are more durable than reinforced precast

10



piles. Tensile stresses that develop during driving are reduced because of the

eficctive compressive prestress; however, the allowable compressive stress due

to externally applied forces and moments will be reduced by the amount of

effective prestress.

Prestressed concrete piles are capable of withstanding prolonged hard driving,

and they may be handled without damage. However, spalling, cracking and

breaking can occur if precautions are not taken. Prestressed piles are generally

less permeable than reinforced precast piles and exhibit superior performance in

a marine environment. Prestressed piles can be cut off to the required grade

without losing the effective prestress except when unbonded strands or tendons

are used.

Pretensioned prestressed concrete piles are generally manufactured in a

permanently established plant. The stressing steel is placed and tensioned before

piles are cast, which requires adequately constmcled stressing beds to maintain

the stressing forces and pile alignment as the concrete cures.

Stressing steel is usually enclosed in a steel spiral, having a maximum 150 mm

pitch throughout the central third of the pile, with closer spacing over the

remaining two-thirds of the pile. Several tight turns are used at each end to help

withstand driving forces. ACI-318-95( 1995 ) recommended clear cover of

25mm and 37.5mm tor stmctures exposed to earth However, ASCE Deep

Foundation Committee (June, 1984 ) recommended a clear cover of 50 mm in

typical design of a prestressed pile as shown in Fig.2.2.

Most commonly used sizes of pretensioned prestressed piles range trom 250

mm square to 600 mm square or octagonal. Pretensioned hollow-core cylinder

piles have been produced in diameters up to I676mm. However, smaller sizes

have also been used.

11
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Sunway P M I-Pile Construction Sdn I1hd of Malaysia (a member of

SungeiWay group) introduced a new piling system called Precast Micro

Injection Pile System[PMI-Pile (1986») which is noise free,vibration free and

pollution free. Piles are cast using a low water-cement ratio designed mix with a

cube strength of minimum 50 Mpa and are prestressed by high tensile strength

wire of diameter 5.0mm. While prestress in the concrete pile takes care of all

handling stress the axial load capacity of the piles is derived mainly from the

concrete strength.TIlese piles are driven by the technologically advance Injection

method of pile driving and hence no transverse reinforcements are necessary

which is not the case in all other hammer driven piles. These piles are

manufactured in segmenL~mId can be manually lifted. TIle piles are joined by

means of steel sleeve and high strength epoxy. The joints are found to be

stronger than the normally used timber joints.

Common sizes of I)MI piles an~:

(i) the 100mm x lOOnun size piles which comes in 3.0m lengths

(ii) the 125mm x 125mm size piles which comes in lengths of

3m,4.5m and 6m.

(iii) the 150mm x 150mm size piles which come in standard length of

3m and6m.

The pile has clear cover of27.5 nllll

The 100mmx lOOmm size pilc of Icngth 3.0m was test loadcd to 24 tons while

driven by injection system.The 125mmx 125mm size pile of length 4.5m and the

150mm x 150mm size pile of length 6.0m was test loaded to 40 tons and 52

tons respectively while they were driven by injection sy~1em.Typical PMI pile

is shown in Fig.2.3.Details may be available from PMI-Pile ( 1986 ).

13
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In Bangladesh, Housing and Building Research Institute (HBRI ) and some

private enterprises arc making prestressed piles of size 175mm square and 150

mm square and upto the maximum length 705m. In these piles, there are no

arrangement for pile splicing. TIle piles arc con~1ructed with clear cover of

25mm

TIlese piles are lifted and shifted manually. The traditional timber pile driving

equipment are used for driving this type of piles. These piles are used as

substitute of timber piles. In Dhaka Metropolitan City and elsewhere In

Bangladesh several projects have been successfillly completed using these

piles.The typical section of a small size prestressed pile is shown in Fig. 2.4.

Codes have not mentioned about the minimum size of these piles . However,

these piles may be compared with timber piles.

Bored And Cast In Situ })i1es

TIlis type of pile, known also as a caisson pile, bored pile, drilled shaft, or

drilled pier, is installed by drilling a hole in the ground to the required depth and

filling the hole with reinforced or plain concrete.Sometimes the pile shaft is

socketed into rock or underreamed to form an enlarged base (bell) in the soil to

increase the bearing area. lengths exceeding 30m are possible in favourable

(stiff or dense) soils. The principal advantages of the this type of pile are cost

and minimum vibration during installation. When bored pile is installed in

caving or pervious waterbearing soils, it is usually necessary to drill the hole

under a head of water or bentonite slurry and/or to use a temporary or

permanent steel liner. When slurry is used it is usually displaced by lremie-

placed, high slump concrete.
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Constmction of enlarged bases is usually carried out with underreaming

tools.These tools are not, in general,efTective in removing cuttings from the base

of the bell when undelTeaming is attempted under water or slurry.

Bored piles are generally reinforced with a cage of longitudinal and spiral steel

extending below any zone of significant bending moments or deformations in

the soil. If piles are to be installed with the hole full of water or bentonite slurry,

the spacing of the spiral reinforcement must be constmcted to prevent trapping

of clay balls or cuttings within the concrete. When temporary liners are used it is

desirable to weld the reinforcing cages, especially if batter piles are used, to

prevent unraveling of the steel caused by contact with the liner when it is

removed.Construction procedures are critical to the quality of the bored pile,

and very careful inspection is required.

Piles with enlarged bases are generally designed as end-bearing units. Straight

shaft drilled hole piles may derive none, part or all of their bearing capacity

from skin friction, depending upon the stiffness of the soil at the base of the

shaft.

This type of pile generally should not be installed with diameters less than about

400mm. Successful completion of drilled hole piles through very soft or very

loose soils is often difficult unless liners arc left pennallently in place. If slurry

displacement is employed, the concrete should he placed upto the working

surface such that all slurry and slurry-contaminated concrete is displaced from

the hole. This makes it relatively expensive to constmct such piles where cut-off

elevations are significantly below the working surface.
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Micro-Pill's

A micro-pile is a smull-diameter pile constructed by fimning a borehole lind

sealing into it a steel tube with a high strength grout injected under pressure

through the tubc. 'DIe grout injection fonns bulbs along the shaft of the pile,

through which the pile derives added frictional resistance. The method of

execution has been developed and perfected to give a high quality pile.

A micro-pile is constmcted by a small rotary-cum-percussion rig which can

work in low headroom and small working space, using bentonite mud to retain

the sides of the hole. Due to the specialised installation process, the vibrations

and disturbances to the surrounding soil and stmctures arc minimised. These

piles arc ideally suited for piling in restricted area and/or low headroom and

close to the existing structures, such as in case of underpilming. The piling can

also be used lor dock floors, where tensile forces arc to be carried. More

feedback studies and case records describing application of micro-piling are

however necessary [Mohan(1988)). Micro-piles are small diameter bored piles

with steel tube as reinforcement [Sabani and Sapio ( 1981)).

Pedestal Piles

Pedestal piles have been introduced by CBRI (India)' as an economical

substitute of underreamed piles, for light structures and buildings. They arc

specially recommended for foundation on expansive clays. According to CBRI

Building research Note No. 29 (1986)' they consist or precast reinlC)fced

concrete stem of 10 cm x 10 cm section with 30 cm high concrete pedestal cast

in 30 cm diameter auger holes. Field tests can.ied out on these piles in loose

saturated sand have revealed that the piles can take about 22 kN in compression

and 8 kN in uplift. Studies, extended to Indian black cotton soil (highly

* Cited by Mohan (1988)
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expansive clays) revealed safe loads in compression and uplift of 35 kN and

17.5 kN respectively, for a 3 m long pile.

End Bearing and F,iction Piles

All the piles agam may be classified as friction piles & end bearing piles

depending on load carrying mechanism. A pile obtains its support from both the

frictional forces on the sur£1ce of its shaft and from direct bearing on its base or

point. However, generally one of these components predominates and the

division into end bearing and friction pile is a convenient tClminology.

If the bearing stratum for foundation piles is hard and relatively impenetrable

material such as rock or a very dense sand and gravel, the piles derive most of

their carrying capacity from the resistance of the stratum at the tip of the piles.

In such conditions they are called end bearing or point bearing piles (Fig.2.5).

If the piles do not reach an impenetrable stratum but are driven for some

distance into a penetrable soil their carrying capacity is derived partly from end

bearing and partly fi.om the skin friction between the embedded surface of the

pile surrounding the soil. Piles which obtain greater parts of their capacity by

skin friction or adhesion are called friction piles (Fig 2.6). Friction piles are

used when hard stratum or bed rock is deep which would require very long end

bearing pile.

2.3 I>ETEHMINATION OF PILE CAPACITY

The ultimate capacity of a pile IS deterrnined on the basis of two mam

considerations:
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i) TIle stmctural capacity of the pile to support the load coming on

it.

ii) TIle capacity of the soil to support the load transmitted from the

pile.

The pile design load is smaller of the two divided by a suitable factor of safety.

2.3.1 StnIchual Capacity

There are two basic approaches in use for determining the structural strength of

a pile. TIley are:

(i) Fixed values of allowable unit stress

(ii) Capacity of pile as a column

Fixed values of allowable unit stress in pile vary widely, depending on codes

,even for exactly the same materials in the same type of pile.Typical values of

allowable unit stresses for design of precast concrete piles are shown in Table

2.1

Determination of the capacity of pile considering pile as a column is a rational

design approach. The design of a column is a function of the following basic

parameters.

(a) Strength OftJlCmaterial

(b) "nle stiffness of the materials

(c) The equivalent unbraced length

(d) The cross-sectional area ofthc column.

(e) Soil parameters surrounding the pile.
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Table 2.1 Typical values of allowable unit stress for design at precast concrete piling-l'-

Sourc~

1, National Research
Council Survey

(1962)[3]

Allowable Unit Str~ss, psi

Reinforcing st~el I Concret~

National standards
Varies: 3,500-24.000 Varies: 460-3,OOOps,
PSI, Also expressed as

Also ref~r~nced as function of J;' with

0,35 F~ valu~s varying from
0.225;;'- 0.45J;'

Remarks

2,"Pile Foundations"
(1963)

3. Nation"l Building
Code (1967)

4.BOCA (1963)

5. Southern
Standard
Building Code
(1961 )

6. Uniform Building
Code 11961 J

7. Building Code 01
City of Bostonl1962J

B. Building Code of
City of SI. Louisn961l

9. Building Code of City
01 Baltimore 11955)

10.Los Angeles Building
Code 1195B )

11.Building Code of
City and County of
Denver 11962 J

12.Building Code of
City of Chicago
11963)

13.Building Code of
City of Buffalo
119651

0.40 F~

0.34 F~

0'34 F ~

0'40 F~

0.34 F ~

'0 40F.,

0.225}; ,

0.225;;'

0.225);'

0.2251;'

0.225,.(

0225/;

025/;

Designed as short column, Indica-
ted values are for tied columns
(ACI-31B)[4].
Ostensibly pil~s are de?igned as
short columns, MaXimum load
value is sfipulat~d, however as:

load [in tons): 2.2 x si de dimen-
sion (in inches).

Maximum allowable load of 50
tons on 12x 12 pile of J: :I,()()Opsi .
Increase proportionately to area
to a maximum 90 - ton load.
Designed os short column .Indica-
ted values are for tied columns
(A C I - 31 BJ [4] ,
D'?signC?d as r(=linforCl?d concrfltl?
columns having Lid: 10.

Designed as column. Assumed
unbraced length not specified.

*' Cited by Johnson and Kavanagh(196B)
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Evaluation of pile soil interaction is a complex problem. ll1ere are eh1>ressions

for stress and equivalent unbraced length which are complex. However, Jolmson

and Kavanagh (1968) summarized the results in simplified forms which are

shown in Fig.2.7.

It has been reported by Whitaker (1976) and Mohan (1988) that piles of normal

dimensions driven through soft soil to end bearing on some strong underlying

stratum do not buckle under load, provided the soil has some shear strength and

is not merely liquid mud. Bjemlm (1957)' reported that 30.5 m long steel piles

made from flat bottom rail 12 cm wide and 11.6 cm high were installed through

soft clay or shear strength ranging Irom 14.] kPa to D.5 kPa which did not

buckle under load. As such, generally piles cmbcddcd in soil arc designed as

short columns. Nomlally, structural capacity does not govem in the case of

piles. The capacity or pile considering soil condition is generally smaller than

the stl1lctural capacity.

2.3.2 Capacity of Pile as Determined by the Supporting
Strength of Soil

The bearing capacity of a pile,considering the strength of surrounding and

underlying soil can be estimated by number of methods. They are :

(i) Static methods using soil parameters

(ii) Empirical methods using static licld penetration tests

(iii) Dynamic rOIIDulae which estimates the load capacity of driven

piles from . the pile driving records.

(iv) Wave equation.

(v) Pile load test.

*Cited by Whitaker (1976)
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2.3.2.1 Determination of Pile Capacity by Static Methods

For a pile having adequate structural strength the total downward capacity Q is

based on soil conditioll. TIle ultimate capacity of a pile due to soil resistance

developed by friction between the soil and pile shaft and end bearing at the tip of

pile is

or,

Qu =Q. +Q'ip (2.1)

(2.2)

Where Q = total ultimate capacity ofthe pile

Q. = total ultimate skin friction

Q, = total ultimate end bearing

1\.= total surface area of the pile in contact with soil along the embedded

shaft length.

f,= ultimate unit skin friction between soil and pile surface

A 'ip = pile tip bearing area

qll= ultimate unit end bearing capacity of soil at pile tip

There are several metbods to compute skin friction (f,) and end bearing (qu).

The analysis differs for clay soil and lor sandy soil. Where strata of soils

possessing different properties are penetrated or pile cross-section and surface

area vary along iL~length,the skin friction can be calculated by using segments

of pile length and the appropriate soil parameters and pile area.
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I~ndHearing of Pile

Various theoretical solutions are proposed for the problems of bearing capacity

from about 1934. Terzaghi (1943) proposed the following general equation for

calculating the ultimate bearing capacity:

qu= cNc + y DNq +0.5 y BN y

Where c = undrained cohesion of soil

U = widlh of fbundation

y = density of soil

D = depth of foundation

(2.3)

Nc, Nq & Ny are the bearing eapacity £1ctors which depends on the angle of

internal friction,~. The values ofNc,Nq&Ny proposed by Terzaghi are shown in

Fig .2.8. Since then various researchers have worked on this subject. They used

the basic Terzaghi equation but suggested different values for bearing capacity

factors and introduced other £1ctOrssuch as shape £1ctor,depth factor,inclination

factor.

End Bearing of Piles in Cohesionless Soil

Important methods for calculating the end bearing of piles with its base III

cohesionless soil are as follows:
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(2.4)

(2.5)

Terzaghi (1943) and Terzaghi & Peck (1967) Method

Terzaghi & Peck (1967) suggest that for piles driven through compressible soil

to a firm base the end bearing of a pile can be calculated from Terzaghi's (

1943) general bearing capacity equation.( equation 2.3).

For pile with its base in sand, c = 0 and since, B is small compared to D, the

terms containing Ny may be neglected. Therefore, Terzaghi's general bearing

capacity equation reduces to:

l)1I = I'DNq

Where I' = Density of soil

D = Depth of foundation

Nq= Bearing capacity fllctors which depend on ~

Terzaghi's bearing capacity factor Nq may be detelmined from Fig. 2.8.

Meyerhofs Method (1956)

According to Meyerhof (1956)' the ultimate end bearing capacity of pile in

cohesionless soil is given by the following equation:

qu= I' DNq

Where I' = Density of soil

D = Depth of foundation

Nq = bearing capacity factor which depend on ~.

The values ofNq may be found from Fig-2.9. Meyerho(' assumed the fhilure

pattern as shown in Fig.2.1O.

* Cited by Whitaker (1976)
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Brezantzev et ai's Method ( 1961).

Berezantzev et al (1961)' proposed the following equation for finding ultimate

end bearing capacity of pile in a granular soil.

qu= Y DNq (2.6)

Where qu= ultimate end bearing capacity of pile

Nq = Berezantzev et aI's bearing capacity factor which depends on ~ &

DIB ratio

N'Imay be found from Fig. 2.11.

Hansen's MetllOd(197())

Hansen (1970) •• proposed the general bearing capacity equation which includes

the shape,depth and inclination factors.According to Coyle and Castello ( 981) ••

this equation is equally applicable to pile. For pile with its base in sand, c = 0

and since. B is small compared to D, the terms containing Ny may be

neglected.Therefore,the general equation of Hansen (1970) reduces to

(2.7)

Where Nq = Hansen's bearing capacity factor which may be obtained from Fig.

2.12.

dq = 1+2 tan~ (I-sin ~i tan-I DIB
~= angle of internal friction

y = density of soiI

Sq = I + BIL tan~

+ Cited by Tomlinson (1986)
++ Cited by Bowles (1988)
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It can be observed from the expressIOn of depth Illctor that end bearing

increases with deptll and reaches a limiting value.

Vesic's Method (1977) :

Vesic (1977)' proposed a metllOdof estimating the end bearing capacity of pile.

According to Vesic( 1977)'

Where 6y ~ mean nonnal eJ1cclivestress at the level of pile tip

Nq=f( lIT)

lIT = reduced rigidity index

Details may be available in Das ( 1984 )

McCarthy's Method ( 1977)

(2.8 )

McCarthy ( 1977) recommended that the end bearing of a pile driven in sand

can be evaluated using the following equation:

Where qu = ullimate unit end bearing at pile tip

Nq = bearing capacity factor for deep foundations

6y = effective overburden pressure acting at pile tip depth

(2.9 )

McCarthy ( 1977) recommends that the value of Nq may be obtained from

curves of Berezanlzev et al (196 I).The value of effective overburden pressure

* Cited by Das (1984)
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6v which develops at the pilc tip is limited below the critical depth. According to

McCarthy ( 1977) for design purpose it should be bc assumcd that the valuc of

6v in the above equation is cqual to the effective overburden pressure at the

critical depth.

In the case of driven piles it has been found that the effective overburden stress

of soil adjacent the pile does not continue to increase without limit, as implied

by the above equations .Adjacent to a pile, the effective vertical stress increases

only until a certain distance of penetration, termcd the critical dcpth Dc is

reached. Below this depth, the effective vertical pressure remains essentially

constant or changes at a low rate. The point wherc the critical depth is reached is

influenced by the initial condition of the sand (Ioosc or compact) and thc

dimension of the pile. Field and model test indicate that the critical depth ranges

from about ten pile diameters for loose sands to about twenty pile diameters for

dense compact sand (McCarthy(1977»). Fig. 2.13 provides information on

critical deptJl for different conditions to use in pile design.

Method recommended by indian Standards institution (1979)

According to IS: 2911 - 1979, the end bearing of piles in

granular soil is given by the following relation:

q"= qNq ( 2.10 )

Where q = effective overburden pressure =y D

Nq = bearing capacity filctors depending on the angle of internal friction

at pile toe.

y= unit weight of soil

D=Dcpth of foundation

TIle Nq £"Ictorsmay be found from Fig.2.14.
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This method suggests that when pile is longer than 15 to 20 pile diameters,

maximum effective overhurden at tip should correspond to pile length equal to

15 to 20 diameter.

Method recommended by Canadian Geotechnical Society ( 1985)

To calculate the end bearing capacity of pile in sand Canadian Geotechnical

Society ( 1985) proposed to use the following relation.

( 2.11)

Where, 'I" = ullimate unit end bearing of pile

6'n = unit effective vetical pressure at pile toe (below critical = Dc,

effective pressure at critical depth is proposed to he used)

D = embedment length of pile in soil.

Nt = bearing capacity factor. Nt> Nq. usually, Nt = 3Nq Nq is the bearing

capacity factor for shallow foundation. Nq may be obtained from

Fig. 2.15

API (1987) Method:

API ( 1987) recommcndcd that the ullimate end bearing capacity of pile in

cohesion less soil may he calculatcd hy t1IC1()lIowing equation;

'I" = 'I Nq ( 2.12 )

Where, 'I" = ullimate end bel\l;ng capacity ofthe pile in cohesionless soil

'I = effective overburden pressure at the pile tip

Nq = hearing capacity factor

The values ofNq recommended by API are shown in Tahle-2.2.
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Table 2,2 Design paramE'tNs for Cohesionless Siliceous Soil [A PII 1967) 1

Soil -Pile Limiting Skin Limiting Unit
Friction Friction Values End Bearing

Soil Angle. S kips/lt'(kPal Values
Density Description Degrees Nq kips/lt'IMPa)

Very Loose Sand 15 1.0147.6) 8 40 (1,9)

Loose Sand-Silt

Medium Silt

Loos e Sand 20 1,4 (67'0) 12 6012.9)

Medium Sand- Si I t

Dense Silt

Medium Sand 25 1.7 (61.3) 20 10014.8)
Dense Son d. Si It

Dense Sand 30 2.0 (95'7) 40 20019'6)
Very Dens e Sand- Silt

Dense Grovel 35 2.41114.8) 5'0 250(12"0)
Very Dense Sand
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Determination of Angle of Jntemal Friction

The end bearing of a pile resting on sand depends on the value ofNq .Again the

value of Nq depends on the angle of internal friction, ~ (which depends on the

relative density of the soil). The value ofNq is very sensitive to the variation of

~ (Fig .2.8).

TIle angle of internal friction, ~ may be determined from triaxial test. Hansen

(1970) recommended ~ = 1.1 ~ I to he used in the hearing capacity equation.

( 2.7).

On the hasis of furthcr infonnation Hansen (1979) recommcnded

,j, '-1
't' = Sill

determined from triaxial test to he used in bearing capacity equation.

where CJl = major principal stress

CJ3 = minor principal stress

Das (1983) also pointed out that tile value of ~ determined from triaxial test is

widely used for the design of structurcs.

Bowles (1996) pointed out that ~ is pressurc dcpcndcnt and laboratory values of

~ in the common range of triaxial cell pressures of70 to 150 kPa may be several

degrees larger tilllll field values at tile pile point, which may be 20m or 30 m

down where there is substantially larger effective normal stress.
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During installation of piles the soil surrounding the pile shaft and underlying the

pile tip is disturbed.!t is also difiicult to obtain sand in t11eundisturbed state. For

this reason, several approximate correlations have been developed for the

determination of angle of internal friction. The correlations have been widely

used for determining ~.

Meyerhof (1956)' based on the observations of several field explorations,

provided relationship between angle of internal friction ~, standard penetration

resistance, N ,md static cone penetration resistance ( Table 2.3). Peck et al

(1974) proposed a correlation of ~ with the standard penetration resistance N

(Fig.2.l6). Whitaker (1976), Mohan (1988) pointed out about the correlation

proposed by Peck et al (1974). The correlation proposed by Peck et al (1974) is

widely used for t11edetennination of ~.

End Bearing of Piles in Cohesive Soil

For pile in clay, the undrained load capacity is generally taken to be the critical.

If clay is saturated the undrained angle of friction ~ = zero, NQ = I & Ny = 0

for ~ = 0

So ,Terzaghi's general equation reduces to

qll = c N, +y D (2.13)

Considering weight of the pile = weight of soil displaced, the net end bearing of

pile in cohesive soil is:

(2.14)

>I Cited by Das ( 1985 )
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Table 2.3 Relationship between relative density, pentration resistance_

"and angle of friction' of coheGionl,eGs GoilG [Arter t4cycrhof .( 1956)].

Standard
penetration Stat ic cone Angle ot

State ot Relative resistance N, resistance qc friction 0
packing d ensi ty blows/tt ton / ft~ deg

Very Loose < 0'2 < 4 < 20 < 30

Loose 0'2 to 0'4 4 to 10 20 to 40 30 to 35

Compact 0'4 to 0-5 10 to 30 40 to 120 35 to 40

Dense 0'5 to 0,8 30 to 50 120 to 200 40 to 4S

Very Dense > 0'8 > 50 >200 > 4S
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According to Meycrhof: N, = 9.3 to 9.8 dcpending on whether the base is

smooth or rough

According to Skempton : N, = 9

According to Scwers

for model piles : 5< Nc< 8

The value ofN, proposcd by Skempton (1951r is shown in Fig=2.17.

Skin Friction of Piles

Skin friction is thc rcsistance betwccn the pilc surlilCc and the soil. TIle

procedure 1(lr computing skin li'ictioll of pilcs in cohcsionlcss soil and skin

frictioll in cohcsivc soil arc diller-cnl.

Skin Friction of I'ile In Cohesion less Soil

There are several methods for computing skin ffiction of pile in cohesionless

soil. Important mcthods are discussed bclow :

MeyerllOfs Methot! (1953)

Meyerhof (1953)' cxprcsscd thc skin friction Jlcr unit area as

[~=ks q tallo - Ks y D tallo

Where, /) = angle of (riction between soil & pile

K, = coelf of earth pressure at rest

* Cited by Whitaker (1976)

** Cited by Poulos & Davis (1980)
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~-fethod Recommellded by JIIl/iall Stalldard~' Illstitlltioll (1979)

According to IS: 2911-1979, the unit skin friction of pile in a granular soil is

. given by

( 2.16)

( 2.17)

Where, K = co-efficient of earth pressure: for loose to medium sands, K values

of I to 3 should be nsed.

PDi = effective overburden pressure for the ith layer where i varies from

1 to n

n = layers of soil in whieh pile is installed.

Ii = angle of friction between pile & soil,in degress (may be taken equal

to ~)

Method Recommellded by Calladiall Geotechllical Society (/985)

According to Canadian Geotechnical Society (1985), skin friction of pile in

sand is given by the following equation:

D

f,= L: M K, tan ~ 6',

Z=O

Where 6'z = ellective vertical stress at depth z below critical depth

Z = Dc, use 6'Dc

K.= ratio between horizontal effective soil stress to the vertical effective

soil stress at pile shalL

M = tan Ii Ilan ~ : tan ~~, soillrictioll, Ian Ii ~ soil pile friction.

M ranges from 0.7 to 1.0 depending on the material of pile & method of

installation.
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y = density of soil

Tomlinsoll's metllOt/(1986):

Tomlinson (19R6) proposed the following relation for unit skin friction In

cohesionless soil:

f, = k, q tano ( 2.18)

Where f, = Unit skin friction

k, = earth pressure co-eflicient

o = angle of wall friction

q = average elJective overburden pressure over embedded depth of pile

Tomlinson recommended to usc the values k, and I) which have been proposed

by Broms (1966)'. Broms related k, & I) to the effective angle of shearing

resistance of cohesion less soils for various pile materials and relative densities of

soil (Table 2.4).

Borms used the effective angle instead of undrained angle.Tomlinson (1986)

stated that for practical purposes ~ can be used as obtained from standard

penetration tests. It may he mentioned here that this method also indirectly

depends on standard penetration test values.

API (1987) Metllot/

According to API (1987), the skin friction over the shall of the pile In

cohesionless soil may be calculated by the following relation:

f,= k qotan I) (2.19)

Where, k = earth pressure coeflicient

* Cited by Tomlinson (1986)
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Table 2.' Values of Ks and S [Alter Broms 119G6l)*

Value of Ks
i /\

I
Pile material () Low relative density High relative density

Steel 20' OS 1.0

Concrete 1.q, 1.0 2.0,
Wood ~ep 1.5 '.0

-+ Cited by .Tomlinson I 1986 1
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qo= effective overburden pressure at the point in question

o =angle of wall friction between the soil and the pile wall ( to be taken

from Table 2.2)

Skin Friction ofl)lIc in Cohesive Soli

There are several methods of computing skin friction in

cohesive soil. Important methods are:

(i) a method

(ii) A. method

(iii) ~ method

(iv) a2 method

(iv) Method recommended by Indian Standards In~1itution

(v) API method

(vi) Method recommended by Canadian Geotechnical Society

a method {Tomlinson (1971)]

To calculate the skin Ji-iction of pile in cohesive soil, Tomlinson (1971)"

proposed this method. According to this method skin friction is computed as :

Where, a = coefficient to be obtained from design curve of Fig 2.18

c= average cohesion (or su) for the soil stratum of interest

* Cited by Bowles (1988)
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2 Method [Vijaverg~I'a and Focht (1972)J

Vijayvergiya and Focht (1972)' presented a method of obtaining skin resistance

of a pile in clay. This method is Ie method. The relation was expressed in the
following way;

f, = Ie (q +2 cu)

Where f, = unit skin friction

q = effective overburden pressure

Co = cohesion for the soil stratum of interest

Ie = coefficient which can be obtained from Fg.2.19.

( 2.21)

For shorter piles, "A.valucs arc largcr mostly bccause the shorter piles are in

stiffer clay or clay with stiff upper crust (OCR> I). Where long piles penetrate

into into soft clay, the values renect both averaging for a single value and

development of a limited skin resistance since q does not increase pile capacity

without bound.

p Method [Burland (1973»)

Burland (1973)' developed this method of obtaining skin friction from effective

stress on the shaft of pile. Following assumptions were made in the derivation.:

(i) Before loading the excess pore pressures set up during installation are

completely dissipated.

(ii) Loading takes place under drained condition because the zone of major

distortion around the shaft is relatively thin.

* Cited by Bowles ( 1988 )
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(iii) A~a result of remoulding during installation the soil has no effective

cohesion.

In this method, then skin friction fs is given by the following equation:

f, = 6'h tano

Where 6'h = horizontal effective stress acting on the pile

o = effective angle of friction between the clay and the pile shaft

( 2.22)

Further simplifying assumption is made that the 6'h is proportional to the vertical

effective overburden pressure 6v so that 6'h = k 6v

Therefore, f, = K6v tano

If K tan 0 = /3, the equation reduces to

( 2.23)

Attractive feathure of the /3 method is that if we use, ko for k and 0 = ~ the

product ko tan 0= /3 ranges from about 0.,25 to 0.40 for normal range of ~ =

200 to 300 (Fig. 2.20). TIle upper values apply to short piles (length less than

15m) and lower values apply to long piles.

U2 Methodf Peck et af (1974) J

Peck, Hanson and "l1lOmhum (1974) suggested the following relation for

calculating the skin friction of pile in cohesive soil:
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Where, f,~ unit skin friction

Cu = undrained cohesion of soil

0.2 = reduction coefficient which may be obtained from fig.2.21.

( 2.24)

Unlike others, the curves of fig. 2.21 shows a wide range of values of 0.2 .Peck

et al suggest that average values may be used for practical purpose.

Method Recommended by Indian Standards Institl/tion (IS: 2911-1979)

IS : 2911-1979 recommends to calculate the skin friction of pile in cohesive

soil using the following relation:

f,=a. c

Where c = average cohesion throughout the length of the pile

a. = reduction factor

The suggested values of a are shown in Table 2 .5

API (1984) Method:

( 2.25)

API (1984) also suggest to use a. method with factors as shown in fig. 2.22 for

normally consolidated clay. However, API recommended that the value of f,

should not be more than 50 kPa for OCR> I or large UD ratio
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Table 2.5 Values of 0<. recomnended by Indian Standards Institution lIS :2911-1979)

Consistency 01 soil N Value Value of a::

Bored pile Driven pile

Very 5oft to soft L.4 0-7 1

Medium 4 to 8 O-S 0-7

S ti If 8 to 15 0-4 0-4

Stiff to hard >15 0-) 0-)
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Method sllggested byCanadial/ Geotechnical Society (1985)

Canadian Geoteclmical Society (1985 ) proposed to calculate the skin friction

over the shan of the pile using the following relation:

( 2.26)

Where f, = unit skin friction

a = reduction factor

'til = undrained shear strength of the soil

However, in this metJlOdskin friction is shown as a function of undrained shear

strengtllofsoil (Fig.2 .23 )

'111erefore,correspondingskin friction may be obtained from Fig.2.23

2.3.2.2 Determination of Pile Capacity by Empirical Methods

Different investigators have established correlation bearing relation between

static field penetration tests such as (i) Standard Penetration Test and (ii)

Cone Penetration Tests with end bearing of pile and shall resistance.

Standard Penetration Test

Meyerhof (1956,1976)' has correlated the unit skin friction and unit end

bearing of a pile with the result of standard penetration test. For displacement

piles in saturated sand the unit end bearing is given by:

and unit skin friction is given by:

f,=Xn N kPa

* Cited by Bowles ( 1988 )
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Where, Np= statistical average ofSPT in a zone of about 8B above to 3B below

pile tip.

N= average value of N along pile shaft

qu = ultimate unit end bearing
f, = ullimate unit skin friction

Xn= 2 for piles oflarge displacement and = I for small displacement

B = width or diameter of pile point

1.1> = pile penetration depth into point bearing stratum

11.18 = average depth ratio of point into point bearing stratum

Static Cone PenetratiolJ

TIle basis of the test is the measurement of the resistance to penetration of a 60 0

cone with a base area of 10 square cm.. Two types of cone are commonly used:

the st,mdard point, with which only point resishmce ClUlbe measured; and the

friction-jacket point, which allows both point resistlUlceand local skin resistance

to be measured (Begemann, 1953 and 1965)'.

Van der Veen (1957)' suggested that the ultimate unit end bearing ofa pile may

be taken as I1mtof the cone resistance. Hence, according to Van der Veen

(2.29 )

where,qu = ultimate unit end bearing of pile

l]c = cone point resistance f'orzone of ahout 8/3 ahove and 3/3 below pile

point

According to Begemann (1965)' the adhesion Measured by friction jacket may

be safely taken as unit skin friction for driven piles in clay.

* Cited by .Poulos and Davis (1980)
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I-Ience, f~= t~

Wherc fa = ultimate unit skin friction

fe= adhesion measured from friction jacket.

( 2.30)

Full scale tests carried hy Vesic (1967) • showed that the unit end bearing is

comparable with cone resistance of penetrometer but the unit skin friction is

double that measured hy penetrometer. Hence, according to Vesic (1967)'

5'l qu= qe (2.31)'J""
f"f.-.•..•.. f, = 2f~ ( 2.32)
(j)

According to Meyerhof (1956)" for cases wherc separate measurements of

friction jacket resistance are not made, the ultimate skin friction may be

measured by the following relation:

f~= 0.005qe ( 2.33)

••Where separate side friction is measured Meyerhof ( 1956) suggested the

following relation:

(small volume displacement pile)

f,= 1.5 to 2fe (Iargc volume displacemcnt pilc)

* Cited hy Poulos & Davis (1980)

** Citcd by Bowles (1988)
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2.3.2.3 Determination of Pile Capacity by Dynamic Methods

It is natural for anyone driving a stake into ground to assume that the effort

needed depends on the resistance of the ground. For nearly two centuries

engineers have applied this idea to pile driving and many mathematical

formulae or dynamic formulae have been devised for calculating the resistance.

All dynamic pile fomllliae are based on the principle that resistance of piles to

penetration under the working load has a direct relationship to their resistance to

the impact of the hammcr when they arc being drivcn. Dynanlic formulae

considers the weight and height of drop of the hammer, the weight of pile, the .

penetration of the pile under each blow. Refined formulae also take into account

losses of energy due to clastic compression of the pile, the helmet, the packing,

ground surrounding the pile and losses due to incrtia of the pile.

'nlcre arc a large numhcr of dynamic !tlnllulac. Somc of the important methods

are discussed below:

,
(1). Engineering News Record Formula:

This fonllu\a was published by Wellington in Engineering News in \888 and

hence it is usually callcd Engineering News Record \tlnllula( ENR ).

The fonnula is expressed as follows:

(2.36)

, e IV hI'or Steam Hammers: Q = h ,
s+ 2.54

Where, Q = ultimate pile capacity

h = hcight of/all of ram

W, = weight of ram
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s = amount of point penetration per blow

In this formula, the following assumptions were made:

a) Hammer and pile may be treated as impinging particles

b) Hammer gives up its entire energy on impact.

c) On impact the resistance increases in an clastic manner as the pile

is displaced ,remains constant for filrther displacement and then

Hillsto zero in an clastic manner as the pile rebounds.

(ii) Hiley Farm"la

11lis formula was proposed by Hiley in 1925 and may be e},-pressedin the

following fonn:

( 2.38 )

However, for double acting or differential Hammers ,Chellis (1961) suggested

the following foml ofthe Hiley equation:

E W+n'WQ= ell ~11 •__ 2-

I( ) WdV
of + 2" k, + k, + k, P

(2.39)

According to Chellis, the manufacturers energy rating of Elo is based on an

equivalent weight term Wand height of ram h as follows:

Eh =Wh = (W, + Weight ofcasing)h
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where, Q = ultimate pile capacity

Eh= manut:'1c1urers' hammer energy rating

eh= hammer efficiency

k1 = elastic compression of cap block

k2 = elastic compression of pile

kJ = elastic compression of soil

Wp = weight of pile

s = amount of point penetration per blow

Wr= Weight orrmn

n = co-efficient of restitution

It is assumed that there are losses of energy

a) in the hammer system

b) due to impact

c) due to elastic compression of the pile

d) due to elastic compression of the head assembly comprising the dolly,

helmet and packing

e) due to elastic compression of the ground.

A t:1c1orof safety =3 to 6 is proposed

iilolEytelwein Form"la {Chellis (1961)J

The Eytelwein formula as mentioned hy Chellis in 1961 may he expressed as:
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Where, Q = ultimate pile capacity

Eh= manufilcturers' hammer energy rating

eh= hammer efficiency

Wp = weight of pile

W,= Weight of ram

s = amount of point penetration per blow

C=2.54 mm=O.1 in

It is based on the following assumptions:

(a) The hammer and pile may be treated as impinging particles

having a co-efficient of restitution and that Newton's law of

impact apply.

(b) An energy equation applies to the driving of a pile where energy

supplied by hammer is not usefhlly absorbed in advancing pile.

(c) The only energy lost is due to impact

A factor of safety 6 is proposed for this fomlll!a.

(Iii) Danish Formula fOlson & F1aate (1967)"

The Danish fomlllla is expressed as :

(2.41 )

c, =

Where, Q = ultimate pile capacity

* Cited by Bowles (1988)
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E" = manuf.'1cturers' hammer energy rating

e"= hammer elTIciency

s = amount of point penetration per blow

Wp = weight of pile

Wr = weight of ram

A =pile cross sectional area

E = modulus of Elasticity

L = pile length

In the derivation oftJlis fommla 'also some assumptions were made which are :

(a) There is frictional loss in the hammer system.

(b) The elastic compression of the pile is that which would occur if all

the available energy were used in causing the compression.

(c) There is loss due to impact.

Safety f.'1ctorof 3 to 6 is proposed for this formula.

(tv) Janbu Formula fOlson & Flaate (1967) Mansur & Hunter (1970)f'

The Janbu formula as mentioned by Olson and Flaate (I967)" & Mansur &

Hunter (1970). and may be expressed in the following fonn:

:i=(!hEhL
AE;

WpCd = 0.75+0.15-
IV,
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Where Q = ultimate capacity of pile

Eh = mlU1U£1cturers'energy rating

E =modulus of Elasticity

s = penetration per blow

Wp = weight of pile

Wr = weight of ram

It also based on some assumptions such as:

(2.42)

............. . ... ... ....

(a) l11ere is frictional or other loss in the hammer system so that energy

aClually applied at impact is less thM energy delivered.

(b) There is loss due to elastic compression of the pile.

(c) There is loss due to impact.

Recommended £1ctor of safety is 3 to 6.
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(v) Gates Formula{ Gates (1957)" J

This formula was proposed by Gates (1957)*

Q = a~ehEh (b -log s)

Where, Q = ultimate of capacity of pile

Eh= manufacturers' hammer energy rating

eh= hammer efficiency

In FPS , Q=kips, Eh=kips.fls, s =in,a = 27,b = 1

In SI units, Q = kN, Eh= kNm, s = mm, a = 104.5 and b = 2.4

ct. = 0.75 for drop hammers and 0.85 for all other hammers.

A factor of safety = 3 is proposed in this case.

(vi) Canadian National BlIilding Code Formllla'

According to this fonnula:

w, + n2 (O.5Wp)C -----~
,- W,+W

p

* Cited by Bowles (1988)
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3QC ---
2-"'1-.

L
C] = -+C.

E

=3.7 xlO-10 m3 ikN (SI)

Where, Q= ultimate capacity of pile

Eh= manufilcturers' hammer energy rat ing

eh=hammer efficiency

Wp= weight of pile

Wr= weight of ram

n = co-ellicient of restitution.

L=length of pile

E= modulus of elasticity

Cd=O.OOOI in/k (FPS)

Factor of safety = 3 has been proposed in this case.

(I'U)Pacific Coast Uniform IJIli/ding Code (I'CUIJC;'jormllla

The equation is expressed in the following form :

W +kW
C -' p
,- W W,+ p

* Cited by Bowles (1988)
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C _ QL
2 - AE

Where Q=ultimate capacity of pile

Eh=manufacturer's energy rating

eh= hammer efficiency

s = pile penetration per blow

Wp= weight of pile

Wr= weight of ram

A = cross sectional area of pile

L= length of pile

E= modulus of elasticity

k = 0.25 for steel piles

= 0.10 for all other piles

The solution of the equation is a trial and error approach. Factor of safety = 4 is

proposed for this fonnula.

(I'iii) NUl'Y- Mckay formula'

Navy- McKay formula is expressed in the following form :

Wp
C,=-

W,

* Cited by Bowles (1988)
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Where, Q = ultimate pile capacity

Eh= manuf.'lcturers' hammer energy rating

eh= hammer efficiency

Wi' = weight of pile

W, = weight of ram

s = amount of point penetration per blow

A f.'lctor of safety = 6 is proposed in this case.

(IX) AASIITO ( 1990). Formllla

TIlis formula was primarily developed for timber piles. .I11e formula IS

expressed in the following way:

Q = 2h(W, + A,p)
s+c

C=2.5 mm=O.1 in

(2.47)

For double acting steam hammer it is proposed to use 1\ = ram cross-sectional
area, p = steam or air pressure; for single acting and gravity 1\ p = o.

It is proposed 10 take e" = 1.0. suggested f.'lctor or sarety is 6.

* Cited by Bowles (1988)
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(x) Modified ENR I (ENR( 1965) / formllla'

The Modified Engineering News Record formula is eAlJressedas

Where Q = ultimate pile capacity

Eh = manufacturers' hammer energy rating

ell= hammer efficiency

Wp = Weight of pile

Wr =weight of ram

s = amount of point penetration per blow

n = co-efficient of restitution

C=2.5 mm=O.1 in

Applicability of the tlri"illg Formlliae

(2.48)

It is assumed that the driving formula lor a drop hammer may be applied to a

single acting steam or compressed air hammers. Experience shows that in the

case of double acting hammers, which deliver blows in rapid succession

penetration per blow depends on the number of blows per minute. Therefore,

manufacturer's rated energy per blow at the speed of operation should be used

when taking the set lor using in driving fonnula. In the case of diesel hammers

manufacturer's rated energy may be used when taking set for using in energy

equation.

* Cited by Bowles (1988)
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Limitations o/tlle tiriviJII:Formulae

Although dynamic formulae have been used extensively to predict pile capacity

none of them have been found consistently reliable or reliable over an extended

range of pile capacity. There are several reasons . Each formula has been

developed on the basis of one or more assumptions. Firstly, the Newtonian laws

in a simple manner is not applicable to driving formula. Also it is over

simplification in assuming that the dynamic resistance can be appropriately

expressed by a single force in a simple energy formula and that the calculation

of an energy correction for the elastic compression of the pile can be made as if

the loading were static. Above all ,there is no hasis in the assumption that the

dynamic energy is equal to the static load bearing capacity.

The acceptability of any formula can be best examined by comparing the

ultimate carrying capacities delivered by it with those obtained by pile load

tests. Terzaghi (1942)' perfonned this task with data from 39 timber, concrete

and steel piles using 7 different formulae. He observed that the ratio of the real

load to computed load covered the range 0.25 to 4.0, that the range varied for

different formulae applied to the same data and that the same formula was not

necessarily good for timber, concrete and steel piles. Others made similar

collections of data and have assessed the relative merits of different formulae by

statistical analysis. Mention may be made of Sorensen, Hansen (1957)',

Agerschou (1962)'. TIleir study showed that Eytelwein & Engineering News

Record formulae have poor reliability in comparison to others.

TIle most dangerous misinterpretation of the driving formulae is that they do not

consider the soil conditions which affect the long term carrying capacity and

settlement of piles and effect of remoulding and reconsolidation negative skin

friction and group action.

, Cited by Whitaker ( 1976 )
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'nlough it is found that most of the driving formulae pay no attention to the

nature of soil yet it is well known that no filOllula can be used with uniformly

satisfactory results. However, better agreement with test loads is obtained in the

case of end bearing piles in sand or gravel than f()rIriction piles in clay.

Engineers with experience of pile driving in a particular area may make

modifications to fonnulae to obtain greater reliability.

A driving fonllula is of practical importance to use as a control in places where

ground conditions arc substantially unifonn to ensure that the piles of one kind

are driven to approximately the same resistance within the limits of length

decided from the site investigation results. A simple record of blow count per

foot of penetration is generally valuable for indicating contact with a resistant

bed.

In view of the above filcls Whitaker ( 1976 ) proposed some general principles

to be observed while using driving formulae:

(a) Ifpossible use of a driving formula should be avoided except for

end bearing piles in sand or gravel.

(b) A formula giving small scatter of the real ultimate capacity to

computed ultimate capacity should be used for a particular type of

pile.

(c) The simplest fommlae tllat meets (b) above should be used. There

is no merits in complications specially if it docs not produce

reliable results.

• Cited by Whitaker ( 1976 )
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2.3.2.4 Determination of Pile Capacity by Wave Equation

Wave equation method applies wave transmission theory to determine the

carrying capacity developed by a pile and the maximum stresses that result

within the pile during driving.

The metbod assumes that the pile and its behavior when embedded in soil can be

represented by a series of individual spring connected weights and spring

damping resistances (Fig.2.24). The various weight values W correspond to the

weight of incremental sections of pile. 'lne spring constant K relate to the

elasticity of the pile. The spring damping R represents the frictional resistance of

soil surrounding the shaft of the pile and soil resistance at the tip of pile. The

spring damping along the shall of the pile accounts for a gradual diminishing of

the longitudinal force (from the hammer blow) which travels along the length of

the pile. Spring damping at the pile tip is necessary to account for the force

which remains within the pile to be transmitted at the tip.

To solve the wave equation, it is necessary to know approximate pile length, the

weight of pile, cross-section of pile, elastic properties of pile, pile hammer

characteristics, including efficiency, ram, weight, impact velocity to have data

on the pile cap and capblock, and to assign values for soil damping and tlle

spring constants. Detemlination of the effect of a stress wave travelling through

the pile is a dynanlics problem. However, irthe ellcct of a pile hammer blow at

one particular instant ortime is selected ( the reaction of each weight and spring

to the forces acting on overlying weights is determined ), the analysis can be

handled as a statics problem.

By analyzing changing conditions for successive small increments of time the

effects oftlle force wave travelling through the pile to the tip will be simulated.

This analysis requires a numerical inteh'fation, a task conveniently undertaken
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.Cited by Me Carthy 11977)
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by computer. l11e results obtained would be only for a particular pile driven by

a specified pile hammer. Separate analysis arc required for dilTerentconditions.

2.3.2.5 Determination of Pile Capacity by Pile Load Test

Pile load test is the most reliable method of determining carrying capacity of
pile. The pile load test consists of driving the pile to the required design depth
and applying a series ofloads by some means. In the field two types of tests are
generally performed. One is for the determination of ultimate load by applying
load upto failure of the pile and other is for checking !lIe design load i.e. to load
upto 1.5 to 2 times !lIe design load. Again, on the basis of method of loading,
pile load tests are temled as :

(a) Maintained load test

(h) Constant Rate or Penc!ration Test and

( c) Equilibrium method of Test

Pile Capacity Determilled l~l' lvlailltailled Load Test

Maintained load test is by t:1r the most usual one in practice. The general

procedure is to apply static loads in increments of 25% of !lIe anticipated
,

working load. Each load is maintained until settlement ceases or diminished to
-:.- .

an acceptable rate or until a certain time period has elapsed. According to

ASTM Standards (D-114]) each load incremcnt is maintained until the rate of

settlement is not greater than 0.25 mm in one hour but not greater than two

hours. After the completion of the loading if the test pile has not t:1iledthe total

test load is removed any time after 12 hours if the butt settlement over one hour

period is not greater than O.25mm otherwise the total load is a\lowed to remain

on the pile for 24 hours. Aller the required holding time !lIe test load is removed

in decrement of 25% of !lIe total test load with I hour between decrement. If

fililure occurs, jacking the pile is continued until settlement equals 15% of the

pile diameter or diagonal dimension. (Details may be obtained in ASTM

Standards).
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Pile Capacity Delermilled by Com'lalll Role of Pellelralioll Tesl (CRP)

The Constant Rate of Penetration test was developed by Whitaker (1953)'. He

proposed that the pile could be treated as a probe. In the CRP test continuous

loading is given to the pile so that the penetration of the pile remains at a

constant rate. TIle rate of penetration selected usually corresponds to that of

shearing soil samples in unconfined compression test. However rate does not

affect l1le results significantly. Whitaker also states that very ncar to ultimate

load very little increase in load is required to maintain a constant rate of

penetration and the ultimate carrying capacity is reached when continuous

vertical movement result in no increase in the penetration resistance. A

penetration rate of 0.75 mm/minute is suitable for friction piles in clay and

penetration rate of 1.5 mm/minute is suitable for end bearing piles in sand or

gravel.

TIle CRP test has the advantagc that it can be pcrformed rapidly and hence is

suitable for preliminary test piling when f.1ilure load is unknown and when

design is based on a filctor of safcly against ultimate fililurc & it is dcsirable to

know the real filctor of safety.

However, this mcthod has the disadvantage that it does not give elastic

settlement under the working load which is of significancc in determining

* Cited By Whitaker ( 1976 )
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whether or not there has been plastic yield of the soil at the working load. It

requires heavy kenlledge loads or high capacity anchors where large diameter

piles are loaded to £"\ilurewhich is also a drawback. Therefore, according to

Tomlinson (1995) it is suitable for research investigations where fundamental

pile behavior is being studied.

Pile Capacity Determined By Equilibrium Method [Mohan et al (1967)J

This is another procedure of compression test called method of Equilibrium in

which the main principle is to apply to the pile at each stages of tlle test a load

slightly higher than the required load and then to decrease the load to the desired

value. In tllis way the rate of settlement diminishes much more rapidly than with

the maintained load and equilibrium is reached much earlier. This method was

described by Mohan et al (1967)".

The procedure as suggested by Mohan,Jain and Jain is first to apply about one

tenth of the estimated ultimate load by hydraulic jack in a period oftlrree to five

minutes. It is maintained lor about five minutes and then allowed to reduce itself

due to downward movement of the pile. Within a few minutes a state of

equilibrium is usually established .. nle next higher load is tllen applied and the

process is repeated till tlle final load is reached. For higher loads,it is desirable to

maintain the initial load lor a period of 10-15 minutes before it is allowed to

diminish. It is claimed that since the load at which equilibrium is always lower

th.ill tlle maximum in a particular loading cycle, it provides a better indication

ofload settlement than ohtained in a maintained load test. The total time of test

required by this method is generally reduced to about one-third of that required

in nonnal maintained load test.

* Cited by Mohan (1988)
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Determinatioll of Ultimate Capacityfrom the Load test Results

The ultimate capacity can be detennined only if the load test is carried to actual

£'lilure (a rapid, disproportionately large increase in settlement corresponding to

a fixed increment of load). Detennination of precise £'lilure load is a matter of

judgment. The relationship between settlement and load, generally is one of

gradually increasing steepness with no well defined break to establish failure

condition. In some pile load tests, the plot of load VS. settlement shows a sharp

break so that a clearly defined failure load is indicated. Moreoflen, the slope

changes so gradually that the lililun: load is not clearly defined.

There arc two common definitions of ultimate capacity:

(I) The load that causes a settlement equal to 10% of pile diameter (Terzaghi

1942)'

(ii) OllIeload at which the rate of settlement continues undiminished without

further increment of load unless this rate is so slow as to indicate that the

settlement may be result of consolidation of soil.

Methods Recommellded By Various Codes To Determine Ultimate

Capacity From Pile Load Test:

(i) IS: 2911 (Part-IV)-1979

According to IS : 2911 (Part-IV)-1979 ultimate capacity IS smaller of the

following two:

(a) Load corresponding to a settlement equal to 10% of the pile diameter

in the case of nonnal unifonn diameter pile or 7.5% of base diameter in

the case ofuJlder-rcamcd or large diameter bored pile.

* Cited by Whitaker (1976)
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(b) Load corresponding to a settlement of l2mm.

(ii) BS 8004 :1986

BS 8004 :1986 recommends that the ultimate capacity should be that which causes

the pile to settle a depth of 10% of pile width or diameter.

iii) AASHO'

AASHO recommends that the ultimate capacity should be that which causes a

net settlement (gross settlement less rebound) of Y. in.

(iv) International Conference of Building Officials'

International Conference of Building Officials recommends that the ultimate

capacity is the maximulJI load at which total scttlement, including elastic

deformation of pile, is not over 0.0 I in per ton of test load and at which no

settlement has occurred for 24 hours.

(v) New York City Building Code and Uniform Building Code'

New York City Building Code and Uniform Building Code suggest that the

ultimate capacity is the maximum load which causes a net settlement (gross

settlement minus rebound) not exceeding 0.01 in per ton oftest load.

. (vi) Uniform Building code'

Uniform Building code recommends that the ultimate load is determined by the

point on the load settlement curve at which :ill increase in load produces a

disproportionate increase in Settlement.

* Cited by Jonson and Kavanagh ( 1968 )
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Besides the codes, the following definitions of ultimate capacity provided by

individual authorities may be mentioned:

0) W.H.Rabe, Bureau of Bridges, state of Ohio'

W.H.Rabe, Bureau of Bridges, state of Ohio recommends that the ultimate

capacity is that at which the gross settlement exceeds 0.03 in per ton of

additional load

(ii) Point at which slope of gross-settlement curve is four times the slope of the

elastic deformation ofthe pile [Johnson and Kavanagh ( 1968 )].

.(iii) D.R.L. Nordlung of Raymond Concrete Pile Company'

D.R.L. Nordlung of Raymond Concrete Pile Company suggests that the

ultimate capacity is that load at which the gross settlement exceeds 0.05 in per

ton of additional load or at which the plastic settlement (as detennined from

cyclical loading) exceeds 0.75mm per ton of additional load.

(iv) Point on load-settlement curve where penetration no longer is proportional

to load [Johnson and Kavanagh ( 1968 )].

(v) Davisson's Method (973)"

Davission (1973)" developed a method ofdetennining ultimate capacity of pile for

cases where the load settlement curves show no well defined breaks. The

determination of ultimate capacity, in such cases, is a matter of interpretation.

According to this method the elastic deflection of the pile is computed by means of

the expression PU AE and plotted on the load settlement eurve as line 00 '; for the

• Cited by Jonson and Kavanagh ( 1968 )

•• Cited by Peck et al (1974)
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best interpretation the scales of the curve should be chosen so that the slope of 00';

is about 20° .The dashed line CC' is drawn parallel to Of)' with an intercept on the

settlement axis equal to (0.15 + O.ld) in. where d is the diameter of the pile in feet.

The intercept is a measure of the tip settlement required to develop the capacity.

The ultimate capacity is defined as the load at which the line CC' intersects the

load settlement curve (fig. 2.25)

Allowable Capacity From Load Test as Suggested by DijJerellt Code of

Practice:

To determine allowable load from pile load test results,dil1erent codes have

suggested dil1erent methods. Important methods are:

(i) Bangladesh National Building Code ( 1993 ):

Bangladesh National Building Code recommends that the allowable capacity

shall not be more than one half of that test load which produces a permanent net

settlement of not more than 0.00028 nunlkg of test load or 20 mm.

ii) Indian Standard Code of Practice (I S 2911-1979)

According to Indian Standard Code of Practice IS.:2911-1979, allowable pile

eapacity is smaller of the following:

(a) Two thirds of the final load at which tlle total settlement attains a value of 12

mm.

(b) Half of the final load at which total settlement equals to 10% of the pile

diameter in the case of normal uniform diameter pile and 7.5% of base diameter

in the case of under -reamed pile.
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(iii) British Standard Code of Practice (ESI CP-2004-1972)

According to BSI CP-2004-l972, the allowable pile capacity should be 50% of

the final load which causes the pile to settle a depth of 10% of pile width or

diameter.

There are a number of methods to predict pile capacity from static and dynamic

methods.TIle angle of intemal friction is ditlicult to determine.Again, different

authorities proposed different value of bearing capacity factors. Also there are a

number of methods to determine ultimate capacity from pile load test.

Therefore as so in the case of geotechnical engineering judgement still remains

a decisive ingredient.
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL WORK

3.1 GENERAL

The main objectives of this study are: to investigate the methods of construction of

small size prestressed pile , to install and carry out load test at four different

locations within Dhaka Metropolitan city and to compare the pile capacity obtained

from load test with that from other methods. In order to attain the objectives detail

experimental program was worked oul. This experimental programme consists of

the following works:

i) Site selection for pile load test

ii) Subsoil investigation

iii) Construction of prestressed piles

iv) Installation of the piles

v) Pile load tests

3.2 SITE SELECTION

Four sites within the Dhaka metropolitan city were selected for this purpose. All the

four sites were selected on the basis of one or both of the following criteria :
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a) Top soilupto the depth of 3m to 4m is not suitable for shallow foundation.

b) The underlying soil is either medium stilfto stiff cohesive soil or medium dense

cohesionless soil.

3.3 SUBSOIL INVESTIGATION

To calculate pile capacity by static methods soil properties surrounding the pile is

required. TIlerefore, subsoil investigation was performed at four selected sites. Wash

boring system was used in each case. The size of borehole was 100mm. In this

method the drilling bit used for cutting soil is connccted to a drill rod [50n1l0 outer

diameter and 35mm inner diameter) through which drilling is pumped. The pumped

drilling mud carrics fragmcnts of thc soil, cut by chopping bit, to the surface. The

stratification of tJle subsoil is recorded with the advancement of the boreholes.

Details of the investigation are given below:

Bonosree Pl'Ojeet Site

In this site 2 borehole, m.I I & I3H2 were drilled. From the location of BH I and

BH2 disturbed samples were collected and SPT were executed at a depth interval of

1.0 upto 3 m deptJI and at a deptJI of 1.5 m interval for the remaining depth of

drilling in each case. Samples were preserved in watertight polythene bags after

visual obscrvation. Undislurhed samples were eollectcd from the cohesive soil

layers from both thc boreholes. L'lboratory tests such as unconfined compression

test,liquid limit and plastic limit,natural moisture content, dry & wet density and
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grain size analysis tests were perl(lmlCd. The lithology and test results have been

shown in Fig. A-I and A-2

Novodoy Housing Site

In this site also 2 boreholes, BH3 & BH4, each upto the depth of 15.0 m were

drilled. Standard penetration tesl~were carried out at the interval of 1.0 m upto the

depth or:tO m. Thereafler, standard penetration tests were earried out at the interval

of 1.5 m upto the final depth of drilling. Disturbed samples were eolleeted along

with SPT (at the same depth or SI'T). Fills exists upto 1.50m depth f()lIowedhy soil

to medium still"clayey silt upto 7.0m hclow existiug ground level. The underlying

layer eonsists of nonplastie silts and sandy silts. Undisturbed samples were collected

using 75mm diameter thin walled shelhy tuhes fi.om the cohesive soil layers.These

samples were preserved for laboratory tests aller visual identification.Unconfined

compression test,liquid limit and plastic limit,natural moisture content, dry & wet

density, grain size analysis tests were performed in the laboratory. TIle results are

shown in Fig. A-3 and A-4

Ahmed Bagh Site

In this site two boreholes,BH5 & I3H6, each upto 15.0 III below existing ground

level were drilled.Standard penetration test was conducted at 1.0 m depth interval

upto 3.0m depth. Below 3.0m depth SI'T was was conducted at 1.5m interval

.Disturbed samples were collected during standard penetration test.Undisturbed

samples were collected Irom the cohesive soil layers only Irom both the boreholes.

Laboratory tests such as unconfined compression test, unit weight, natural moisture
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content, liquid limit and plastic limit test,grain size analysis were performed. 111e

results have been provided in Fig. A-5 and A-6

Moghbazar Site

In this site two boreholes,BH7 & BH8, each upto the depth of 16.0 m below

existing ground level were drilled. Standard penetration tests were carned out at the

interval of 1.0 m upto the depth of 5.0 m each case. Thereafter, standard penetration

tests were carried out at the interval of 1.5 m upto the final depth of drilling

Disturbed samples were collected along with SPT. Undisturbed samples were

collected from the cohesive soil layers only. Laboratory tests such as unconfined

compression tests, natura! moisture content, liquid limit and plastic !imit,unit weight

& grain size analysis tests were performed in the geotechnical laboratory. For sandy

soil only sieve analysis were carried out. The results have been given in Fig. A-7

and A-8

3.'- CONSTRUCTION OF l'ILES

For the purpose of pile load test, eight small size prestressed piles were required.

These piles were constmcted in Housing and Building Research Institute. The cross

section of the pile is 175 nll1lx 175 mm square .. A shoe made of 18 gauge sheet is

cast with concrete as shown in Fig.3.I(A). The concreting of the prestressed piles

were performed in the casting yard of Housing and Building research Institute. In

the constmction concrete of proportion 1:1.5:3 with water cement ratio 0.46 was
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Figure 3.1 (A) Photographs of Small Size Prestressed Pile
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used. Stone chips (12 mm down graded) was used as coarse aggregate while Sylhet

sand having F.M. = 2.5 was used as fine aggregate. Aggregates were in saturated

surface dry condition. Ordinary Portland cement was used.

Admixture named Febflow standard was used in the concrete for early strength gain.

During mixing of cubes, slump test was performed and it was kept within 50 rum to

60 mm. 2 sets of3 cubes were cast for compressive strength test. The results of 28

days compressive strength are presented in the Table 3.1.

Rcinfol'cement

8 numbers 5 mm diameler prestressing bar were used as longitudinal mam

reinforcement.Ultimate strength of prestressing cable is 1,20,000 psi.TIle cable were

prestressed to 1,08,000 psi.

For a distance of 1875mm from bull 4 numbers 10 mm diameter deformed bar was

provided to take care of driving impact. 114in. ~ bar @ 125 mm c/c was used as tie

for 25% of pile length from both ends. For the remaining portion of pile, 2 rum ~

plain bar @ 125 mm C/C was provided as tie as shown in Fig.3.l (B).

Curing was done for 28 days as of ordinary concrete elements. Hessian was used to

cover the piles during curing. When concrete reached 3 days age, prestressing cables

were cut and the piles were shilled to stacking yard for the remaining curing period.
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TablE' 3,1 RE'sults of 2'0 Days' ComprE'ssivE' Strength
of cubes for casting piles.

SloNO. Cube. No. 2S Daysl compressive: Avcregc compressive
stre "9th. PS I strength. PSI

1 C 1 5360

2 C2 5390 5550

---------

3 C3 5890

1 C4 5560

2 C5 5100 5230

3 C6 5030
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Figure 3. H8) Section of Prestressed pile showing reinforcement
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3.5 INSTALLATIONOF PILES

Two small size piles were installed at each site. The piles were driven with the help

of drop hammers. Hammer weighing 500 kg was used for piles at Novody Housing

site. 336 kg weight hammer was used for piles in 13onosree & Ahmedbagh

site.However, the weight of hammer was 272 kg in the case of Moghbazar site. The

frame for driving pile was made of timber and bamboo as in Fig-3.2. Initially,

height of drop and corresponding blows for 0.3m penetration were very small. In

both cases a helmet made of 16 G sheet was used over the top of the pile. In between

the helmet and pile, packing materials such as jute hags, coconut matting, hessian

packing etc, were used. Helmet for this type of particular pile are specially shaped

and are fitted with a recess of a hardwood and with steel wedges to keep the helmet

tight on the pile. If the helmet is allowed to work loosely it would damage the pile

head.

3.5.1 Handling of Smnll Size Prestressed Pile

The design of precast pile is governed by bending stress due to transportation &

lifting. For shorter piles, one point lifting is used. For long piles 2 or 3 point lifting

may be used to reduce bending stress. However, two or three point lifting are

difficult to perform. One point lifting was used for small size prestressed piles. The

lifting point was 2.50 m from end (Fig-3.3). From stock yard to site, the piles were

transported with the help of push cart. They were lifted to cart manually and also
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Figurc 3.2 Photographs of Pile Driving Activity and Pilc Driving Framc
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FigurE.' 3.3 L"ocation of lifting point and rC!sulting
bE.'nding moment.
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unloaded m,mually. The piles were handled carefully to avoid dropping or severe

jarring while in a horizontal position.

3.5 PILE LOAD TEST

Maintained load test was carried out according to ASTM 0 1143. Since, the failure

occurred, jacking the pile was continued until settlement equaled 15% of the

diagonal dimension of the pile.As per ASTM Standard in the maintained load test

(ML), the load is applied in increments of 25% of anticipated working load. Each

load increment was maintained until the rate of settlement is not greater than

0.25mm /hour but not longer than 2 hours. The pile load tests were started nearly

aller I month of pile driving.in each case.

Testing Arrangements

For loading kentledge reaction system [ Fig.3.4( A) )] was used.The head of the

pile was chipped, finished and levelled perfectly to transfer unifonn load from tlle

hydraulic jack to the pile. Two numbers of 'U' channel(reference beam) was

installed on two sides of the pile parallel to the pile and was anchored by holt at 2.5

m away from the center of the pile which is under load test inside tile pit. The pile is

then clamped with M.S. clamps with amlS inverted and a fi'ee space of 0.20 m is

kept between the invel1ed clamp arms and the rigid concrete base to accommodate
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the dial gauges and the glass sheets. 'nlese glass sheets were provided for adjustment

of upward or dowmvard movement of the pile under test load if the strain

accommodation of the dial gauge pins exceeds their limit.

The lead plate was placed on the leveled and finished pile head for uniform

distribution orJoad on the pile. Then tJle hydraulic jack was placed on the lead plate

and the rocker beam was placed on the ram of the hydraulic jack to transfer load of

the platform to the hydraulic jack. The loading platform is made on the pit of the

test pile with the help of the M.S. joists and a 6 cm clearance was kept between the

rocker heam and the hotlom of the M.S. cross joists so that the platform load can be

translcn'ed to or released Ii'om the pile head hy upward or downward movement of

the pile ram hy pumping or releasing the hydraulic jack.

Two number of dial gauges with 50mm travel were fitted between the rigid

concrde base and the clamp amI atlachment so that any movement of the pile,

whether downward or upward can he read at once in the dial gauge with an

accuracy upto 0.01 mm. Then the platform is loaded with gunny bags filled with

sand and stacked unifonnly on the platfoml. The gross weight of the

"KENTLEDGE" was about 1.7 times higher than the expected ultimate load. The

arrangement is now ready for starting the test. for detail of the test procedure

reference is made to ASTM D-1143.

I,O(ltlillg (11111/)(1((1R('wl'dinl::

The hydraulic pump was pumped with the handle atlached and the jack with the

rocker beam moves upward and touches the bottom of the cross joists to transfer the
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load to the pile [Figures 3.4( 1\) 10 3.4(D)J. The amount of load transferred can be

calculated from the reading of the dial of the pressure gauge. The jack and the dial

gauges were calibrated in the material testing laboratory of BUET. After each load

increment settlement was measured with the help of dial gauges Gland G2, the

average of which was be taken as mean settlement of the pile for that corresponding

load imposed load imposed.
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Figure 3.4 (A) Photographs of Pile Load Test at Novodoy Housing Site
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Figure 3.4 (B) Photographs of Pile Load Test at Ahmedbagh Site
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Figure 3.4 (C) Photographs of Pile Load Test at Moghbazar Site
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Figure 3.4 (D) Photographs of Pile Load Test at Moghbazar Site
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 GENERAL

The main objectives of this study are: to investigate the methods of constmction of

small size prestressed pile, to drive and carry out load test at four different locations

within Dhaka metropolitan city and to compare the measured pile capacity obtained

from load test with the predicted values by other methods

To fillfill the objectives, subsoil investigation was made at four sites within Dhaka

city.Two piles at each site were driven and pile load test was performed.

The experimental results of this study is arranged in the following way:

(i) Results of subsoil investigation

(ii) Pile driving records

(iii) Pile load test results
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4.2 RESULTS OF SUBSOIL IJ'I.'VESTIGATION

Borelogs of BH I to BH8 were prepared wherein there is lithological description of

the soil strata, SPT blow counts per 0.3 m penetration, depths of disturbed and

undisturbed soil samples collected,and laboratory test results. Apart from these, the

pile is also shown with levels of tip and butt. To calculate the capacity of pile using

static methods,the soil paranleters were used . The results of the subsoil

investigation are sho\\TI in Fig.A-1 to Fig. A-8 in Appendix-A

4.3 PILE DRIVING RECORDS

The piles were marked at 0.30m intervals to record the blow counts for each 0.30m

penetration. Driving records of all the 8 piles have been presented in Table B-1 to

Table B-4 in Appendix-B

4.4 PILE LOAD TEST RESULTS

Eight full scale load tests were carried out at four sites. In each case piles were

loaded to failure.Pile load test data are presented in Table C-1 to Table C-8 ill

Appendix-C. The results of these tests have been presented in the form of:

(i ) Load-Settlement curve
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(ii) Time-Settlement curve and

(iii) Time-Load curve

In these presentation gross settlement corresponding to each load increment have

been used.The Load-Settlement curve, Time-Settlement curve and Time-Load

curves are shown in Fig. D-I to Fig. D-8 in Appendix-D
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CHAFTER-5

DISCUSSION

5.1 GENERAL

Maintained load tests on eight piles were performed at four locations of Dhaka city.

AJI the pile load test were performed in the soil condition where top soil upto 3m to

4m is not suitable for shallow foundation. The top 3 m to 4 m soil was very weak. The

ultimate capacity of the piles were found to depend on the soil condition surrounding

the pile. To analyze the results of the load tests the piles were divided into three groups

depending on the soil condition surrounding and underlying the pile. TIle groups are:

.(i) Pile driven through clay and resting on clay

(ii) Pile driven through clay and resting on sand and

(iii) Pile driven through plastic silt and resting on nonplastic silt.

5.2 CAPACITY OF PILE DRIVEN THROUGH CLAY AND RESTING

ON CLAY

Load tests on two piles were performed at Bonosree site. Soil conditions

surrounding the piles are shown in Fig. A-I and A-2. In this site fills consisting of
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fme sand in a very loose state exists upto the depth of 4.0m. The underlying soil is

clay. Hence, both of the skin friction and end bearing of the pile is contributed by

the cohesive soil.

5.2.1 Ultimate Capacity

Ultimate Capacity from Load Test

TIle pile load test was performed according to ASTM D-1143 .The load was

applied in increment of 2 tons. Pile load test data are shO\\TIin Table C-I and C-2.

At the pick load the rate of settlement continued undinIinished without further

increment ofload .

TIle load settlement curves of the piles are dra\\TI in Fig. D-l and D-2. The ultimate

capacity from the pile load test was evaluated using

(i) Terzaghi's method (1942),

(ii) IS: 2911-1979 [Indian Standards Institution(1979)]

(iii) BS :8004-1986 and

(iv) Davission's method [ Davisson(1973 )]

The procedure of determining ultintate load according to Davission ( 1975 ) is

shown in Fig. 5.1 (A) and 5.1 (B)

..•
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The evaluated ultimate loads are presented in Table-5.1 .The ultimate capacity

evaluated by Terzaghi's method (1942), IS : 2911-1979 and BS :8004-1986 are

equal. The ultimate capacity determined by Davisson's method [Davission (1973 »)

is slightly lower than that by other three methods. The ultimate load of the two

piles tested are almost equal.

-/U/timate Capacity From Static Methods

The ultimate capacity of the piles were predicted using static methods based on

laboratory test data of the soil.Skin friction was calculated using

(i) CI. method [Tomlinson (1971»)

(ii) i. method [Vijayvergiya & Focht (1972»)

(iii) Cl.z method [Peck et al (1974»)

(iv) API method [API (1984)]

(v) method recommended by Canadian Geotechnical Society ( 1985 ) and

(vi) method reconunended by Indian Standards Institution ( IS:2911-1979 }.

The end bearing was calculated using equation qu = cN, (N, =9).

~
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Table 5.1 Measured Ultimate Capacity from Pile Load Test using Different Methods
(Bonosree Site)

Site Pile No. Method Criteria for determining ultimate Ultimate
capacity from pile load test capacity

(Ton)
T=aghi's Load at which settlement is 10% of 22.80
method(Terzaghi pile diameter -
(1942)]

IS:2911.1979 Smaller of the two : 22.80
a)Load corresponding to 10% of pile

Bonosree diameter for normal uniform pile or
PPl 7.5% of base diameter

( Piles m for underreamed pile
Clay)

b) Load corresponding to settlement
12mm.

as: 8004-1986 Load correspondi'lg to settlement 22.80
10% of pile diameter

Davission's method A line drawn parallel to the ela;tic 21
(1973) deflection line cuts the load

settlement curve to grve ultimate
capacity

Terzaghi's Load at which settlement is 10% of
method[Terz'lghi pile diameter 21.5
(1942)1 .,.--

~

PP2 Smaller of the two : 21.5
1S:2911.1979 a)Load corresponding to 10% of pile

diameter for normal uniform pile or
7.5~'oof base diamet~r
for underreamed pile

b) Load corresponding to settlement
I1mrn.

as: 8004-1986 a)Load corresponding to 10~o of pile 21.5
diameter for normal uniform pile or
7.5% ofba;e diameter
for underreamed pile

Davission's method A line drawn parallel to the elastic 20.2
(1973) deflection line cuts the load

settlement curve to give ultimate
capacity
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The ultimate static capacity was taken as sum of the skin friction & end bearing.The

ultimate capacity evaluated from static methods are presented in Table 5.2 The

measured values of ultimate capacity is compared with the predicted values of

ultimate capacity in Table-5.3. The ratio between the predicted ultimate capacity

using static method and the measured ultimate capacity from load test is also shown

in Table 5.3 (A).

It is observed that the ultimate capacity predicted using "- method (Vijayvergiya

& Focht (1972)] is very close to the ultimate capacity from load test.The ultimate

capacity predicted using u method [Tomlinson (1971)] is reasonably close to the

measured ultinlate load from load test. Uz method [Peck et al (1974)] ,API method

[API (1984)] , methods recommended by Canadian Geotechnical Society ( 1985 )

and Indian Standards Institution( IS:2911-1979) underestimate the ultinlate

capacity.

Ultimate Capacity From Dynamic Formulae

The driving records of the piles are produced in Table B-1 in Appendix-B.The

ultimate capacity of piles were predicted from Engineering News Records formula,

Janhu formula and Hiley formula. The predicted values are presented in Table

5.4. The ultimate capacity from dynamic formulae are also compared with the

ultimate capacity from load test in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.2 (',edleted IJlllmale Capactly u.lug SIalic Melhod. (nono.ree SlIe)

Sile Pile No. Method of prediction (Sialic Predicled ldtimate capacity
Methods) !Tons

Skin fIiclion End bearing Total capacity

a meUlod [Tomlinson (1971)J for 17.17 2.50 1967

skin friction & equation q~=eNc for
end bearing

),. method[Vijayvergiya & Focht 18.76 2.50 21.26
(1972)J for skin friction & equation

9.~=eNt for end bearing
a, method [Peck elal (1974») for 12.83 2.50 15.33
skin friction & equation q~=cNe for

Ppi end bearin.
API( 1984 ) meUlOd 10.85 2.50 13.35

I3onosrce MeUlOdrecommended by Canadian 14.28 2.50 16.78
Geoleclrnical Sociel~(J 985\

( Piles in Clay) Method recommended by Indian 7.89 2.50 10.39
Standardllnstitution (IS:2911-1979\
" melhod [Tomlinson (1971») for 17.58 2.48 20.06
skin rriclion & equal ion (1~=cNcfor

end bearing
),.melhod [Vijayvergiya & Fochl 18.57 2.48 21.05

(1972)J fOTSkin friction & equation
PP2 (J~=eNefor end bearing

", meUlOd [Peck et al (1974)J for 13.10 2.48 15.58
skin friction & equation q~=cNe for

end hearing
AI'I( 1984) meU,od 10.10 2.48 12.58

Method recommended hy Canadian 13.23 2.48 15.71
Genlechnical Society.0 9851- _

Method recommended by Indian 8.08 2.48 10.56
Siandards Institution !IS:2911-1979\
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Table 5.3 Comparison of Jlrf'dlctf'd lJlllmatf' CalJacity from Slatlc Mrthods with IJlllmaCeCapaC'Uyfrom Load Tests (Uonosrf'e Sill')

Site Pile No. Method of prediction (Static methods) Predicted ultimate capacity Measured ultimate
( Ton5) capacity

I[JS:800~-1986)
(rOIl5)

Skin friction End l'ota~pacity
beaifrlL

a. mcUlod ITomlinson (1971)1 for skin friction & 17.17 2.50 19.67
equation q,,=cNc for end bearillR

~ metllod[ Vijayvergiya & Focht (1972)} ror skin friction 18.76 2.50 21.26 22.8
& equatiol19.II=cN, for end bearina

u, method IPeck et al (197<1)1 for skin friction & 12.83 2.50 15.33
equation q,,=cNc for end bearing

PPI
AI'I( 198~ ) method 10.85 2.50 13.35

Oonosree MeUlOd recommended by Canadian Geotec1mical 1~.28 2.50 16.78
Society( 1985)

(Piles in 7.89 2.50 10.39
Clay) Melhod recommended hy Indiall Slandard~llIslillllion

------- ( 1,<;:29.11.:19J9).
H. llIc1hod ITollllinsoll (11)71)1 for l'ikill!iiclioll IV.. 17..\8 2AR 20.06

cq~ation q,,=cNc for end bearing
~ metllOd IVijayvergiya & Fochl( 1972)] ror skill friction 18.57 2A8 21.05 21.5

& equatioll CJ,,='CN(for end ring
1'1'2

"-, method [Peck el al (197~)] ror skin rriction & 13.10 2.~8 15.58
e9.uati~""'cNc for end bearing

AI'I( 198~) melhod 10.10 2A8 12.58

Method recOinmenclerillY Cana(lian Geoleclmical 1323 2A8 15.71
Socicty(1985)

MetllOd recommended by Indian Standards Institution 8.08 2A8 10.56
OS:2911-1979)



Table 5.3 (A) Ratio between Predicted Ultimate Capacity and Measured UltImate Capacity from Load Test
(Booosree Site )

Site Pile Measured ultimate Predicted ultimate capacity from static methods Predicted ultimate capacity
No. capacity from load Measured ultimate capacity

test
(Tons) Method of prediction (Static Predicted

Methods) ultimate
capacity
(Tons)

" method [Tomlinson (I971)] 19.67 0.86, for skin friction and equation
q"9:Nc for end bearing

).. method[Vijayvergiya &. Focht 21.26

I
0.93

(1972)] for skin fricti?n &.
eouation n"=-eNc for end .
'" method [Peck et al (1974)] 15.33

I
0.67

for skin friction &. equation
a"=-eNc for end

Bonosree PPI 22.8 APl( 1984 \ method 13.35 I 0.58
/

/ Method recommended by 16.78 0.73
Canadian Geotechnical

Societvf1985\
(Pilesin Method recommended by

I
10.39

I
0.45

Clay) Indian Standardililstitution
( IS:2911-1979\

" method [Tomlinson (1971)J 20.06

I
0.93

for skin friction &. equation
a"",Nc for end b""rino
•. method [Vijayvergiya &. 21.05

I
0.97

Focht( 1972)] for skin friction &.
eml;\tion nu=cNc for endbeaMna ,
", method [peck et al (1974)]

I
15.38 I 0.71I

for skin friction & equation I
n"",N c for end beariru1 I

PP2 21.5 API( 19114\ method 12.58 I 0.58

I Method recommended by 15.71

I
0.73

Canadian Geotechnical
Societvt" 198"

Method recommended by 10.56 I 0.49IIndian Standards Institution
I(lS:2911-1979)

Table 5.4 Comparison of Predicted Ultimate Capacity using DynamIc Formulae wttb the Ultimate Capacity
from Load Tens ( Bonosree site)

Site Pile No. Predicted ultimate capacity using dynamic formulae

I
M~medWtimarecapaci~

(Tons) from load test
(Tons)

Engg. News Janbo formula I Hiley Formula
Records formula (1953)

I
( 1925)

[Wellington
(1888)) I

I
I

I PPI 32 47.5 I 22.7

I
22.8

Bonosree I
( Piles in PP2 34 55

I
22.7 21.5

Clay)
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It can be observed that the ultimate capacity predicted by Hiley formula is close to

the measured ultimate capacity. Jabu & ENR formulae overestimate the ultimate

capacity.

/
5.2.{AUowable Capacity

Al1uwable Capacity From Load Test

Allowable capacity was determined from pile load test using:

(i) Bangladesh National Building Code (1993)

According to BNBC ( 1993 ) the allowable capacity of a pile is half of that

test load which produces a pemlanent net settlement of not more than

0.00028 mmJkg of test load or 20 mm
-:;,

ii) Indian Standards Institution (I S 2911-1979)

According to IS: 2911-1979 the allo\yable capacity of a pile IS least of the

following:

(a) Two thirds of the tinalload at which the total settlement attains a

value of 12 mm
~
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(b) Half of the final load at which total settlement equals to 10% of the

pile diameter in the case of normal uniform diameter pile and 7.5% of

base diameter in the case of underreamed pile.

(iii) BSI-CP-2004-1972

According to BSI CP-2004-1972, the allowable capacity ofa pile should be

50% of the fmalload which causes the pile to settle a depth of 10% of pile

width or diameter.

The evaluated allowable capacity detennined from pile load test are presented in

Table 5.5.

It may be noted that the criteria for detennining allowable capacity from load test is

different for Bangladesh National Building Code (1993), IS: 2911-1979 and BSI-

CP.-2004 : 1972. However, the allowable capacity determined from load test using

these methods are equa1.The above mentioned codes recommend settlement criteria.

to detennine the allowable capacity.

Allowable Capacity From Static Methods

Allowable capacity from the static methods were detennined using recommended

factors of safety .The values of predicted allowable capacity are presented in Table

5.6 The predicted allowable capacity from static methods are also compared with

the allowable capacity from load test in Table 5.6.1t is observed that the values of
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Table 5.5 Allowable Capacity from PUe Load Test using Various Codes and Corresponding Settlement
(Bonosree Site )

Site

I
Pile

I
Method

I
Criteria for determining allowable capacity from pile Allowable Settlement at

No. load test capacity allowable
rfons) caoacilV

BNBC (1993) The allowable pile capacity sball not be more than 11.4 O.3rnm
one halfofthat test load which produces a

'f </
permanent net settlement of not more than .00028

mmIkg oftest load or 20 rnm. /

Bonosree IS: 2911-1979 The allowable capacity is least of the fonowing: O.3rnm
( Piles in Clay) (a)Two thirds of the finaI load at which the total

settlement attains a value of 12mm.
I

PPI (b)HaIf of the finaI load at which total settlement 11.4
equals to 10% of the pile diameter in the case of
nonnal Wlifonn diameter pile and 7.5% of base

, diameter in the case of nnderrearned pile.

BS!: CP The allowable pile capacity should be 50% of the 11.4 0.3rnm
2004-1972 finaI load which causes the pile to settle a depth of

10%of pile width or diameter

BNBC (1993) The allowable pile capacity sball not be more than 10.75 0.5mm
one half of that test load which produces a

permanent net settlement of not more than,00028
mmIkg of test load or 20 rnm.

IS: 2911-1979 The allowable capacity is least of the follov.ing: 0.5rnm
(a)Two thirds of the finaI load at which the total

PP2 settlement attains a value of 12 rnm.

(b)HaIf of the finaI load at which total settlement 10.75

i
equals to 10"/0of the pile diameter in the case of
nonnal Wlifonn diameter pile and 7.5% of base

I diameter in the case of underreamed pile.

I
BSI: CP The allowable pile capacitj, should be 50010 of the 10.75 O.5rnm

2004-1972 finaI load which causes the pile to settle a depth of

i 10% of pile v.-idth or diameter
I
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Table 5.6 Comparison of Predicted Allowable Capaclty using Static Methods with the Allowable Capacity
from Load Tests

! Site Pile Methods ofprediction( static methods) Predicted FS Measured

! No. allowable allowable

I
capacity capacity from
( Tons) load test

I
(J. method [Tomlinson (1971)) for skin friction &. equation 7.86 2.5

q,=cN, for end bearing
I,

I ;.. method(Vijayvergiya &. Focht (1972)] for skin friction 8.50 2.5
, &. eauation Q,=cN, for end bearing

i PPI a., method [Peck et al (1974)] for skin friction &. equatian 6.15 2.5 11.4
a, =cN, for end bearing

Bonosree API( 1984) method 5.34 2.5

I (Pilesin Method recommended by Canadian Geotechnical 5.59 3 I
! Clay) Society( 1985)

,
I, 4.15 2.5,

Method recommended by indian Standardsinstimtion
I1S:2911-1979)

I (J. method [Tomlinson (l971)J for skin friction &. equation 802 2.5
, o,=cN, for end beariru!i !

). method[Vijayvergiya &. Focht (1972)] for skin friction 8.42 2.5
&. eauation a,=cN, for end bearing

,,
a., method [Peck et al (1974)J for skin friction &. equation

I
6.23

I
2.5 10.75

a,=cN, for end beariru!
I

PP2 API( 1984) method I 503 2.5 :

Method recommended by Canadian Geotechnical
I

" 0' 3 I- ._-'
Society( 1985) ,

4.22 2.5
Method recommended by indian Standards institution, (1S:2911-1979) I
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allowable capacity predicted using static methods are smaller than the allowable

capacity determined from load test.!t may be noted that the allowable capacity from

pile load test is based on settlement criteria and the allowable capacity from static

methods is determined using recommended factoTl' of safety on ultirnate bearing

capacity.

Allowable loadfrom dynamicformulae

.Allowable capacity from the dynamic formulae were predicted from Engineering

News Records formula, Janbu formula and Hiley formula using the recommended

factors of safety. For determining the allowable capacity from d~nanuc formulae the

recommended factor of safety is higher than the recommended factor of safety in

static methods. The recommended factor of safety for ENR formula,Janbu formula

and Hiley fomlUla are 6, 3 to 6 and 4 respectively. The predicted allowable

capacity are presented in Table 5.7.The predicted allowable capacity from dynanlic

formula are also compared with the allowable capacity from load test ill Table 5.7.

It is observed that the allowable capacity by Janbu formula is close to the measured

allowable capacity. The predicted allowable capacity using ENR fonnula and

Hiley formula is about half of the allowable capacity determined from pile load

test.
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Table 5.7 Comparison ofPredicred Allowable Capacity using DynamJc Formulae with Allowable Capacity
from Load Tests (Bonosree Site)

Site I Pile No. Predicted allowable capacity using dynamic Allowable capacity
formulae (Tons) from load tests

[ BNBC(1993)]

Engg. News Janbo formula

I
Hiley formula (Tons)

Records (1953) (1925)
formula

I
I (Wellington I

(1888)J

(FS=Q) (FS=45) . (FS=4)

I I
I

Bonosree I PPI I 5.33 10.55

I
5.67 I 11.4

I I ...-/ - -- -'.
( Piles in Clay) i / I

I
PP2 . 5.66 12.22 I 5.67 10.75

II

, ;
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1/
5.2.3 Settlement At AllowableCapacity

From the load settlement curves of Fig. 0-1 and 0-2 ( Appendix-O ) it is observed

that the settlement at the allowable capacity is 0.3 mID for pile PPI and 0.5 mID for

pile PP2. At the allowable load, the settlement is very small. Settlements at the

allowable loads are shown in Table 5.5

5.2.4 Unit Skin Friction Of Dhaka Clay

The load-settlement curves of the piles at Bonosree site are presented in Fig. 0-1

and 0-2 ( Appendix-O ). The ultimate capacity measured from from the tests are

22.8 tons for PPI and 21.5 tons for PP2.

From the borelogs it can be observed that the pile derives its capacity mainly from

skin friction of the clay layer eX1ending from 4.0m to 8.0m depth. This clay layer

represents typical Dhaka Red Clay. The SPT blow count of this clay layer varies

from 9 to 16.The natural moisture content ranges from 22% to 24%.TIle unconfined

compressive strength of this clay fall in range of 15 ton/m2 to 18 ton/m2
.The liquid

limit varies from 48%to 50% and plastic limit varies from 20% to 21% .The end

bearing capacity calculated using the equation qu = cN, (N, = 9 ) is only 2.5 tons.

Subtracting the end bearing from the measured capacity of the pile the total

measured value of the skin friction can be calculated. Considering the top soil upto
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4.0m very loose and assuming that it contributes very negligible skin friction, the

total skin friction of the Dhaka clay layer in this case is 22.15-2.5 = 19.65 tons.

Hence, the unit skin friction is 7.0 ton/m2 [70 kPa.) .The ultimate skin friction

predicted by static methods is compared with the estimated ultimate skin friction

from pile load test in Table 5.8.1t ca.'l be observed that in this type of soil the

ultimate predicted skin friction using a. method and A method are close to the

estinlated ultimate skin friction from load test. API method [API (1984)], method

recommended by Canadian Geotechnical Society ( 1985 ) and method

recommended by Indian Standards Institution ( IS:2911-1979) grossly

underestimate the skin friction friction of Dhaka Clay

The recommended value of reduction factor a.~[ Peck et al ( 1974 )] and the value

of reduction factor a~ detemuned from pile load test is shown in Fig. 5.2 It can be

observed from the figure that the value of a.~for Dhaka Clay is higher than the

average value. However the value lies within the upper linlit.

5.3 CAPACITY OF PILES DRIVE~ THROUGH CLAY AJ"IDRESTING
O~SAND

The piles of Ahmedbagh and Moghbazar sites are driven through clay and rest on

sand.

Load tests on two piles were performed at Ahrnedbagh site . Soil condition

surrounding the piles are shown in Fig.A-5 and A-6 . In this site recent fills exists

upto 3.0m depth underlain by stiff Dhaka Clay from 3m to 7m. There is a sand
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Tahle 5.8 Comparison of Predie led Valnes of Skin Friclion wilh Measured Valnes of Skin Friction (lJonosree Site)

Site Pile No. Estimated Predicted values of skin fiiction from static m.ethods
values of

skin (Tons)
friction

(Tons) '" meUlOd A method "', API Method . Method
[Tomlinson [Vijayvergiya meUlOd (1984 ) recommended recommended by
(I 971)J & Focht [Peck et .1 meUlOd by Canadian Indian Standards

(1972)J (1974)] Geotechnical Institution
Society (IS:2911-1979)

13onosree PPI 20.3 17.17 18.76 12.83 10.85 14.28 7.89

(Piles in PP2 19.02 17.58 18.52 13.10 10.10 13.23 8.08
Clay)



layer below this strata. The pile at this site derives its capacity from both of skin

friction and end bearing.

At Moghbazar site also two pile load tests were performed . Soil condition

surrounding the piles are shown in Fig.A-7 & A-8 . In this site recent fills also exist

upto the depth of 3.0m at the location of pile PP-7 & upto 3.50m at the location of

pile PP8. Underlying this layer there is a clay layer from 3m to 6m at location of

PP7 & 3.5m to 7.0m at the location of PP8. Similar to Ahmedbagh site there is a

sand layer below this red clay layer and the piles derive capacity from skin friction

and end bearing.

5.3.1 Ultimate Capacity

Ultimate Capacity From Load Test

Maintained pile load test to failure was performed according to ASTM D-1143

.The load was applied in increment of 2.5 tons. The pile load test data are shown in

Table C.5 and Table C-6 and ,Table C-7 and Table C-8. At the pick load the rate

of settlement continued undiminished without filrther increment ofload .

The load settlement curves of the piles are dra\\TI in Fig. D-5 and D-6 and, D-7 and

D-8. The ultimate capacity was evaluated by :

(i) Terzaghi's method (1942),

(ii) IS: 2911-1979

(iii) BS 8004; 1986. and

(iv) Davission's method ( 1973)
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The procedure of determining ultimate capacity according to Davisson ( 1973 ) is

shown in Fig. 5.3 (A), 5.3 ( B) and Fig. 5.4 (A) and 5.4 (B ).

The ultimate capacities are presented in Table 5.9. The ulti..mate capacity evaluated

by Terzaghi's method (1943), IS : 2911-1979 [ Indian Standards Institution(1979)]

and BS :8004-1986 are equal. The ultimate capacity determined by Davisson's

method [ Davisson(1973 )] is negligibly lower than that by other three methods. The

ultimate capacity of the two piles of each site are almost equal. The ultimate

capacity determined from load tests are 37.0 tons for pile PP5 and 39.5 tons for pile

PP6, and 34.5 tons for pile PP7 and 36.9 tons for pile PP8

Ultimate Capacit)" From Static Methods

Ultimate capacity was predicted based on soil parameters obtained from

geotechnical investigation. Skin friction was calculated using:

(I) a. method [Tomlinson (1971)]

(ii) A method [Vijayvergiya & Focht (1972)]

(iii) 0.2 method [Peck et at (1974)]

( iv) API method [ API (1984 ) ]

(v) method recommended by Canadian Geotechnical Society ( 1985) and
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Table 5.9 Measured Uhimate Capacity from PUe Load Test using Dlffenmt Metbods (Ahmedbagb Site and
Mogbbazar Site)

Site Pile Method Criteria for determining ultimate capacity from pile

I
Measured ultimate

No. load test capacity from pile
load test (Tons)

PP5 Terzaghi's Load at which settlement is 10% of pile diamet.."!
method[T=clri 37

(942)1 -
lS:2911-1979 Smaller of the two:

a)Load corresponding to 10% of pile diameter for 37
normal wriform pile or 7.5% of base diameter for

underreamed pile
b) Load corresponding to settlement 12nun.

BS: 8004-1986 Load corresponding to settlement 10% of pile diameter
I

37

Ahmedbagh Davission's A line dra"", parallel to the elastic deflection line cuts
I

36
method (1973) the load settlement curve to eive ultimate capacity

(Piles PP6 Terzaghi's Load at which settlement is 10% of pile diameter I 39.5
through Clay method[T erzaghi
and resting (l942)J
on sand)

Smaller of the two: I 39.5
IS:2911.1979 a)Load corresponding to 10% of pile diameter for

Inormal uniform pile or 7.5% of base diameter for
underreamed pile

Ib) Load corresponding to settlement 12mm.

BS: 8004-1986 Load corresponding to settlement 10% of pile diameter I 39.5

I Davission' 5 A line drawn parallel to the elastic deflection line cuts I 37.5
method (1973) the load settlement cw ....•..e to eive ultimate caoacitv I

I

i Terzaghi's Load at which settlement is 10% of pile diameL~ I
I method[Terzaghi I 34.5I
I (1942)J II
I ,
! PP7 IS:2911-1979 Smaller of the two : II a)Load corresponding to 10% of pile diaroc!::: fC:L I 34.5
I normal uniform pile or :-.5% of base diarn~te: for II underreamed pile

II
I b) Load corresponding to settlement 12mm. ,
! I I

I
;I I BS: 8004-1986 Load corresponding to set"Jement 10% of pile dia...-nerer II "'9hbazac I 34.5,

Davission's I A line drawn parallel te the el.a.sticdeflection line cuts I 34.5
method 119731 the load settlement curve to give ultimate caDacitvi
Te=ghi's Load at ~ttich settlement is 10% of pile diameter 36.9I

II
rnethod[T=clri

11942)) -,
PP8 Smaller of the two: 36.9I

I IS:2911-1979 a)Load corresponding to 10% of pile diameter for

I
normal uniform pile or 7.5% of base diameter for

underreamed pile Ib) Load corresponding to settlement 12mm. I
I

BS: 8004-1986 a) Load corresponding to 10% of pile diameter

I
36.9

for normal uniform pile or 7.5% of base dia for
underreamed nile

Davission's I A line drawn parallel to the elastic deflection line cuts
I

36.5
method (973) the load settleIftent C1lI'\o.e to give ultimate C30acitv
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(vi) method recommended by Indian Standards Institution (IS:2911-1979).

End bearing was calculated using:

(I) Terzaghi's Method [Terzaghi (1943), Terzaghi and Peck( 1967))

(ii) Meyerhofs empirical method [Meyerhof(1956, 1976))

(iii) Hansen's method [Hansen (1970))

(iv) API method ( 1984, 1987)

(v) method recommended by Canadian Geoteclmical Society ( 1985)

(vi) method recommended by Indian Standards Institution ( IS: 2911-1979).

The value of angle of internal friction ~ required for the determination of Nq was

determined from the correlation of ~ and SPT blow count N given by Peck et ai

(1974) shown in Fig. 2.16 .

It may be mentioned that the skin friction of the thin layer of sand near the bottom of

pile was detennined using Tomlinson's method (1986)

The total ultimate predicted capacity of a pile is the sum of the skin friction along

the shaft of the pile and the end bearing at the pile tip .To predict the total ultimate

capacities of the piles the following combinations of skin friction and end bearing

were used:
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Combination-1 : a method [Tomlinson (1971)] for skin friction + Terzaghi's

Method [Terzaghi (1943),Terzaghi and Peck( 1967)] for end

bearing.

Combination -2 a method [Tomlinson (1971)] for skin friction +Meyerhofs
empirical method [Meyerhof (19 56,1976)] for end bearing

Combination -3 a method [Tomlinson (1971)] for skin friction + Hansen's

method [Hansen (1970)] for end bearing

Combination -4 A.method [Vijayvergiya & Focht (1972)] for skin friction +

Terzaghi's method [Terzaghi (1943), Terzaghi and Peck

( 1967)] for end bearing

Combination -5: A.method [Vijayvergiya & Focht (1972)] for skin friction +

Meyerhofs empirical method [Meyerhof(1956,1976)] for

end bearing

Combination -6

Combination -7

Combination -8

A.method [Vijayvergiya & Focht (1972)] for skin friction +

Hansen's method [Hansen (1970)] for end bearing

a2 method [Peck et al (1976)] for skin friction + Terzaghi's

method [Terzaghi (1943),Terzaghi and Peck( 1967)] for end

bearing

a2 method [Peck et al (1976)] for skin friction + Meyerhofs

empirical method [Meyerhof(1956,1976)] for end bearing
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Combination -9 CJ.2 method [Peck et al (1976)] for skin friction + Hansen's

method [Hansen (1970) for end bearing

Tne uitimaie capacity of piles were also predicted using the recommendations of the

following methods:

.\Iethod-l :

.\Iethod-2

.\Iethod-3

API method ( 1984,1987)

method recommended by Canadian Geotechnical Society( 1985)

method recommended by Indian Standards Institution (IS: 2911-

1979).

The predicted values of ultimate capacity are presented in Table 5.10

The measured ultimate capacity determined from pile load tests are compared with

the ultimate capacities predicted by using static methods in Table-S.ll The ratio

between the predicted ultimate capacity using static methods and the measured

ultimate capacity from load test is also shov>TIin Table 5.11(A).

It is observed that the ultimate capacity obtained from the combination of i. method

[Vijayvergiya & Focht (1972)] and Meyerhofs empirical method [.\feyerhof

(1956,1976)] or A method [Vijayvergiya & Focht (1972)] and Hansen's method
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Table 5.10 Predicted Ultimate Capacity using Slatic MeUlods ( AhmecJhagh and Moghbazar Site)

Site Pile No. Predicted Ullimnle Capacity l1sillg Stnlic Metilolls (rOIlS)

Combination ~I Combination.2 Combination --3
Skin friction " End hearing Total Skin friclion(:(. End heflling Tutal Skin friction End bearing Total
method ITemghi(19~3)J capacity meUlod .. (Meyerhor. capacity " meUl0d (J Jansen's capacity
[Tomlinson ITomlinson emperical method [Tomlinson method
(1971)1 (1971») (1976)1 (1971)1 (1970»)

Alunedbagh PP5 IR.~I 5.65 2~.ll6 18.~1 12.2~ 30.65 18.41 7.93 26.34

PP6 22.00 7.08 29.08 22.00 13.46 35.46 22.00 10.01 32.01

Moghba7.ar PP7 17.66 7.13 2~.79 17.66 1~.6 32.26 17.66 10.15 27.81

(Pile. TIlrough 1'1'8 1~.22 8.39 22.61 1~.22 15.9 30.12 1~.22 11.81 26.03
Clay And
Resting On

~~~

Tablo5.IO Conld ..

Site Pile No. Predicted lJllilllllte Cnpacity using Sialic Methods (Toils)

Combination -4 Combination.5 Combination --6
Skin friction End hearing Total Skin friclion 1.. End bearing Total Skin liiction End bl:aring Tolal capacity
1.. method ITerzaghi(19~3») capacity method IMeyerhof'. capacity 1.. method Han.o;en's
IVijayvergiya [Vijayvergiya & emperical [Vijayvergiya method
& Focht Focht (1972)] meUlOd (1976») & Focht lIansen( 1970)

. JI972)] (1972)1
Ahmedbagh PP5 23.81 5.65 29.46 U81 12.2~ 36.05 23.81 7.93 31.7~

PP6 28.69 7.08 3.5.77 2R.69 13.46 ~2.15 2R.69 10.01 38.7

- - - --_.
Moghha7~r 1'1'7 19.73 7.13 26.86 19.73 1~.60 3~.33 19.73 10.5 29.91

PI'S 19.05 8.39 27.41 19.05 15.9 3~95 19.05 11.81 3086



...
Sile Pile No. Predicted Ultimale Capacity IISU'g Static MeUlOds(Tons)

Combination.7 Combination-8 Combination --9----- -
Skin friction hearingSkin friction Ene! hearing Tolal Skin fiiclioll End hearing Total End Tola!

~ metJlod [Tcrl'.aghi capacity "2 mel hod [Peck IMeyerhol"s cnpacity n, meUlOd IPeck ['Jansen's capacity
IPeck el a! (19~3)1 el al (197~)1 emperical method el a! (197~)1 method
(197~)1 Meyerhof(1976)1 lIansen(1970»)

Ahrnedhagh 1'1'5 18.44 5.65 24.09 18.4~ 12.24 30.68 18.44 7.93 26.37
PP6 20.18 7.08 27.26 20.18 13.46 33.64 20.18 10.01 30.18

Moghb1l7.ar 1'1'7 17.7 7.13 H83 17.7 1~.67 32.30 17.7 10.15 27.85

PP8 16.17 8.39 H56 16.17 15.90 32.07 16.17 11.81 27.98

Tahle 5 10 Conld

Tahle 5.10 Cont.d ...

Site Pile No. Predicted Ultimate Capacity using Static MeUlods (1'0115 )

MeUtod-1 Melhod-2lMeUlod recommended hy Canadian Method.3JMethod recommended hy Indian Standards
Apl(l984 198 Geotechnica! Society! 198511 Institution!'1 S:2911-1979)I
Skin friction End 'Tolal Skin friction End bearing Tolal capacity(tons) Skin friction End hearing Tolal

bearing e",p:\cily(tons) capacily(lons)

NlInedbag 1'1'5 16.10 3.52 19.62 17.97 9.88 27.85 13.41 3.85 17.26
h

PP6 >.61 4.25 2386 20.46 10.74 31.2 16.49 4.13 20.62

Moghba 1'1'7 13.2 4.0 17.21 1~.91 12.35 27.26 10.29 6.27 16.56
71tr

12.0 4.28 t6.28 15.62 13.27 28.89 10.60 7.50 18.10



Tnble 5.11 COlli arison orrrcdictcd tntirnatc Crt )acitv lIsinu Sialic Mc1110(lswill, Measured Ultimate Cnl>llcllv fronlload Tests
Sile Pile Measured ullilnale Prcflictecl 1I1lilllale capacity using slatic methods (Tons)

No. capacity from load
test

(Tons) COlnbinalioll ~l Combinat1on-2 Combination _.)Skill rriclio~- - "E;;Ji;;IJillg Total Skin End bearing Tolal Skin friclion End Tolal
a mcUlOd (Tef7~1ghi" capacity friction (Meyerhol"s capacity a. meUlOd bearing capacity
(Tomlinson 119/,3)J rJ. method empencal [Tomlinson llansen's
(1971)1 [Tomlinson method) (1971)J metllOd If.-

(1971)1 Meyerhof(1976) nsen( I970)

Ahmedbagll PP5 37 18.~1 5.65 H06 18.41 . 12.2~ 30.65 . 18.41 7.93 26.34

'1'6 39.5 21.00 7.08 29.08 22.00 13.~6 35.46 22.00 10.01 32.01

Moghbaulf PP7 3~.5 17.66 7.13 209 17.66 1~.6 32.26 17.66 10.15 27.81

PP8 36.9 1~.22 8.39 22.61 14.22 15.9 30.12 14.22 11.81 26.03

Table 5 I I COlli
Site Pile Measured ultimate Predicted ultimate capacity using static methods (Tons)

No. capacity from load
lest

erons) Combination .4 Combination-5 Combination --6. Skin friction End hearing Tolal Skin friction End bearing Total Skin friction End Total
A. melhod rrcrt..aghi capacity A. method '"Meycrhof's capacity A method bearing capacity

IVijayvergiy (I 943)J IVijayvergiyn emperical IVij.yvergiy ,"Hanc;en's
8 & Focht & Focht meUlOd " • & Focht metll0d
(1972)J (I 972)} Meyerhof(1976) (1972)1 Hansen

(19701---'--_. ------Allmedlmgh PPS 37 23.8t 5.65 29.46 23.81 12.2~ 36.05 23.81 7.93 31.7~
~
PP6 39.5 28.69 7.08 3.5.77 28.69 13.46 42.15 28.69 10.01 38.7

Moghhazar PI'7 3~.5 19.73 7.13 26.86 19.73 1~.60 34.33 19.73 10.5 29.91

PP8 36.9 19.05 839 27.41 1905 15.9 34.95 19.05 11.81 30.86



Table 5 II Contd
Sile Pile Mcasllred Prediclcd ullilllale capacity using sialic methods (Toils)

No. ultimate capacity
fj-om loneliest

---------- ._.
(Tons) Comhination -7 Combinntion-8 Combination --9

Skin friction End bearillg Tolal Skin friction End bearing Tolal Skin friction End bearing Tolal
111 method ITel7~ghi capacity(tolls) ~ method . Meyerhof's capacity a, method 'ilansen's c.p.city(tons)
IPedcl fit ( 19~3)1 IPeck ellll clllpericOllmclhmf (Ion,) IPeck el ,I method'
(197~)J (197~)J) Meyedlol(I976) (197~)L lI.nsen(1970)

Alunedbagh 1'1'5 37 18.4~ 5.65 24.09 18.4~ 12.2~ 30.68 18.4~ 7.93 26.37

PP6 39.5 20.18 7.08 27.26 20.18 13.46 33.M 20.18 10.01 30.18

Moghbv_u PP7 3~.5 17.7 7.13 2~.83 17.7 1~.67 32.30 17.7 10.15 27.85

--
1'1'8 36.9 16.17 8.39 206 16.17 15.90 32.07 16.17 1\.81 27.98

~
N Table 5.1\ ConI.

r--- ---
Sile Pile Meao;urcclullimale Preclicled ullimAte capl\cily using sialic methods (Tons)

No ~acitx. from load tcs!-
Cl'ons) Melhod-I Method-2lMethod recommended by Canadian Method-31Method recommended hy Indian

APl(198~.1987) Geoleehnic.1 Society( 1985 1 Sl.ndards Instilution( IS:2911-1979)]
Skin End bearing Tolal Skin friction End bearing Tolal Skin friction End bearing Total
friction capacity capacity capacity

Nunedbag I'Pj 37 16.10 3.52 19.62 17.97 9.88 27.85 13.41 J.85 17.26
h

-_.
PP6 39.5 19.61 ~.25 23.86 20.46 1O.7~ 31.2 16.49 4.13 20.62

Moghbt\zt1.r PP7 3~.5 13.2 ~.O 17.21 14.91 12.35 27.26 10.29 6.27 16.56

1'1'8 36.9 12.0 08 16.28 15.62 13.27 28.89 10.60 7.50 18.10



Table 5.11 (A) Ratio between Predicted Ultimate Capacity and Measured Ultimate Capacity from Load Test (Ahrnedbagh
Site And Moghbazar Site)

Site

I
Pile Measured ultimate Predicted ultimate capacity from static methods Predicted ultimate capacity-
No. capacity from pile load Measured ultunate capacity

testrTons)
Method of prediction (static Predicted

methods) ultimate capacity
(Tons)

"- method [Tomlinson (1971)] 24 0.64
for skin friction & Terzaghi's
Method [Terzaghi (1943)]
method for end bearin£

"- method 30.65 0.82
[Tomlinson (1971)] for skin
friction & Meyemofs

empirical method [Meyemof
(1956 1976)1 for end beariruz

"-method 26.34 0.71
[Tomlinson (1971») for skin
friction & Hansen's method
[Hansen (1970)] for end

bearin£
A. method 29.46 0.79

[Vijayvergiya & Focht(1972)]
for skin friction & Terzaghi's
Method [T~n~943) for

end .

Ahrnedbagh

I
?P5 37 ). method 36.05 0.97

(Vijayvergiya & Focht(1972)]

I for skin friction & Meyerhofs
empirical method [Meyerhof
(1956,1976)1 for end bearin.

(Piles ). method 31.74 085
through

I
(Vijayvergiya & Focht(1972)]

Clay and for skin friction & Hansen's
resting on

I
method [Hansen (1970)J for

Sand) end beariruz

I
a., method 24.09 0.65

[Peck et at (1974)] for skin,
friction &Terzaghi's Method,

I [Terzaghi (1943») for endI

I bearin.
a., method 30.68 0.82

I [Peck et at (1974)] for skin
friction & Meyerhofs

empirical method [Meyerhof
(1956,1976)1 for end bearin.

a., method 26.37 0.71
[Peck et al (1974)] for skin
friction & Hansen's method
[Hansen (1970)] for end

be''"'o

I
APi (1984) method 19.62 I 053

Method recommended by 27.85 0.75
Canadian

Geotechnical Societvl 1985 )
Method recommended by 17.26 0.46

Indian Standards
lnstirution(lS:291 1-1979)
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Table II (A) Cant. •

Site Pile Measured utimate Predicted ultimate capacity from static Predicted ultimate capacity
No. capacity from load methods Measured ultimate capacity

test (Tons)
Method of prediction (static Predicted

methods) ultimate
capacity
(Tons)

amethod [Tomlinson (1971)J 29 0.73
for skin friction & Terzaghi's
method [Terzaghi (l943)J
method for end bearing

amethod 354 0.89
[Tomlinson (1971)J for skin

friction & Meyerhofs empirical
method (Meyerhof (1956,1976))

for end beariru<
a method 32 0.81

[Tomlinson (1971)] for skin
friction & Hansen's method

!Hansen (\ 970)1 for end bearin2
Ahmedbagh PP6 39.5 A method 35.7 0.90

(Vijayvergiya & Fochtl1972)J
for skin friction & Terzaghi's
Method [Terzaghi (1943) for I

end beariru< I
A method 42.1 1.06

[Vijayvergiya & Focht(1972)]
for skin friction & Meyerhofs
empirical method [Meyerhof
(l956,1976)J for end bearing

A method 38.7

I
0.97

[Vijayvergiya & Fochtl1972)J
for skin friction & Hansen's
method [Hansen (1970)] for

end bearing

a., method 27
I

068
[Peck et a~(1974)) for skin
friction & Terzaghi's Method
[Terzaghi (1943)J for end

beariru!
a., method 33.6 085

[Peck er a\ (1974)] for skin
friction & Meyerhofs empirical
method (Meyerhof(l956,1976)]

for end beariru,
(Piles a., method 30.! I 0.76
driven [Peck et at (1974)] for skin
through friction & Hansen's method
Clayalld [Hansen (1970)] for end bearing
resting on
sand)

API ( 1984) method 238 I 060
Hethod recommended by 31

I
0.78

Canadian
Geotechnical SocietY<1985 )
Method recommended by 2062

I
0.52

Indian Standards
Institution(lS:2911-1979)
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Table 5.11 (A) Cont

Site Pile Measured ultimate Predicted ultimate capacity from static Predicted ultimate capacity
No. capacity from load methods Measured ultimate capacity

test (Tons)

Method of prediction (Static Predicted
methods) ultimate

capacity
(Tons)

a.method [Tomlinson (1971)] 24.79 0.71
for shn friction & Terzag:hi's
Method [Terzag:hi (1943»)
method for end bearing

a.method 32.26 0.92
[Tomlinson (1971») for skin
friction & Meyerhofs

empiriCal7~~thod [Meyerhof
!1956197 for end be.nno

a.method 27.81 0.80
[Tomlinson (1971») for skin
friction & Hansen's method
[Hansen (I 970)J for end

bearing

A. method 26.86 o.n
[Vijayvergiya & Focht(I972)]
for skin friction & Terzag:hi's
Method [Terzag:hi (1943) for

end bearing

Moghbazar PP7 34.5 A. method 34.33 0.99
(Piles driven [Vijayvergiya & Focht 1972»)
throughClay for skin friction & Meyerhofs

and empirical method [Meyerhof
resting (1956,1976») for end bearing
on sand)

A. method 29.91 0.86
[Vijayvergiya & Focht(1972)]
for skin friction & Hansen's
method [Hansen (I 970)J for

end bearing

a., method 24.83 0.72
[Peck et al (1974)] for skin
friction & Terzag:hi's Method
[Terzag:hi (I 943)J for end

bearirur
a., method 32.30 0.93

[Peck et al (1974») for skin
friction & Meyerhofs

empirical7~~thOd [~;::hno!
11956,197 for end .

a2 met.~od 27.85 0.81
[Peck et a (1974») for skin
friction & Hansenls method
[Hansen (1970)J for end

bearirur - .
API ( 1984) method li.21

I
, 0.50

Method recommended by 27.26

!
0.79

Canadian
Geotechnical Societvl 1985)
Method recommended by 16.56

I
0.48

Indian Standards'
InstitutionnS:2~11-1 070" r
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Table 5.1l (A) Cant

SIte Pile Measured ultimate Predicted ultimate capacity from static methods Predicted ultimate capacity
No. capacity from load Measured ultimate capaClty

test (fans)
Method of prediction (Static Predicted

methods) ultimate
capacity
(fons)

a. method [Tomlinson (1971)] for 22.6 0.61
skin friction & Tcrzaghi's Method
[Tcrzaghi (1943)] method for end

bearing

a. method 30.12 0.81
[Tomlinson (1971)J for skin friction
&MeyeIhofs empirical method
[MeyeIhof(1956.1976)) for end

a. method 26.03 . 0.70
[Tomlinson (1971)] for skin friction
& Hansen's method [Hansen

(1970)] for end bearing

'- method 27.44 0.74
[Vljayvergiya & Focht(972)J for
skin friction & Tcrzaghi's Method
[Tcrzaghi (1943) for end bearing

Moghbazar PP8 36.9 A. method 34.93 0.94
[Vijayvergiya & FochtO 972)] for

skin friction & Meyerhofs empirical
method [MeyeIhof(1956.1976)] for

end bearing

(Piles driven A. method 30.86 0.83
through [Vijayvergiya & Focht(1972)] for
clay and skin friction & Hansen's method
resting on [Hansen (1970)] for end bearing
sand)

a., method 24.56 0.6<5
[Peck et al (1974)] for skin friction
& Tcrzaghi's Method [Tcrzaghi

(1943)1 for end bearing
a., method 32.07 0.86

[Peck et at (1974)] for skin friction
& Meyerhofs empirical method
[MeyeIhof(1956,1976)] for end

c,.: rnet.~od 27.98 0.75
[Peck et al (1974)] for skin friction
& Hansen's method [Hansen

(1970)1 for end bearing •
API ( 198. ) method 16.28 0.44

H.tl\od recommended by Canadian 28.89 0.78
Geotechnical Society( 1985)

, Method recommended by Indian 18.10 .49
Standard.Institution(JS:29 I 1.1979)
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[Hansen (1970) is close to the ultimate capacity from load tests. U method

[Tomlinson (1971»), Uz method [Peck et al (1976») in combinations with +

Terzaghi's method [Terzaghi (1943),Terzaghi and Peck( 1967»), Meyerhofs

empirical method [Meyerhof (1956,1976») or Hansen's method [Hansen (1970)

and methods suggested by Canadian Geotechnical Society( 1985) and Indian

Standards lnstitution(IS : 2911-1979) and, API ( 1984,1987) method underestimate

the ultimate pile capacity.

Ultimate Capacity From Dynamic Methods

The driving records of the piles are produced in Table B-3 to B-4 in Appendix-B.

The ultimate capacity of the piles was predicted using:

(i) Engineering News Records formula (ENR) [Wellington (1888)]

(ii) Hiley formula. ( 1925) and

(iii) Janbu formula (1953)

The ultimate capacity predicted by dynamic formulae are presented in Table 5.12

These values are also compared with the ultimate capacity of piles determined from

load test in Table-5.12

It is observed that ultimate capacity predicted by ENR is close to the measured

ultimate capacity from load test .The predicted ultimate capacity by Janbu formula
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Table 5.12 Comparison of Predicted tntimate Capacity using Dynamic Fonnulae with the
tntimate Capacity from Load Tests (Alunedbagh Site ond Moghbazar Site)

Site Pile Measured Predicted ultimate capacity using dynamic fonnulae
No. ultimate (Tons)

capacity
from load
lest (Tons)

Engg. News Records Janbo fonnula Hiley formula
formula ( 19251

(WeUington(l888)] (1953»

Alunedbagh PP5 37 35 63 26

PP6 39.5 42.5 73 25

Moghbazar PP7 34.5 29 57 34

PP8 36.9 30
I 39 26
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overestimates the measured ultimate capacity and the Hiley formula underestimate

the measured ultimate capacity.

5.3.2 Allowable capacity

Allowable Capacity From Load Test

Allowable capacity was determined from pile load test using:

(i) Bangladesh National Building Code (1993)

According to BNBC ( 1993) the allowable capacity of a pile is half of that

test load which produces a permanent net settlement of not more than

0.00028 mm/kg of test load or 20 mm

ii) Indian Standard Code ofpractice (l S 2911-1979)

According to I S 2911-1979 the allowable capacity ofa pile IS least of the

following:

(a) Two thirds of tile final load at which the total settlement attains

a value ofl2 mm

(b) Half of the final load at which total settlement equals to 10% of the
pile diameter in the case of normal uniform diameter pile and 7.5% of
base diameter in the case of under -reamed pile.
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Table 5.13 Allowable Capacity from Pile Load Test using Various Codes and Corresponding Settlement
(Ahmedbagh Site and Moghbazar Site)

Site Pile Method Criteria for determining allowable capacity from allowable Settlement
No. pile load test capacity (mm)

crons)
BNBC The allow.ble pile c.pacity shall not be more 18.5 0.50
(1993) than one half of that test lo.d whicb produces •

permanent net settlemc:nt of net illor: fr.a.i.
0.00028 mrnIlaz oftest load or 20 mm.

PP5 IS: 2911- The allowable capacity is leasr of the following: 18.5 0.50
1979 (a)Two thirds of the final load at which the total

settlement attains a value of 12 Inm.
(b)Half of the final load at whicb total settlement
equals to 10% of the pile diameter in the case of
normal uniform diameter pile and 7.5% of base
diameter in the case of underreamed oile.

Ahmedbagh BS!: CP The allow.ble pile cap.city should be 50"/0of the 18.5 0.50
2004-1972 final load which causes the pile to settle a depth

of 10% of pile width or diameter
(Piles BNBC The allowable pile capacity shall not be more 19.75 0.60

through Clay (1993) than one half of that test load which produces.
and resting pennanent net settlement of not more than
on Sand) 0.00028 mrnIlaz of test load or 20 mm.

PP6 IS: 2911- The allow.ble capacity is least of the following: 19.75 0.60
1979 (a)Two thirds of the final load at which the total

settlement attains a value of 12mm.
(b)Half of the final load .t which total settlement
equals to 10"/0of the pile diameter in the case of
normal uniform diameter pile and 7.5% of base
diameter in the case of underreamed oile.

BS!: CP I The allow.ble pile cap.city should be 50% of the I 19.75

I
0.60

2004-1972 final load which causes the pile ro settle. depth
of 10% of pile width or diameter

BNBC The allowable pile capacity shall not be more 17.25 0.70
(1993) than one half of that test load which produces.

permanent net settlement of not more than
0.00028 mmJk2 of test lo.d or 20 mm.

Moghbazar PPi IS: 2911- The allowable capacity is least of the following: 17.25 0.70
1979 (a)Two thirds of the final load .t which the total

settlement attains a value of 12 mm.
(b)Half of the final load at which total settlement
equals to 10% of the pile diameter in the case of
normal uniform diameter pile and 7.5% ofbase
diameter in the case of under ~reamedpile.

(Piles BSI:CP The allowable pile capacity should be 50% of the 17.25 0.70
through Clay 2004-1972 final load which causes the pile to settle a depth
and resting of! 0% of pile width or diameter
on Sand)

BNBC The allowable pile capacity shall not be more 18.45 1.00
(1993) than one half of that test load which produces a

permanent net settlement of not more than
0.C0028 mrr.t,(g of test load or 20 mm.

PP8 IS: 2911- The allowable capacity is least of the following: 18.45 1.00
1979 (a)Two thirds of the final load at which the total

settlement attains a value of 12mm.
(b)Half of the finallo.d at which total settlement
equals to 10% of the pile diameter in the case of
normal uniform diameter pile and 75% of base
diameter in the case of under -reamed oile.

BSI:CP The allowable pile capacity should be 50% of the I 18.45 1.00
2004-1972 final load which causes the pile to settle a depth

of 10% ofoile width or diameter
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(iii) BS1-CP-2004-1972

According to BS1 CI'-2004-1972, the allowable capacity or a pile should be 50% of

the final load which causes the pile to settle a depth or 10% of piIe width or

diameter.

111eevaluated allowable capacity determined from pile load test are presented in

Table 5.13.

It may be noted that the crileria lor delermining allowable capacity from load test is

different for Bangladesh National Building Code (1993), IS: 2911-1979 and 13S1-

CP.-2004 : 1972. However, the allowable capacity determined from load test are

equal.111e recommended allowable capacity or a pile rrom pile load test by the

above mentioned methods are based on the settlement criteria.

Allowable CllPllcity From Static MetllOd~'

The allowable capacity of the piles were calculated II-00nstatic methods using the

recommended !llctors or sarety.The allowable capacities detennined from static

methods arc presented in Table 5.14 .The allowable capacity Ii-om static methods

are also compared with the allowable capacity Ihllll load tests in Tablc.5.14
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Table 5. I 4 Comparison of Allowable Capacity from Load Tests with Allowable capacity from Static Methods

Site Pile Allowable Allowable capacity using static methods
No. capacity from (Tons)

load test (Tons)
Combination -I Combination -2 Combination 3 Combination -4 Combination .5 Combination -6

(Skin mction by cr. (Skin mction by cr. (Skin mction by cr. (Skin mction by 1.. (Skin mction by 1.. (Skin mction by
method & end method &end . method & end method & end method & end I..method & end

bo..aringby Terzaghi bearing by bearing by bearing by bearing by bearing by Hansen',
method) Meyerhofs IJ"rn,n's method) Te=ghi method) MeJerbofs method)

emoerical method) Emoerical method)
Ahmedbagh PP5 18.56 962 12.26 10.53 11.78 14.42 12.69

PP6 19.56 11.63 14.18 12.80 14.30 16.86 15.48

Moghb= PP7 17.5 991 12.9 11.12 10.74 13.73 11.96

PP8 18.75 9.04 12.05 10.41 10.97 13.98 12.34

Table 5 14 Contd ...
Site Pile Allowable Allowable capacity using static methods

No. capacity (Tons)
from load
test (Torn)

Combination-? Combination -8 Combination-9 Method-I Method-2: Method-3
(Skin mction by cr., (Skin mction by a., (Skin mction by a., [API method [Method [Method
method & end method & end method & end [l984,1987)J recommended by rcornmended by

bearing by Tmaghi bearing by bearing by Hat1son" Canadian Indian Standards
method) Meyerhofs method) Geotechnical Institution( IS:2911-

emoerical method) Society(l985)] I979)J
Ahmedbagh PP5 18.56 9.63 12.27 10.54 7.84 11.14 6.90

PP6 1956 10.9 13.45 12.07 9.53 12.48 8.24

Moghb= PP7 17.5 993 12.92 11.14 6.8 10.9 6.62

PP8 18.75 9.92 1282 11.19 6.51 11.55 7.22



It is observed that the allowable capacity predicted from the combination of "-

method [Vijayvergiya & Focht (1972)] and Meyerhofs empirical method

[Meyerhof(1956,1976») or"- method [Vijayvergiya & Focht (1972») and Hansen's

method [Hansen (1970) underestimate the allowable capacity. However, the

allowable capacity predicted by umethod [Tomlinson (1971») or U2 method [Peck

et at (1976») in combinations with Terzaghi's method [Terzaghi (1943),Terzaghi

and Peck( 1967»), Meyerhofs cmpirical method [Meyerhof (1956,1976») or

Hansen's method [Hansen (1970) and method recommended by Canadian

Geotechnical Society (1985) underestimate the allowable pile capacity by a large

amount.llle allowable capacity predicted by API ( 1984,1987) method and method

recommended by Indian Standards Institution (IS : 2911-1979) is less than half of

the allowable capacity detennined from pile load test.

Allowable Capacity from {{Vllamicformulae

Allowable loads predicted by dynamic analysis were also calculated usmg

recommended thctors of safety. l1le allowable capacity from dynamic formulae

along with the recommended fhctors of safety are presented in Table 5.15.The

allowable capacity Irom dynamic fonnulae are compared with allowable capacity
•

Irom load tests in Table 5.15.

Allowable capacity Irom the dynamic formulae were predicted from Engineering

News Records formula, Janbu IOn1ll1laand Hiley fOn1ll1la using the recommended
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Table 5.15 Comparison of Predicted Allowable Capacity IL,ing Dynamic Fommlae with Allowable Capacity from
Load Tests( Ahmedbagb Site and Moghbazar Site)

Site Pile Measured allowable Predicted allowable capacity using dynamic formulae
No. capacity

[ I3NBC( 1993)] (Tons)
(Tons) Engg. News Janbo formula Hiley formulae 1925)

Records formula [(1953)]
[Wellington
(1888)]

(FS~4.5)
(FS=4)

iFS=6)
Ahmedbagh PP5 18.5 5.88 14 6.5

PP6 19.75 7.08 16.22 6.25

MoghBazar PP7 17.25 4.88 12.66 8.5

PP8 18.45 5 8.66 6.5
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factors ofsaiety.For detemlining the allowable capacity from dynamic iormulae the

recommended factor of safety is higher than the recommended factor of safety in

static methods. The recommcnded factor of saiety lor ENR formula,Janbu fomlUla

and Hiley fonnula are 6, 3 to 6 and 4 respectively. TIle predicted allowable

capacity are presented in Table 5.15.TIle predicted allowable capacity from

dynamic fomlllla are also comparcd with thc allowable capacity from load test in

Table 5.l5.1t is observed that the allowable capacity predicted by ENR

formula,Janbu IOllllula and Hilcy IOlllllllae using rccommcnded Hlctors of safcty

underestimate the allowable capacity of the pile The allowable capacity by Janbu

formula is reasonably less than the allowable capacity detemlined from load test.

Thc prcdicted allowable capacity using ENR forllluia and Hilcy fomlllla is less

than about half of the allowable capacity detemlined from pile load test.

5.3.3 Settlement At Allowable Capacity

Scttlements at the allowablc loads from pile load test are shown in Table 5.13 along

with the allowable 10ads.Thc settlements at the allowable loads vary from OAmm to

I.OOmm. for pile PI'S and 1'1'6 and O.5mm to O.70mm for pile 1'1'7 and 1'1'8. 1be

observed settlements at allowable capacity are very small for all piles. Nomlally

shallow foundations are designed j(lr an allowablc settlcmcnt of25mm.
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5.4 CAPACITY OF I)ILE DRIVEN THROUGH PLASTIC SILT AND

RESTING ON NONPLASTIC SILT

Two pile load tests werc pcrformcd at Novody sitc. Soil condition surrounding the

piles are shown in Fig.A-3 and A-4. In this site soft fills exists upto the depth of

1.50m underlain by soft to medium stiff plastic silt. The underlying layer consists of

nonplastic silt. Hence, pile capacity is attained from skin friction as well as end

bearing.

5.4.1 Ultimate Capacity

Ultimate Capacity From Load Test

Maintained pile load test to h'lilure was perfomled according to ASTM D-1143

.111e load was applied in increment of 2 tons.llle pile load test data are shown in

Table C-3 and Table C-4.At tJle pick load the rate of settlement continued

undiminished without /luther increment of load.

The load settlement curves of the piles are drawn in Fig. D-3 and D-4

The ultimate capacity was evaluated by :

(1) Terzaghi's method (1942),

(ii) IS: 2911-1979
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(iii) BS 8004: 1986. and

(iv) Davisson's method ( 1973 )

The procedure or delemlining ultimate load according to Davisson ( 1973 ) IS

shown in Fig 5.5 ( A) and 5.5 ( B)

The ultimate capacities arc presented in Table.5.16. The ultimate capacity

evaluated by Ter,mghi's method (1943), IS : 2911-1979 [ Indian S1<1ndards

Institution(l979)] and I3S :8004-1986 arc equal. The ultimate capacity

determined by Davisson's method r Davisson (1973 )] is lower than that by other

three methods. The ultimate capacity of the two piles of each site are almost equal.

Ultimate Capacity From Static Met/lOlls

Ultimate capacity was predicted based on soil parameters obtained from

geoteclmical investigation. Skin friction was calculated using:

(i) u method [Tomlinson (1971)],

(ii) A mc!hod [Vijayvergiya & Focht (1972)1

(iii) U2 method [Peck et al (1976»),

(iv) API method [ API (1984)] •

( v) method recommended by Canadian Geotechnical Society ( 1985) and
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Table 5.16 Measured Ultimate Capacity from Pile Load Test using Different Methods
(NovodovHousineSue)
Site Pile No. Method Criteria for determining ultimate Measured

capacity from pile load test ultimate capacity
I (Tons)

Novodoy Terzaghi's Load at which settlement is 10% of 18.75

Housing method[Terzaghi pile diameter
(1942)1
IS2911-1979 Smaller of the two: 18.75

a)Load corresponding to 10% of

( Piles through
pile diameter for normal uniform

plastic silt and 1'1'3 pile or 7.5% of vase dia for

resting on
underreamed pile

nonplastic silt )
b) Load corresponding to settlement
12mm.

US: 8004-1986 Load corresponding to settlement 18.75
10% of pile diameter

Davission's A line drawn parallel to the elastic 17.5

method (1973) deflection line cuts the load
settlement curve to give ultimate
caoacitv

Terz.aghi's Load at which settlement is 10% of 19.5

methodrrerzaghi pile diameter
(1942\1

1'1'4 Smaller of the two: 19.5

IS:2911-1979 a)Load corresponding to 10% of
pile diameter for normal uniform
pile or 7.5% of hase din for
underreamed pile
b) Load corresponding to settlement
12111111.

IlS: KOO4-19K6 I..oad corresponding to settlement 19.5
10% of pile ,liamele

Davission's A line drawn parallel to the elastic 18

method (1973) deflection line cuts the load
settlement curve to give ultimate
capacity
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(vi) method recommended by Indian Standards Institution (IS:291 1-1979).

End bearing was calculated using:

(I) Terzaghi's Method [Terzaghi (l943),Terzaghi and Peck( 1967)]

(ii) Meyerhof's empirical method [Meyerhof(l956,1976)]

(iii) Hansen's method [Hansen (1970)]

(iv) API method ( 1984,1987)

(v) method recommcnded by Canadian Geotechnical Socicty( 1985)

(vi) method recommended by Indian Standards Institution (IS : 2911-1979)

The value of anglc of intclllal friction ~ rcquired lor thc detclll1ination of Nq was

determined from the correlation of ~ and SPT blow count N given by Peck et al

(1974) shown in Fig. 2.16 .

It may be mentioned that the skin friction of the thin layer of nonplastic silt near the

bottom of pile was detennincd using Tomlinson's method (1986)

111ctotal ultimate predicted (;apa(;ity of a pile is th(; sum of the skin friction along

the shaft of the pile and the end bearing at the pile tip .To predict the total ultimate

capacities of the piles the following combinations of skin friction and end bearing

were used:
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Combination-I a method [Tomlinson (1971)] for skin friction + Terzaghi's

Method [Terzaghi (I 943),Terzaghi and Peck( 1967)] for end

bearing

Combination -2 a method [Tomlinson (1971)] for skin friction +Meyerhof's

empirical method [Meyerhof(l956,1976)] for end bearing

Combination -3 a method [Tomlinson (1971)] for skin friction + Hansen's

method [Hansen (1970)] for end bearing

Combination -4 A.method [Vijayvergiya & Focht (1972)] for skin friction +

TerLaghi's method [Terzaghi (I 943),Terzaghi

and Peck( 1967)] for end bearing

Combination -5 : A.method [Vijayvergiya & Focht (1972)] for skin friction +

Meyerhof's empirical method [Meyerhof (1956,1976)] for

end bearing

Combination -6 A.method [Vijayvergiya & Focht (1972)] for skin friction +

Hansen's method [Hansen (1970)] for end bearing

Combination -7 U2 method [Peck et al (1976)1 for skin friction + Terzaghi's

Method [TerLaghi (I 943),Terzaghi and Peck( 1967)] for end

bearing

Combination -8 U2 method [Peck et al (1976)] for skin friction + Meyerhof's

empirical method [Meyerhof (1956,1976)] for end bearing
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Combination -9 0.2 method [Peck et al (1976)) for skin friction + Hansen's

method [Hansen (1970)) for end bearing

The ultimate capacity of piles were also predicted using the recommendations of the

following methods:

Method-I: API method ( 1984,1987)

Method-2 method recommended by Canadian Geotechnical Society ( 1985)
•

Method-3 method recommended by Indilill Standards Institution

(IS: 2911-1979).

The ultimate capacity evaluated by static methods are presented in Table 5.17

Tlle predicted values of"ultimate capacity arc compared with the measured values

of ultimate capacity in Table-5.18. The ratio between the predicted ultimate

capacity using static methods and measured ultimate capacity from load test is also

shown inTable 5.18 ( 1\)

It is observed that the ultimate capacity obtained from the combination of", method

[Vijayvergiya & Focht (1972)) and Meyerhofs empirical method [Meyerhof

(1956,1976)] or '" method [Vijayvergiya & Focht (1972)] and Hansen's method

[Hansen (1970)] overestimate the ultimate capacity lrom load tests by a large

amount .. a. method [Tomlinson (1971)1, U2 method [Peck et aI (1976)] III

combinations with Meycrhof's empirical method [Mcyerhof (1956,1976)) or

Hansen's method [Hansen (1970) also overestimate the measured ultimate

capacity detemlined lrom load tests. The method recommended by Canadian
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Table 5.17 Predicted Ultimate Capacity usin. Static Methods (Piles TIuoucllPlastic Silt and r.estin2 on nonolastic Siln
Site Pile No. Predicted ultimate capacity using static methods (Tons )

Combination -I Cornbination-2 Combination --3

Skin friction End bearing Total Skin friction End bearing Total Skin friction End bearing Total
0. method [Te=gtri capacity 0. method MeyerhoFs capacity 0. method Hansen's capacity
[Tomlinson (1943)) [Tomlinson ernperical [Tomlinson method Han
(1971)J (1971)] method (1971)) sen(1970)

Meyerhof(1976)

Novodoy PP3 11.87 5.92 17.79 11.87 8.26 20.13 11.87 8.82 20.69

Housing PP4 13.87 5.92 19.79 13.87 8.26 22.13 13.87 8.82 22.69

Table 517 Cont

Site . Pile No. Predicted ultimate capacity using static methods( Tons )

Combination -4 Combination-5 Combination --6

Skin friction End bearing Total Skin friction End bearing Total Skin friction End bearing Total
). method [Terughi capacity ). method MeyerhoFs capacity ). method ..Hansen's capacity

[Vijayverg;ya (I943)J [Vijayverg;ya & emperical [Vijayverg;y melhod :
& Focht Focht (1972)J method a & Focht Hansen
(1972)J Meyerhof(1976) (I972)J (1970)

Novodoy PP3 17.01 5.92 22.93 17.01 8.26 25.27 17.01 8.82 25.83

Housing PP4 18.55 5.92 24.47 18.55 8.26 2681 18.55 8.82 27.37



T.ble 5.17 ConI.

-
Site Pile No. Predicted ultimate capacity using static methods (Tons)

Combination -7 Combination.8 Combination -.9

Skin friction End belUing Total Skin friction End bearing Total cap.city Skin mction End belUing Total
a., method [Terugbi(l943)J capacity a., method [Peck [Meyerhofs a., method [Hansen's capacity
[Peck et al el a\ (1974)) emperical method [Peck ef.1 method
(I 974)J Meyerhofl) 976)J (I 974)J Hansen

(I 970)J

Novodoy PP3 13.72 5.92 19.64 13.72 8.26 21.9S 13.72 8.82 22.54

HOIL"ing PP4 15.7 5.92 21.62 15.7 8.26 23.96 15.7 8.82 24.52

Table 5.17 ConI.

Site Pile No. Predicted ultimate capacity using static methods (Tons)

Method-I Method.2[Method recommended by Canadian Method-3lMethod recommended by Indian
API(1984,1987) Geoleclmica! Society( 1985)J Standards Institution( IS:2911-1979)J

Skin friction End belUing Total Skin mction End bearing Total Skin mction End Total capacity
capacity capacity belUing

Novodoy PP3 13.68 4.18 17.86 14.42 9.24 23.66 12.30 4.89 17.19

Housing PP4 14.31 4.18 18.49 16.62 9.24 25.86 13.11 4.89 18



Table 5.18 Comparison of Predicted Ultimate Capacity using Static Methods with Measured Ultimate Capacity from Load Test

, Site Pile Measured Predicted ultimate capacity using static methods (Tons)
No. ultimate

capacity
( Tons) Combination .1 Combination-2 Combination -3

Skin End Total Skin friction End bearing Total Skin friction End bearing Total
friction bearing capacity a. method [Meyerhof's capacity a method [Hansen's capacity

(l method [Terzaghi [Tomlinson emperical [Tomlinson method
[Tomlinson (1943)J (197I)J method (1971)] Hansen
(1971)] Meyerhof(1976)] (1970))

Navada)' PP3 18.75 11.87 5.92 17.79 11.87 8.26 20.13 11.87 8.82 20.69
Housing

PP4 19.5 13.87 5.92 19.79 13.87 8.26 22.13 13.87 8.82 22.69

Table 5.18 Contd ..

Site Pile Measured Predicted ultimate capacity using static methods (Tons)
No. ultimate

capacity
(Tons) Combination -4 Combination-5 Combination --6

Skin friction End bearing Total Skin friction End bearing Total Skin friction End bearing Total
). method [Terz.aghi capacity " method (Meyerhof's capacity " method Hansen's capacity

[Vijayvergiya (11943)] (Vijayvergiya & ernperical (Vijayvergi method.
& Focht Focht (1972)] method ya & Focht Hansen
(1972)) Meyerhofl:1976)] (1972)J (1970)

Neveda)' PP3 18.75 17.01 5.92 22.93 17.01 8.26 25.27 17.01 8.82 7' 83
Housing

PP4 19.5 18.55 5.92 24.47 18.55 8.26 26.81 18.55 8.82 27.37



Table 5.18 Cont

Sile Pile Measured Predicted ultimate capacity using static methods (Tons)
No. ultimate

capacity
(Tons) Com bination .7 Combination.8 I Combination --9

Skin liiction End bearing Tola! Skin liiction End bearing Total Skin liiction End bearing Total
a., method (Terz.aghi capacity CX2 method [Meyerhof's capacity U2 method [Hansen's capacity
[Peck el a! (1943)1 [Peek ef at emperical [Peck et a! method
(1974)] (1974)) method (1974)) Hansen

Meyerhof(1976)) (I 970)J

Novodo]' PPI 18.75 13.72 5.92 19.64 13.72 8.26 21.98 13.72 8.82 22.54
Housing

PP2 19.5 15.7 5.92 21.62 15.7 8.26 23.96 15.7 8.82 24.52

TableS.18 ConI.

Site Pile Measured Predicled u1timale capacity using static methods (Tons)
No. ultimate

capacity
( Tons) Method-I Method-2[Method recommended by Canadian Method-3[Method recommended by

API(1984,1987) Geotechnical Society( 1985)) Indian Standards Institution( IS:2911-
1979)1

Skin liiction End bearing Total Skin liiction End bearing Total Skin End Total capacity
capacity capacity friction bearing

Novodoy PP3 18.75 1368 4.18 17.86 14.42 9.24 23.66 12.3 4.89 17.19

PP4 19.5 14.31 4.18 18.49 16.62 9.24 25.86 13.11 4.89 18



Table 5.18 (A) Ratio between Predicted Ultimate Capacity and Measured Ultimate Capacity from Load Test
(Novodov Housin. Site)

Site Pile Measured ultimate Predicted ultimate capacity from static Predicted ultimate capacity

No. capacity from load methods Measured Ultunate capaCIty

test
(Tons)

Method of prediction (static Predicted
methods) ultimate

capacity
(Tons)

amethod [Tomlinson (1971)) 17.79 0.95

Novodoy for skin friction &Terzaghi's
Housing Method [Terzaghi (1943))

method for end bearing

(Piles Cl method 20.13 1.07

Ihrough [Tomlinson (1971)] for skin
plastic Silt friction & Meyerhofs

and empirical method [Meyerhof
resting on (1956,1976)J for end bearing
nOflplastic

Silt)
PP3 18.75 a. method 20.69 1.10

[Tomlinson (1971)J for skin
friction & Hansen's method
[Hansen (1970)] for end

bearing
Amethod 22.93 1.22

[VijayveIgiya & Focht(1972)]
for skin friction &Terzaghi's
Method [Terzaghi (1943) for

end bearin.,
25.27Amethod 1.34

[VijayveIgiya & Focht(I 972)J
for skin friction & Meyerhofs
empirical method (Meyerhof
(1956,1976)] for end bearing

Amethod 25.83 1.37
[Vijayvergiya & Focht(1972)]
for skin friction & Hansen's
method [Hansen (1970)J for

end bearing
<X.2 method 19.64 1.04

IPeck et a' (1974)J for skin
friction &TeI7.aghi's Method
[Terzaghi (1943)J for end

bearin.
0.2 method 21.98 1.17

[Peck et at (1974)J for skin
friction & Meyerhofs

empirical method [Meyerhof
()956,197611 for end bearin.

0.2 method 22.54 1.20
lPeck et at (1974)J for skin
friction & Hansen's method
[Hansen (1970)] for end

bearm.
API ( 1984 ) method 17.86 0.95

Method recommended by 23.66 1.26
.' Canadian

Geoteclmical Societv( 1985 )
Method recommended by 17.19 0.91

Indian Standard,
InstiultionnS:2911-1970)
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Table 5.18 ( A Cont.
Site Pile Measwed ultimate Predicted ultimate capacity from stl\tic Predicted ultimate capacity

No. capacity from load methods,( Tons ) Measured ultimate capacity
tcst( Tons)

Method of Prediction Predicted
(Static Mcthods) Ultimate

CaDacilv
a method {Tomlinson 19.79 1.01

(1971)] for skin friction &
Tcrzaghi's Method

[Te=ghi (1943)] metllOd
for end beann.
"mcthod 22.13 Ll3

[Tomlinson (1971)] for
skin friction &

Meyerhofs empirical
method IMeyerhof
(1956,1976)) for end

bearin.
Novodoy a method 22.69 Ll6
Housing [Tomlinson (1971») for

skin friction & Hansen's
method [Hansen (I 970)J

for end bearin.
(Piles PP4 19.5 ), method 24.47 1.25

throughPlastic [Vijayverg;ya & Focht
Silt and (972)J for skin friction &
I:esting on Tcrzaghi's Method
nonplastic [Te=ghi (1943) for cnd

Silt) .~
},method 26.81 1.37

[Vijayvergiya & Focht
(972)J for skin friction &
Meyerhofs empirical
method [Meyerhof
(1956,1976») for end

bearin.
}, mcthod 27.37 1.40

[Vijayverg;ya & Focht
(1972)] for skin friction &

Hansen's method
[Hanscn (1970)] for end

bearine
a., method 21.62 LID

[Peck cl at (1974)J for
skin friction & Tcrzaghi's
MetllOd [Tcrz..1ghi(1943)]

for end bearin.
a., method 23.96 1.22

[Peck ct al (1974)] for
skin friction &

Meyerhofs "empirical
method [Meyerhof
(l956,1976)J for end

bearin.
~ method 24.52 1.25

[Pcck el at (1974)J for
skin friction & Hansen's
mctllod [Hansen (1970) J
., for end bearing
API ( 1984) method 1849 094

HI:" thad recommended by 25.86 1.32
Canadian

Geotcchnjcal Society
(1985)

Method recommended I 18 0.92
by Indian Slnndard

------ In::-lilluionnS:2Qll-I07Q)
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Geotechnical Society ( 1985) also overestimate the measured ultimate capacity

determined from load tests. The ultimate capacity obtained from the combination of

CJ. method [Tomlinson (1971)] or CJ.2 method [Peck et alt (1976)] with Terzaghi's

method [Terzaghi (l943),Terzaghi and Peck ( 1967)] and, method recommended

by Indian Stmldards Institution (IS : 2911-1979) and API ( 1984,1987) method is

close to the ultimate capacity determined from load test.

Ultimate Capacity From Dy"amic lHetJwds

The driving records of the piles are produced in Table 13-2in Appendix-B.

The ultimate capacity of the piles was predicted using:

(i) Engineering News Records fommla (ENR) IWellington (1888)]

(ii) Hiley formula. ( 1925) and

(iii) Janbu fonnula (1953)

The ultimate capacity predicted by dynamic fonnulae are presented in Table

5.19.These values are also compared with the ultimate capacity of piles determined

from load lest in Table-5.19

It is observed lhat ullimale capacity predicted by ENR IWellington (1888)], Hiley
formula. (1925) and Janbu formula (1953) is close to the measured ullimate

capacity from load test.
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Table 5.19 Comparison Of Predicted Ultimate Capacity using Dynamic Formulae with the Ultimate Capacity from
Load Tests (Novodoy Housing Site)

Site Pile No. Predicted ultimate capacity using dynamic formulae Measured ultimate
(Tons) capacity from load test

(Tons)

Engg. News Janbo formula Hiley Formula
Records formula (1953) ( 1925)
[Wellington
(1888)]

Novodoy PP3 17 22 19 18.75

Housing PP4 19 22 16 19.5
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5.4.2 Allowable capacity

Allnwable Capacity From Load Test

Allowable capacity was determined from pile load test using:

(I) Bangladesh National Building Code (1993)

According to BNBC ( J 993 ) the allowable capacity of a pile is half of that

test load which produces a permanent net settlement of not more than

0.00028 mm/kg of test load or 20 mm

ii) Indian Standard Code of Practice (l S 2911-1979)

According to I S 2911-1979 the allowable capacity of a pile IS least of the

following:

(a) Two thirds of the final load at which the total settlement attains a

alue of 12 mill

(b) Half of the final load at which total settlement equals to 10% of the

pile diameter in the case ofnonnal unifonn diameter pile and 7.5% of

base diamcterin the case of under -reamed pile.
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(iii) BSI-CP-2004-1972

According to BSI CP-2004-1972, the allowable capacity of a pile should be 50% of

the final load which causes the pile to settle a depth of 10% of pile width or

diameter.

The evaluated allowable capacity determined from pile load test are presented in

Table 5.20.

It may be noted that the criteria for determining allowable capacity from load test is

different for Bangladesh National Building Code (1993), IS : 2911-1979 and BSI-

CP.-2004 : 1972. However, the allowable capacity determined from load test are

equal. The recommended allowable capacity of a pile from pile load test by the

above mentioned methods are based on the settlement criteria.

Allowable Capacity From Static Analysis

TIle allowable capacity of the piles were calculated from static methods using the

recommended lilctors of safety.The allowable capacities determined from static

methods are presented in Table 5.21 The allowable capacity from static methods are

also compared with the allowable capacity fi'om load tests in Table 5.21
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Table 5.20 Allowable Capacity from Pile Load Test using Various Codes and Corresponding Settlement
(Novodov Housin£ Site)

Site Pile No. Method Criteria for determining Allowable Settlement ilt
allowable capacity from pile load capacity allowable

test <fans) capacity

BNBC (1993) The allowable pile capacity 9.34 OAmm

shall not be more than one half
of that test load which produces
a permanent net settlement of
not more than c', 0028 mm/kg of

test load or 20 mm.

Novodoy IS: 2911-1979 The allowable capacity is least of 9.34 OAmm
the following:

(a)Two thirds of the final load at
which the tota! settlement attains

PP3 a value of 12 mm.

(b)Halfofthe final load at which
tota! settlement equals to 10% of
the pile diameter in the case of
normal uniform diameter pile

and 7.5% ofbase diameter in the
case of under -reamed pile.

BS! CP 2004- The allowable pile capacity 9.34 OAmm

1972 should be 50% of the frnalload
which causes the pile to settle a
depth of 10% of pile width or

diameter
BNBC (1993) The allowable pile capacity 9.75 1.5mm

shall not be more than one half
of that test load which produces
a permanent net settlement of
not more than 0 0028 mm!kg of

test load or 20 mm.
IS: 2911-1979 The allowable capacity is least of 9.75 1.5mm

the following:
PP4 (a)Two thirds of the frnalload at

which the tota! settlement attains
a value of 12 mm.

(b)Half of the final load at which
total settlement equals to 10% of
the pile diameter in the case of
normal uniform diameter pile

and 7.5% of base diameter in the
case of under -reamed pile.

BSl: CP 2004. The allowable pile capacity 9.75 I.5mm

1972 should be 50% of the final load
which causes the pile to settle a
depth of 10% of pile width or

diameter
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Table 5.21 Comparison of Measured Allowable Capacity Load from Load Tests with Predicted Allowable Capacity from Static Analysis (Novodoy Housing Site)

Site Pile Measured Predicted allowable capacity using stJlticmethods
No. allowable (Tons)

capacity
from load

test
(Tons) Combination-} Combination .2 Combination -3 Combination 4 Combination -5 Combination 6

(Skin friction by 0. (Skin friction by 0. (Skin friction by 0. method (Skin friction by A (Skin friction (Skin friction by A
method & end method & end & end bearing by Hansen's method & end by Amethod & method & end bearing

bearing by Te=ghi bearing by method) bearing by Te=ghi end bearing by by Hansen's method)
method) Meherhofs method) Meyerhofs

emperical method) emperical
method)

Novodoy PP3 9.37 7.11 8.05 8.27 9.17 10.10 10.33

Housing PP4 9.75 7.91 8.85 9.07 9.78 10.72 10.94
~-

Table 5.21 Cont

,
Site Pile Measured Predicted allowable capacity using static methods

No. allowable (Tons)
capacity
from load

test
(Tons) Combination 7 Combination -8 Combination -9 Method-I Method-2 Method-3

(Skin friction by 0., (Skin friction by 0., (Skin friction by 0., (API method) (Method (Method
method & end method & end method & end bearing by recommended by rcommended by

bearing by Te=ghi bearing by Hansen's method) Canadian Indian StJlndards
method) Meyerhofs Geotechnical institution

emperical method) Society)

Novodoy PP3 937 7.85 8.79 9.01 7.14 9.46 6.87

Housing PP4 9.75 8.64 958 9.80 739 10.34 7.2



It is observed that the allowable capacity predicted from the combination of A

method [Vijayvergiya & Focht (1972)] and Meyerhofs empirical method

[Meyerhof (1956,1976)] or A method [Vijayvergiya & Focht (1972)] and Hansen's

method [Hansen (1970) slightly overestimate the allowable capacity determined

from load test. Method recommended by Canadian Geotechnical Society (1985)

also overestimate the allowable capacity from load test However,the allowable

capacity predicted from a method [Tomlinson (1971)] a2 method [Peck et al

(1976)] in combinations with Ten,:aghi's method [Terzaghi (1943),Terzaghi and

Peck( 1967)], Meyerhofs empirical method [Meyerhof (1956,1976)] or Hansen's

method [Hansen (1970) slightly underestimate the allowable pile capacity

determined from load test. Method suggested by Indian Standards Institution

(IS:291 1-1979) and API ( 1984,1987) method underestimate the allowable pile

capacity.

Allowable Capacity from dynamicformlllae

Allowable loads from the dynamic formulae were predicted by ENR(Wellington

(1888), Hiley formula. ( 1925) ,lIld Janbu formula (1953) using the recommended

['Ictors of safety. For detemlining the allowable capacity lrom dynamic formulae the

reconunended lactor of saJ<~tyis higher than the rcconuncndcd factor of safety in

static methods. The recommended factor of safety for ENR formula,Janbu formula

and Hiley fonnula are 6, 3 to 6 and 4 respectively. The predicted allowable

capacity are presented in Table 5.22.The predicted allowable capacity from

dynamic !()rmula are also compared with the allowahle capacity from load test in
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Table 5.22 Comparison of Predicted Allowable Capacity using Dynamic Formulae with Allowable Capacity from
Load Tests (Novodoy Housing Site)

Site Pile No. Predicted Allowable Capacity Using Dynamic Allowable capacity from
Formulae Load Tests

( Tons)
[ BNBC(1993)]

(Tons )
Engg. News Janbo fonnula Hiley formula
Records [(1953)] (1925)
formula

[Wellington
(1888)

(F~ ( FS=4.5) (FS=4)

Novodoy PP3 5.33 10.55 567 9.37
Housing

PP4 5.66 12.22 5.67 9.75
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Table-5.22. It is observed that the allowable capacity predicted by Janbu fommla,

ENR formula and Hiley fommla is less than about half of the allowable capacity

determined from pile load test.

5.4.3 Settlements At Allowable Capacity

From the load settlement curves it is observed that the settlement at the allowable

load is 0.40 mm in the case of PP3 and 1.50mm in the case of PP4. Thus,at the

allowable load, settlement is very small. Settlements at the allowable loads are

shown in Table 5.20.

5.5 INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

It is observed that the measured ultimate capacity from load test, in general, is

greater than the predicted values from static analysis. However the pile load test is

the most reliable method of determining carrying capacity of piles. Reasons for this

variation may be due to compaction of soil surrounding and underlying the pile tip

during driving of the pile and error in determining the ground water table.

Most of theories do not take into account the compaction of soil resulting from pile

driving.The value of Nq in the equation of end bearing is determined from the

estimated values of ~ of the soil in its unallected state prior to piling. Due to

conmpaction of the soil the ~ value of the soil would increase. Consequently pile

capacity would also increase
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Ground water level was measured 24 hours after the completion of boring work and

was found at shallow depths. In the calculation of effective overburden pressure in

static analysis, submerged unit weight of the soil was used below this ground water

level. However, the actual ground water table in Dhaka city is much lower than that

shown in borelogs. pressure The pile capacity. was smaller due to low value of the

effective overburden pressure If actual ground water table were available the

effective overburden pressure would have been more and, as such ,pile capacity

would have been increased. The actual ground water level may be obtained by

installing piezometers and observing the water level in frequent intervals of time for

the whole year.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

Maintained load tests on eight piles of 175 mm square and length 7.5 m were

performed at four locations of Dhaka city. All the load tests on pile were performed

at sites where top soil upto 3m to 4.0 m was very weak and unsuitable for shallow

foundation .TIle ultimate capacity of the pile depends on the soil condition

surrounding the pile.The ultimate capacity of the piles were predicted using static

methods and dynamic methods. The predicted ultimate capacity using static

methods and the dynamic methods were compared with the mcasured ultimate

capacity (rom pile load tests.

The following conclusions are drawn from this study:

i) The ultimate capacity of pile determined from load test using the criteria of

Terzaghi's method (1942), IS: 2911-1979, BS 8004: 1986. and

Davisson's method ( 1973) are almost equal.

ii) The measured ultimate capacity of piles driven through Dhaka Clay is in

close agreement with the predicted values using 'A method [Vijayvergiya &

Focht (1972)] . The predicted ultimate capacity of pile using a. method
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[Tomlinson (1971)] and U2 method [Peck et al (1974)] is slightly smaller

than the measured value. U method [Tomlinson (1971)] and U2 method

[Peck et al (1974)] can safely be used for predicting the ultimate skin friction

of Dhaka Clay.

iii) For friction pile in Dhaka Clay the reduction nlctor U2 determined from pile

load test is slightly higher than the average value recommended by Peck et al

(1974).The reduction nlctor recommended by Peck et al (1974) can safely

be used for Dhaka Clay.

iv) The ultimate unit skin friction of typical Dhaka Clay [LL=48% to 50 %,

PL=20% to 21%, W=22% to 24%, SPT=9 to 16 and q" = 15 to 18 ton/m2
]

estimated from pile load test is about 7.0 ton 1m2

v) The measured ultimate capacity of piles driven through Dhaka Clay and

resting on medium dense sand is in close agreement with the predicted

values using the combinations 00.. method [Vijayvergiya & Focht (1972)]

and MeyerhoPs empirical method [ Meyerhof (1956,1976 )] , Ie method

[Vijayvergiya & Focht (1972)] and Hansen's method [Hansen(1970) ]. The

values of ultimate capacity predicted by the combinations of u method

[Tomlinson (1971)J and Meyerhof"s empirical method [ Meyerhof

(l956,1976)],u method [Tomlinson (1971)] and Hansen's method

[Hansen(1970) , U2 method [Peck et al (1974)] and MeyerhoPs empirical
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method [ Meyerhof (1956,1976 )1 ,U.2 method lI'eek et al (1974)] and

Hansen's method [I-lansen(l970) ] underestimate the measured value by a

small margin _TIleultimate predieted values using a method [Tomlinson

(1971») or a2 method [Peck et al (1974)] with Terzaghi's method [Terzaghi

(1943)] ,and method recommended by Canadian Geotechnical Society(

1985) underestimate the ultimate pile capacity by a large extent. TIle value

of ultimate capacity predicted by API( 1984) method and IS method (IS :

2911-1979) is about half of the measured ultimate pile capacity detemlined

from pile load test.

vi) The ultimate pile capacity predicted by usmg driving formulae such as

Engineering News Records fommla [Wellington (1888»), Janbu fommla

(1953) and Hiley formula. ( 1925), in general, overestimate the measured

ultimate capacity determined from pile load test.I-Iowever these fonnulae

underestimate the allowable capacity when used with the recommended

factors of safety. lbe recommended values of f.1ctors of safety for these

formulae are large. Hence the driving fonnulae should he used with caution.

(viii) llle settlement of small size piles driven in Dhaka city,at allowable load, is

very small ranging from 0.3mm to 1.50 mm for these particular pile under

investigation __
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY

The present research has covered the different aspects of the axially loaded small

size prestressed pile.!t is recommended to ex1end this research in order to establish a

complete picture of the behavior of this type ofpile:nlis can he achieved by:

i) Studying the long tenn settlement behavior of pile resting on clay at working

load

ii) Studying the group action of small size prestressed pile

iii) Studying the lateral capacity of small size prestressed pile

iv) Investigating the ultimate capacity of piles at other locations
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LOCATlON : Bonosree Project, Rampura, Dhaka.
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LOCA nON: Novodoy Housing, M ohammadpur , Dhaka.
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LOCA TION Novodoy Housing ,Mohammadpur, Dhaka.
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LOCAnON Ahmedbagh, Dhaka
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Table B.' Pile Driving Records of PPland PP2 (Bonosroo Project Site)

Weight of Pile Segment Pile No. PPI Pile No. PP2
Hammer

Blows ner 0.3m Hei~ht ofOronM llIows per 0.3M Height of Drop.M
0.0-0.30m - 0.3 - 0.3

0.30,60m 0.3 10 0.3

14

0.60-0.9Om 7 0.3 5 0.3

0.90-1.20m 6 0.3 7 0.3

1.20-1.50m 5 0.3 7 0.3

1.50-I.ROm 5 0.3 R 0.3

I.RO-1IOm 9 0.3 10 0.3

2.10-2.40m 10 0.6 9 0.6

2.40-2.70m 14 0.6 12 0.6

2.70-3.00m 27 0.6 16 0.6

3.00-3.30m 30 0.6 26 0.6

3.30-3.60m 30 1.05 25 1.05

360-3.9Om 32 1.05 28 1.05

3.90-4.2Om 39 1.05 29 1.05

4.20-4.50m 40 I.R 29 1.8

4.50-4.80m 42 1.8 27 1.8

480-5.IOm 47 1.8 30 1.8

335 Kg 5.10-5.40m 40 2.5 30 2.5

5.40-5.70m 50 2.5 26 2.5

5.70-6.00m 52 2.5 28 2.5

6.00-6.301ll 5.1 2.5 37 2.5

6.30-6.60m 60 2.89 51 3

6.60-6.90m 60 2.R9 63 3

6.90-7.20m 62 2.89 64 3

7.20-7.50m
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Table B-2 Pile Driving Records of PPland PP4(Novodoy Housing Site)

Weight of Pile Segment Pile No. PP3 Pile No. PP4
Hammer

mows Der 0.3m Heiuht ofDroD.M Blows Der O.3M Heiuht OfDrOD.M
0.0-0.3Om - - - -
0.30-.60m - 0.3 - -
0.60-0.9Om 4 0.3 4 0.3

0.90-1.20m 6 0.45 3 0.3

1.20-1.50m 5 0.45 3 0.45

1.50-1.80m 7 0.45 7 0.45

1.80-21Om 9 0.75 10 0.45

2.10-2.40m 10 0.75 15 0.45

2.40-2.7Om 12 0.75 II 0.45

2.70-3.00m 12 0.75 12 0.45

3.00-3.30m 14 0.75 16 0.45

3.30-3.6Om 17 1.0 13 0.75

500Kg 3.60-3.90m 18 1.0 17 0.75

3.90-4.2Om 14 1.0 20 0.75

4.20-450m 17 1.2 21 0.75

4.50-4.80m 23 1.2 I.S 1.0

4.80-5. 10m 20 1.2 18 1.0

5.10-5.40m 21 1.2 22 1.0

5.40-5.70m 23 1.2 23 1.0

5.70-6.00m 18 1.2 19 1.35

6.00-6.30m 20 1.2 22 1.35

6.30-6.60m 25 1.2 22 1.35

6.60-6.90m 27 1.2 23 1.35

6.90-7.20m 29 1.2 25 1.35

7.20-750m
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Table 8-3 Pile Driving Records of PPS and PP6 (Ahmedbagh Site)

Weight of Pile Segment Pile No. PP5 Pile No. PP6
Hammer

Illows Der 0.3111 Hei""t of OroD M Blows per 0.3M lIeiQht ofOroDM,
0.0-0.3Om - - 8 0.3

0.30,60111 10 OA 10 0.3

0.60-0.90111 12 0.4 II 0.3

0.90-1.20111 12 0.4 13 0.6

1.20-1.50111 II 1.05 16 0.6

1.50-1.80111 9 1.05 18 0.6

1.80.2JOIl1 12 1.05 22 0.6

2.1O-2AOIl1 12 1.05 10 0.75

2AO.2.70111 10 1.5 12 0.75

2.70.3.00m II 1.5 14 0.75

335Kg 3.00.3.3Om 20 1.5 10 1.5

330-360111 33 1.8 18 1.5

3.60-3.90111 40 1.8 26 1.5

3.90.4.20111 45 1.8 30 2.3

4.20-4.5Om 49 2.3 39 2.3

4.50-4.80111 57 2.3 48 2.3

4.80 . .5.10111 64 2.3 58 2.6

5.10-5.40111 73 2.3 58 2.6

5.40.5.70111 65 2.7 67 2.6

5.70-6.00111 77 2.7 84 3

6.00-6.30111 82 2.7 80 3
-

6.30.6.60111 75 3 81 3

6.60-6.9Om 80 3 84 3.6

6.90-7.2Om 83 3 88 3.6

7.20-7.50m
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Table B.t. Pile Driving Records of PP7 and PP8 (Moghbazar Slle)

Weight of Pile Segment Pile No. PP7 Pile No. PP8
Hammer

mows per 0.3m Height of Drop.M mows per 0.3M Height of Drop.M
0.0-0.30m - 0.3 - 0.3

0.30,6Om 16 0.3 12 0.3

0.60-0.90m 42 0.3 20 0.3

0.90-1.20m 43 0.3 30 0.3

1.20.1.50m 40 0.45 32 0.3

1.50-1.80m 41 0.45 28 0.6

272 Kg 1.80-2.1Om 15 1.05 28 0.6

2.10-2.40m 12 1.05 30 0.6

2.40-2.70m 13 1.05 20 1.35

2.70-3.00m 18 1.05 29 1.35

3.00-3.3Om 20 1.8 29 1.35

3.30-3.60m 23 1.8 33 1.35

3.60-3.90m 28 1.8 33 1.8

3.90-4.20m 28 2.1 31 1.8

4.20-4.50m 35 2.\ 27 1.8

4.50-4.80m 42 2.1 23 1.8

4.80-5.1Om 76 2.4 36 2.5

510-5.40m 92 2.4 31 2.5

5.40-5.70m 116 3 36 2.5

5.70-6.00m 104 3 41 2.5

6.00-6.30m 102 3 50 3

6.30-6.60m 104 3 55 3

6.60-6.90m 105 3 40 3

6.90-12Om 105 3 43 3.6

7.20.7.5Om
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Table C - 1 Load Time Settlement Records of I'lle Load test on Pile 1'1'1

Da!e Load Time Elapsed Settlement records Remarks
time

Jack Load Minutes Gauge Gl Gauge G2
pressure in tons

Reading S.men! Reading S.men!
(mm) (mm)

22.10 a 1680 0.00 1700 0.00 LoadinQ
80 0/2 22.15 5 1680 0.00 1700 0.00

22.20 10 1680 0.00 1700 0.00
22.30 20 16RO 0.00 1700 0.00
22.40 30 1680 0.00 1700 0.00
22.50 40 1680 0.00 1700 0.00
23.00. 50 1680 0.00 1700 0.00
23.20 80 1680 0.00 1700 0.00

7/3/ 0.00 110/0 1680 0.00 1700 0.00 Loading
96

160 2/4 0.05 5 1680 0.00 1700 0.00
0.10 10 1680 0.00 1700 0.00
0.20 20 1680 000 1700 0.00
0.30 30 1680 0.00 1700 0.00
0.40 40 1680 0.00 1700 0.00
1.00. 60 1680 0.00 1700 0.00
1.20 80 1680 0.00 1700 000
2.00 120/0 1680 0.00 1700 0.00 LoadinQ

240 4/6 2.05 5 1680 0.00 1700 0.00
2.10 10 1680 0.00 1700 0.00
2.20 20 1680 0.00 1700 0.00
2.30 30 1680 0.00 1700 0.00
2.40 40 1680 0.00 1700 0.00
3.00. 60 1680 0.00 1700 0.00
3.20 80 1680 0.00 1700 0.00
4.00 120/0 1680 0.03 1700 0.00 LoadinQ

320 6/8 4.05 5 1679 0.03 1697 0.08
4.10 10 1679 0.03 1697 0.08
4.20 20 1679 0.03 1697 0.08
4.30 30 1679 0.03 1697 0.08
4.40 40 1679 0.03 1697 0.08
5.00. 60 1679 0.03 1697 0.08
5.20 80 1679 0.03 1697 0.08
6.00 120/0 1679 0.03 1697 0.08 LoadinQ

400 RlI0 6.05 5 1675 0.15 1692 0.20
6.10 10 1674 0.15 1690 0.25
6.20 20 1674 0.15 1690 0.25
6.30 30 1674 0.15 1690 0.25
6.40 40 1674 0.15 1690 0.25
7.00. 60 1674 0.15 1690 0.25-
7.20 80 1674 0.15 1690 0.25
8.00 12010 1674 0.15 1690 0.25 Loading
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Table C-1 Coutd..

Load Time Elapsed Settlement records Remarks
time

Jack Load Minutes GaugeGl Gauge G2
pressure in tons

Reading S.ment Reading S.ment
(mm) (mm)

8.00 0 1674 0.15 1690 0.25 Loading
480 10/12 8.05 5 1670 0.25 1687 0.33

8.10 10 1668 0.30 1685 0.38
8.20 20 1666 0.35 1683 0.43
8.30 30 1666 0.35 1682 0.45
8.40 40 1666 0.35 1682 0.45
9.00. 60 1666 0.35 1682 0.45
9.20 80 1666 0.35 1682 0.45
10.00 120/0 1666 0.35 1682 0.45 Loading

560 12/14 10.05 5 1660 0.50 1669 0.78
10.10 10 1655 0.63 1665 0.88---
10.20 20 1652 0.70 1664 0.90
10.30 30 1652 0.70 1664 0.90
10.40 40 1652 0.70 1664 0.00
11.00. 60 1652 0.70 1664 0.90
11.20 80 1652 0.70 1664 0.90
12.00 120/0 1652 0.70 1664 0.90 Loading

640 14/16 12.05 5 1631 1.23 1653 1.18
12.tO 10 1620 1.50 1640 1.50
12.20 20 1614 1.65 1628 1.80
12.30 30 1614 1.65 1614 2.15
12.40 40 1614 1.65 1614 2.15
13.00. 60 1614 1.65 1614 2.15
1320 80 1614 1.65 1614 2.15
14.00 120/0 1614 1.65 1614 2.15 Loading

720 16/18 14.05 5 1610 1.75 1604 2.40
14.10 10 1604 1.90 1601 2.48
14.20 20 1600 2.00 1598 2.60
14.30 30 1600 2.00 1596 2.55
1.1.40 40 1600 2.00 1596 2.60--
15.00. 60 1600 2.00 1596 2.60- ._.- ------
15.20 80 1600 2.00 1596 2.60
16.00 120/0 1600 2.00 1596 2.60 Loading

800 18120 1605 5 1554 3.15 1536 4.10
16.10 10 1506 4..35 1502 4.95
16.20 20 1483 4.93 1472 5.70
16.30 30 1470 5.25 1450 6.25
16.40 40 1465 5.38 1443 6.43-
17.00 60 1460 5.50 1440 6.50
17.20 80 1460 5.50 1440 6.50
18.00 120/0 1460 5.50 1440 6.50 Loading
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Table Col ConI d .••
Date Load Time Elapsed Settlement records Remarks

time
Jack Load Minutes Gauge GI GaugeG2

pressure in tons
Reading S.menl Reading S.ment

(mm) (mm)
18.00 0 1460 5.50 1440 6.50 Loading

880 20/22 18.05 5 1407 6.83 1392 7.70
18.10 10 1369 7.78 1343 8.93
18.20 20 1355 8.13 1331 9.23
18.30 30 1350 8.25 1325 9.38
18.40 40 1340 8.50 1320 9.50
19.00. 60 1340 8.50 1320 9.50
19.20 80 1340 8.50 1320 9.50
20.00 120/0 1340 8.50 1320 9.50 Loading

960 22m 20.03 3 963/ 17.93 890/ 20.25 Reset to
1650 1674 1650 (G1)

--_. 1674 (02)
20.08 8 1252 27.88 1306 29.5
20.15 15 1107 31.05 1172 32.85
20.30 Unloading

records not
maintained
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Table C - 2 Load Time Selliemen! Records of Pile Load fesf on I'lle 1'1'2

Date Load Time Elapsed Settlement records Remarks
time

Jack Load Minutes Gauge 01 Gauge 02
pressure in tons

Reading S.ment Reading S.ment
(mm) (mm)

22.15 a 1881 0.00 1860 0.00 Loading
80 0/2 22.20 5 1881 0.00 1860 000

2225 10 1881 0.00 1860 0.00
22.35 20 1881 0.00 1860 0.00
2245 30 1881 0.00 1860 0.00-._._---~+ --_._ .._. ._---- ------
2255 ,10 1881 000 1860 0.00
23.15. 60 1881 0.00 1860 0.00
2335 80 1881 0.00 1860 0.00-_.__ .. . ----- ... ------ ---- '--~' ---- --
0.00 105/0 1881 0.00 1860 000 Loading-_.~

12/3/ 160 2/4 0.05 .5 1881 000 1860 0.00
96

(UO 10 1881 000 1860 0.00
0.20 20 1881 0.00 1860 000
0.30 30 1881 0.00 1860 0.00
OAO 40 1881 000 1860 0.00
1.00. 60 1881 0.00 1860 0.00
1.20 80 1881 0.00 1860 0.00
2.00 120/0 1881 0.00 1860 0.00 Loadine

240 4/6 2.05 5 1876 0.13 1857 0.08
2.10 10 1876 0.13 1857 0.08
2.20 20 1876 0.13 1857 0.08
2.30 30 1876 0.13 1857 0.08
2,40 40 1876 0.13 1857 0.08
3.00. 60 1876 0.13 1857 0.08
3.20 80 1876 0.13 1857 0.08-
4.00 120/0 1876 0.13 1857 0.08 Loadin!L.

320 6/8 4.05 5 1873 0.20 1856 0.10
4.10 10 1873 0.20 1856 0.10

4.0~ 20 1873 0.20 1856 0.10
4.30 30 1873 0.20 1856 0.10
4,40 40 1873 0.20 1856 0.10

--_.- -- _._----- _._- ------- ----
5.00. 60 1873 0.20 1856 0.10_._- - ._-_ .... -- --- ------- _._--
5.20 80 1873 0.20 1856 0.10---

Loadine6.00 120/0 1873 0.20 1856 010
400 8/10 6.05 5 1870 0.28 1850 0.25

6.10 10 1862 0,48 1848 0.30---
6.20 20 1862 0,48 1847 0.33
h.30 30 1862 OA8 1847 0.33----" _ ....._. •• ___ 0- _. ---_._-_. -----
6.40 40 1862 OA8 1847 0.33
7.00. 60 1862 0,48 1847 0.33-_._._~
7.20 80 1862 048 1847 033

8.00 120/0 1862 0,48 1847 0.33 Loadine
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Tahl. C - ~ Could ..

Date Load Time Elapsed Setl1ement records Remarks
time

Jack Load Minutes Gauge Gl Gauge G2
pressure in tons

Reading S.men! Reading S.men!
(mm) (mm)

8.00 0 1862 0.48 1847 0.33 Loadine
480 10/12 8.05 5 1855 0.65 1843 0..13

KIO 10 1853 0.70 1840 0.50
8.20 20 1853 0.70 1840 0.50
8.30 30 1853 0.70 1840 0.50-_. -
8.40 40 1853 0.70 1840 0.50
9.00. 60 1853 0.70 1840 0.50
9.20 80 1853 0.70 1840 0.50
10.00 120/0 1853 0.70 1840 0.50 Loading---

560 12/14 10.05 5 IX50 0.78 1837 0.58.._- ----- ---- ----
10.10 10 IX,IX 0.X3 lX34 0.65~ .._--- ---- -'--- --_._- ---_.
10.20 20 IX4X 0.X3 IX33 0.6X
10.30 30 IX4X 0.83 1833 0.68
10..10 40 1848 0.83 1833 0.68
11.00. 60 1848 0.X3 1833 0.68

----.
11.20 80 1848 0.83 IX33 068
12.00 120/0 1848 0.83 1833 0.68 Loading

640 14/16 12.05 5 1846 0.88 1831 0.78
12.10 10 1846 0.88 1831 0.73
12.20 20 1846 0.88 1831 0.73
12.30 30 1846 0.88 1831 0.73
12..10 40 1846 O.XX 1831 0.73
13.00. 60 1846 0.88 1831 0.73
13.20 80 1846 0.88 1831 0.73
14.00 120/0 1846 0.88 1831 0.73 Loading

720 16/18 1405 5 \840 1.13 1824 0.90
14.10 10 1833 1.20 1820 1.00
14.20 20 1830 1.28 1820 1.00
14.30 30 1825 lAO 1820 1.00------ -_ ..._-- ---
14..10 40 1825 1.40 1820 1.00._-_._---_. - ------ .. _--- _ .. _. _.__ .-
1.\00. <>0 1825 1.,10 1820 1.00.- _._- -.-- -_._--- •...__ .- -----
1.~20 XO 1825 1..10 1820 1.00-----_. - ._-- ----- .._- ._--- 0---- ______ .._-
1600 \20/0 1825 lAO 1820 1.00 Loading

800 1X/20 \6.05 5 1800 2.03 1805 1.38
1610 10 1797 2.10 1800 1.50--- -----
16.20 20 1795 2.15 1795 1.63-_ ..----
16.30 30 1790 2.2X 1794 1.65
16..10 40 1790 2.28 1791 1.73
17.00. 60 1790 2.28 1791 1.73-
17.20 80 1790 2.28 179\ 1.73
18.00 120/0 1790 2.28 1791 1.73 Loading-- ._--- -----
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T"ble C - 2 Conld~~- --
Date Load Time Elapsed Seltlement records Remarks

time
Jack Load Minutes Gauge G\ Gauge G2

pressure in tons
Reading S.ment Reading S.ment

(mm) (mm)
18.00 0 1790 2.28 1791 11-9\\ Loadin~

880 20/22 18.03 3 1415 11.65 1381 FlO
18.08 8 1010/ 21-80 1032/ 20.70 Reset to

1550 1674 1650 (Gl)

. 1674 (02)
18.13 13 1289 30.81 1341 29-15
18.23 23 1009 37.81 1116 34.65
18.40 40 Unloading

records not

--- maintained- -

-

--- ._---- --_ ...

--~-_._. _ .._--~------- -_.-
-

--~ ------ ---_. _._.
--- -------- _._.- --- ------- -_._-- .
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Tabl,' C. 3 Load Tlnlt' Sctllcmenl neeords of I'lle Load lesion I'lle 1'1'3

Date Load Time Elapsed Settlement records Remarks
time

Jack Load Minutes Gauge GI Gauge G2
pressure in tons

Reading S,ment Reading S.ment
(mm) (mm)

22.00 a 1640 0.00 1635 0.00 Loadinu

21161 XO 012 22.05 5 IMO 0.00 1635 000

96
22.10 10 1640 0.00 1635 0.00
22.20 20 1640 000 1635 0.00----- ----
22.30 30 1640 000 1635 0.00

-
22,40 .10 1640 0.00 1635 0.00
2J.OO. 60 IMO 0.00 1635 0.00
--- _. ._.

2J.20 XO IMO 000 1635 000
----- ... --_. ..._----- --_._'- _.-_. - --_ .._-

000 12010 1640 0.00 1635 000 Loading_ ..._- --- ---- -----_.-
160 2/~ 0.0) ) 1637 O.OX 163~ O.OJ----

0.10 10 11I37 O.OX 163.1 0.03
020 20 1637 O.OX 163~ 0.03
0.30 30 1637 O.OX 163~ 0.03
---
0,40 ~O 1637 O.OX 163~ OOJ---- -----
1.00. 60 1637 O.OX 1634 0.03
1.20 XO 1637 O.OX 1634 0.03
2.00 120/0 1637 O.OX 1634 0.03 Loadinu

240 4/6 2.05 5 1636 1>.10 1633 0.05
2.10 10 1635 0.13 1633 0.05
2.20 20 1634 0.15 1633 0.05
2.30 30 1634 0.15 1633 0.05
2,40 40 1634 0.15 1633 0.05
300. 60 163~ 0.15 1633 0.05
3.20 XO 1634 0.15 1633 0.05-_.
.1.00 120/0 1634 0.15 1633 0.05 Loadinu

320 6/R 4.05 5 1633 O.IX 1632 0.08
~.IO 10 1633 O.IX 1632 0.08
4.20 20 1633 1>.1X 1631 0.10
4.30 30 1633 0.18 1631 0.10
4.•10 40 1633 0.1 R 1630 0.13

---- ---- ------
5.00. 60 1633 0.1 X 1630 0.13._~---_.- -_ ..._--- -_.- _.
5.20 XO 1633 (>.I8 I li30 0.13---_.- -------- ._._- _._--- ----
1i.00 120/0 1633 (>.IR lli30 0.13 Loadinu

400 8110 6.05 5 1620 0.50 1618 OA3
6.10 10 1617 0.58 1616 0,48
1i.20 20 1615 0.li3 1615 0.50
1i.30 30 1613 0.68 1615 0.50--- ._-_.- ------ -----,-
1i,40 40 1612 0.70 1615 0.50
7.00. liO 1612 0.70 1615 0.50-
7.20 80 1612 0.70 IIi I) 0.50

KOO 120/0 1612 0.70 1615 0.50 Loadinu
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Table C - 3 .Conld ..

Dale Load Time Elapsed Settlement recorns Remarks
time

Jack Load Minules Gange GI Gauge G2
pressure in tons

Reacting S.meo! Reading S.menl
(mm) (mm)

8.00 0 1612 0.70 1615 0.50 Loading
.180 10/12 R05 5 1592 1.20 1590 1.13-----

RIO 10 1583 1.-13 1583 130
R20 20 1580 150 1581 1.35
8.30 30 1575 1.63 1578 1.43-_. --- .._--~ .- ~.._._--
R,10 40 1.572 1.70 1577 1.45
9.00. 60 1570 1.75 1577 1.'15
9.20 80 1570 1.75 1577 1.'15-._-- _._- - -----~--

LoadinQ10.00 120/0 1570 1.75 1577 1.'15
560 12/14 10.05 5 1530 2.75 1552 2.08

10.10 10 1525 2.88 1547 2.20
10.20 20 1522 295 1542 2.33-
10.30 30 1520 3.00 1540 2.38
10.'10 40 1520 3.00 1539 2.40
11.00. 60 1520 3.00 1539 2.'10---
IUO 80 1520 3.00 1539 2..10
12.00 120/0 1520 3.00 1539 2.'10 Loading

6-10 J.1/16 12.05 5 1,180 4.00 1509 3.15
12.10 10 1475 4.13 1502 3.33
12.20 20 1471 4.23 1492 3.58
12.30 30 1,170 ,125 1485 3.75----_. --_.
12.,10 ,10 1468 4.30 1482 3.83
13.00. 60 1465 4.38 1482 3.83
13.20 80 1465 4.38 1482 3.83
14.00 120/0 1465 4.38 1482 3.83 Loading---

720 16/18 14.05 5 1385 6.38 1397 5.95
14.10 10 1360 7.00 1377 6.4.5
14.20 20 D42 7.45 1360 6.88._._--~_. -----_ .. --_.._--- .. __._- ------
100 30 D03 8.43 1342 7.33.. ---
14.40 40 1282 R95 1330 7.63
15.00 60 1276 '>.10 1322 7.83.... - ~.- ..- -- - ------_._.- _ ..__ .__ .

15.20 80 12h,1 'lAO 1316 7.98---- '---" ._-- ---- ----_ .. ----_ .._-- ._---
16.00 120/0 1260 9.50 1303 , 8.30 Loading---

800 18/20 1602 2 7601 no 8211 20.30 Reset 10
1702 1506 1702 (GI)

1506 (02)
1607 7 1506 26.90 1321 24.95
16.17 17 lJ92 29.7.5 1207 27.80--- ----_._-
16.30 30 UnJoadinlL-_._.~
. -- ._-_.-
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Tahir C - l, 1.0:111'1'1111('Srlllrlll('l1l 1{<'Cord, 01' 1'lIr Load host 011 1'11,- 1'1'4

Date Load Time Elapsed Settlement records Remarks
lime

Jack Load Minutes Gauge Gt Gauge G2
pressure in tons

Reading S.ment Reading S.ment
(mm) (mm)

22.00 0 1705 000 1700 0.00 Loading
30/61 XO 0/2 21.05 5 1705 000 1700 0.00
96

2219_ ~Q 1705 000 1700 0.00
22.20 20 1705 0.00 1700 000---
22.30 30 1705 0.00 1700 000_._--- . ------ --_._- - -----
22.40 ,10 1705 0.00 1700 0.00
noo. 60 1705 0.00 1700 0.00_ ..__ ._--- - ---_._- -----
n20 SO 1705 000 1700 000~-- - -_. -- ------- - -- - ---~-- -- -
0.00 120/0 170'> o 00 1700 o DO j,oflding_- ........ - _. .._- -- ._- _ ..__ .._-

160 2J.1 o 0'> .'> 170.'> o 00 1700 0.00-.--->- .._-- ------.
ll.l 0 10 1705 o 00 1700 0.00--- ------ ------ ----- ----
0.20 20 1705 000 1700 0.00
0.30 30 1705 0.00 1700 0.00-- ----
040 40 1705 0.00 1700 0.00-----
100

~-
1705 0.00 1700 000--

1.20 XO 1705 ODD 1700 0.00
2.00 120/0 1705 0.00 1700 0.00 Loading

240 4/6 205 5 1702 O.OS 1697 0.08-
2.10 10 1701 0.10 1693 O.IX-
2.20 20 1700 0.13 1693 0-18
2.30 30 1700 OD 1693 0.18
2AO 40 1700 0.13 1693 0.18
3.00. 60 1700 0.13 1693 0.18
3.20 80 1700 0.13 1693 0.18
4.00 120/0 1700 0.13 1693 O.IS Loadin2

320 6/8 4.05 5 1680 0.63 1670 0.75
4.10 10 1678 0.68 1668 OSO----- ------
4.20 20 1677 0.70 1665 0.88
4.30 30 1677 0.70 1664 0.90
4.40 40 1677 070 1664 0.90
5.00. 60 1677 0.70 1664 0.90_.- -- ---
5.20 SO 1677 0.70 1664 0.90-_.- _._-_._- ---- ---- .._------

Loading6.00 120/0 1677 0.70 1664 0.90---,100 RlIO 6.05 .'> 1660 1.13 1651 1.23-_._-- ---_._- -_._-- -~----- ---_.
6.10 10 1653 UO 1640 1.50----
6.20 20 1649 1..10 1638 1.55
6.30 30 1649 1.'10 1636 1.60.._---
040 40 1649 140 1636 1.60
7.00. 60 1649 lAO 1636 1.60

-
720 SO IM'l 1.,10 1636 1.60
ROO 120/0 16'19 lAO 1636 1.60 Loading
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Table e- l, Contd ..

Dale Load Time Elapsed Settlement records Remarks
time

Jack Load Minutes Gauge Gl Gauge G2
pressure in Ions

Reading S.llIcnt Reacting S.men!
(mm) (mm)

R.OO 0 1649 1..10 1636 1.60 Loading
4RO 10112 8.05 5 1628 1.93 1611 2.23

KIO 10 1620 2.13 1602 2A5
R.20 20 1615 2.25 1596 260---
K30 30 1615 2.25 -- 1593 2.68
8.'10 ,10 1615 225 1590 2.75--~ ---_. ----~ ---- _.- --- --~--
9.00 hO 1615 2.25 1590 2.75----- --~- _.~~ -- ---._- --- _.
9.20 80 1615 2.25 1590 2.75
10.00 12010 1615 2.25 1590 275 I.oading- _._- -- . --_.-._~ -~~

560 12114 100.) 5 15'>5 2.7') 1568 3.30._--- -~--
10.10 10 1582 3.08 1552 3.70
10.20 20 1577 3.20 1550 3.75
I0.30 30 1577 3.20 1548 3.80-~-- ._--
lO..10 .10 1577 3.20 1548 3.80_._- -~-
11.00. 60 1577 3.20 1548 3.80
11.20 80 1577 3.20 1548 3.80
12.00 12010 1577 3.20 1548 3.80 Loading

640 14/16 12.05 5 1547 3.95 1548 3.80
12.10 10 15,10 '1.13 1516 4.60
12.20 20 1532 4.33 1500 5.00
12.30 30 1527 4.45 1498 5.05
12..10 40 1525 ,1.50 1496 5.10
13.00. 60 1525 4.50 1496 5.10
13.20 80 1525 4.50 1496 5.10
14.00 12010 1525 4.50 1496 5.10 Loading

720 16118 1405 5 1497 5.20 1469 5.78
14.10 10 1483 555 1450 6.25
14.20 20 1471 5.85 1439 6.53
I,UO 30 146.') 600 1430 6.75-------- _.__ •.. .._----- -- _._--
14..10 40 1457 6.20 1.121 6.98--- _._-~-
15.00. 60 1,154 6.28 1415 7.13~--
15.20 80 1454 6.28 1415 7.13
16.00 12010 1454 6.28 1415 7.13 Loading-----

800 18120 16.04 4 10511 16.35 10041 17.40 Rese! to
1850 1780 1850 (GI)

.- - - - --_. .!..780 (G2)~_
16.7 7 1,109 : 27.38 1315 29.03-- -_._~~ --- -~---
16.10 10 130) 29.97 1165 32.78
1638 38 Unloading,-~- --~-

-
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T"hle C - 5 Load Tillie SeIUemenll{ccorll. of I'lle Lo"d te.1 on 1'11,-1'1'5

Date Load Time Elapsed Settlement records Remarks
time

Jack Load Minutes Gauge GI Gauge G2
pressure in tons

Reading S.n1cnt Reading S.ment
(mm) (mm)

8.00 0 1790 0.00 1806 0.00 Loading
24171 100 0/2.5 8.05 5 1790 000 1806 0.00
96

8.10 10 1790 0.00 1806 0.00
8.20 20 1790 0.00 1806 000--- ----
8.30 30 1790 0.00 1806 0.00---- ---_. ----- ----
8.40 40 1790 IUlO 1806 0.00--- ----
9.00. 00 1790 0.00 \806 0.00---
9.20 80 1790 0.00 1806 000--- ---
10.00 120/0 1790 0.00 1806 0.00 Loading

200 25/5 10.05 5 1784 0.15 1804 0.05---
10.10 10 1784 0.15 1804 0.05
10.20 20 1784 0.15 1804 0.05
1030 30 1784 0.15 1804 0.05
10.'10 40 1784 0.15 1804 0.05-.--- ----
11.00. (,0 1784 0.15 1804 0.05
11.20 80 1784 0.15 1804 0.05
12.00 120/0 178.1 0.15 180.1 0.05 Loading---- ---- ---_.

300 5/7.5 12.05 5 1780 0.25 1800 0.15
12.10 10 1780 0.25 1800 0.15
12.20 20 1780 0.25 1800 0.15
12.30 30 1780 025 1800 0.15----
12.'10 40 1780 0.25 1800 0.\5
13.00. 60 1780 0.25 1800 0.15
1320 80 1780 0.25 1800 0.15
14.00 120/0 1780 0.25 1800 0.15 Loadin"

400 7.5/10 1405 5 1776 045 1798 0.20
14.10 10 IT/2 045 1798 0.20--- --- ~--
14.20 20 1772 IH5 1798 0.20---- ----- ----
14.30 30 1772 045 1798 0.20--_.- ------
14.40 40 1772 0.4.5 1798 0.20-----.~---- -- .. __ 00.
1.5.00. 60 1772 0.15 17')8 0.20

--~ -- O' _ .. ----- . ._------- .----
15.20 80 1772 0.45 1798 0.20- -_. - - - - - -- .. -_._--_.-

16.00 120/0 1772 0.'1.\ 17<>X 0.20 -loading_- -- _ ... __ .__ ..- _. __ ._- -_._-
500 10/12.5 16.05 5 1770 1l.50 1796 0.25--

16.10 10 1770 0.50 1796 0.25
16.20 20 1770 0.50 1796 0.25
16.30 30 1770 0.50 1796 0025
16.'10 40 1771l 0.50 1796 0.25
17.00. 60 1770 0.50 1796 0.25
17.20 80 1770 0.50 1796 0.25.
IROO 120/0 1770 0.50 1796 0.25 Loading
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Table C - 5 Conld ..
Date Load Time Elapsed Settlelllent records Remarks

time
Jack I,oad Minutes Gange GI Gange 02

pressure in tons
Reading S.menl Reading S.menl

(mm) (mm)
IROO 0 1770 0.50 1796 0.25 LoadillL

600 125/15 IR05 5 1768 0.55 1794 0.30
18.10 10 1768 0.55 __ 1794 0.30
18.20 20 1768 0.55 1794 030
18.30 30 1768 0.55 1794 0.30--- ---- ---_._- ----_.-
IX.40 ~o 176X O.~~ 1794 OJO- - - _. --. - - .--_.--_ .. _._- ..- -- -,-_ ..- ._---- ----- ----
19.00 60 176X 0.55 1794 0.30-
19.20 80 1768 0.55 1794 0.30
20.00 120/0 1768 0.55 1794 0.30 Loadin~

700 15/\7.5 20.0.~ 5 1767 05X 1791 0.38
20.10 10 1767 058 1791 0.38
20.20 20 1767 O.5X 1791 0.38--_. ----- _._---
2030 30 1767 0.53 1791 0.38-
2040 40 1767 0.58 1791 0.38
21.00 60 1767 0.58 1791 0.38
21.20 80 1767 0.58 1791 0.38
22.00 120/0 1767 0.58 1791 0.38 Loadin~

800 17.5/20 22.05 5 1758 0.80 1789 0.43
22.10 10 1757 OR3 1789 043--
22.20 20 1757 OR3 1789 043----
22.30 30 1757 0.83 1789 043
22.40 40 1757 0.&3 1789 043.._-_.- -----_. ------ ----- ---- ----
DOO 60 17~7 O.X3 17W) 0..13----- --,.- --- ._---- --_._---- ----
23.20 80 1757 083 178<) 043---
0.00 12010 1757 0.83 1789 0.43 LoadinL-,--- -

'100 20!22.~ 005 .~ 175~ o-'lO 17R~ 0.53._--- - ._- - --- .._- ----
010 10 1752 0.95 1783 0.58
020 20 1752 0"5 1781 063--- _._--
0.30 30 1752 O.l)5 1781 0.63---_. _._.__ .._- -----
0..10 40 17Yl 0.9) 1781 0.63- --------
1000 60 1752 0.95 1781 0.63_. __ . .._----

I 1020 _ 80 1752 0.95 1781 0.63---- - --- ------- ----
2.00 12010 17.~2 O.')S 17XI 063 Loa,ling--- _._----._.- -------

1000 22.5/25 2.05 5 1748 1.05 1777 0.73
2.10 10 1745 1.13 1773 0.83
2.20 20 1741 1.23 1773 0.83
2.30 30 1741 1.23 1773 0.83
240 40 1741 1.21 1773 0.83
3.00 60 1741 1.23 1773 0.83_ ..._ ...._-- ----- --_._----- --_._-_._- -
3.20 80 1741 1.23 1773 0.83
4.00 120/0 1741 1.23 1773 0.83 Loadin~
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Table C - 5 Conl

Date Load Time Elapsed Scttlcll1ent records Remarks
time

Jack Load Minutes Gauge GI Gauge G2
pressure in tons

Readiug S.ment Reading S.ment
(mm) (mm)

4.00 0 1741 1.23 1773 0.83 LoadinQ
1100 25/27.5 405 5 1698 2.30 1753 1.33

4.10 10 1696 2.35 1742 1.60
4.20 20 1694 2.40 1738 1.70
4.30 30 1694 2.40 1735 1.78
4.40 .10 1694 2.40 1732 1.85
5.00 60 169.1 2.40 1732 1.85
5.20 80 1694 2.40 1732 1.85
6.00 120/0 1694 2.40 ~~ 1.85 LoarnnQ

1200 27.5/30 6.05 5 1646 3.60 1699 2,68
7.10 10 1635 3.88 1690 2.90-_.
720 20 1628 4.05 1687 2.98
7.30 30 1627 4.08 1687 2.98
7.40 40 1627 .1.08 1687 2.98
8.00 60 1627 4.08 1687 2.98
8.20 80 1627 4.08 1687 2.98
9.00 120/0 1627 4.08 1687 2.98 Loading
9.05 5 1586 5.10 1655 3.78

1300 30/32.5 9.10 10 1569 5.53 1642 4.10
9.20 20 1560 5.75 1631 4.38
9.30 30 1551 5.98 1628 4.45
9.40 40 1547 6.08 1625 4.53
10.00 60 1547 6.08 1623 4.58
10.20 80 1547 6.08 1623 4.58
11.00 120/0 1547 6.08 1623 4.58 LoarnnL-
11.05 5 1519 6.78 1600 5.15

1400 32.5/35 11.10 10 1513 6.93 1579 5.68
11.20 20 1509 703 1569 5.93--
11.30 30 1507 7.03 1568 5.95
11.40 40 1507 7.03 1567 598----
1200 (.0 1507 7.03 1567 5.98---~----- ----- ._-------

12.20 80 1507 7.03 1567 5.98
12.40 100 1507 7.03 1567 5.98
13.00 120/0 1507 703 1567 5.98

1500 35/37.5 13.03 3 997 19.83 1089 17.93
1307 7 752/ 25.95 709/ 27.43 Reset

1620 1605 1620( GI)
1605 CO2)

13.15 15 1411 31.18 1389 32.83
13.40 UnloadinQ-- _.

records not
maintained
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Table C. 6 Load Time Sellklllelli Record, or Pilc Load lesl Oil Pile 1'1'6
Date Load Time Elapsed Settlement records Remarks

time
Jack Load Minutes Gaugc 01 Gauge G2

pressure in tons
Reading S.ment Reading S.ment

900 0 1603 0.00 1592 0.00 Loadin.
29171 100 012.5 9.05 5 1603 0.00 1592 0.00
96

9.10 10 1603 0.00 1592 0.00
9.20 20 1603 000 1592 0.00
9.30 30 1603 0.00 1592 0.00
9AO 40 1603 0.00 1592 0.00
10.00 60 1603 0.00 1592 0.00
10~ 80 1603 0.00 1592 0.00
I 1.00 120/0 1603 000 1592 0.00 _LoadinL

- ....._--_. ~-- ... --~~ -~_.- _._---
200 2.V~ IIO~ .~ 1603 000 1592 000~- ----

11.10 10 1603 o 00 1592 0.00-~-- -~- --_._-_. .__ ._----
11.20 20 1603 0.00 1592 0.00--~- ---- ----
11.30 30 1603 0.00 1592 0.00
IIAO 40 1603 000 1592 0.00
1.2.00 60 1603 0.00 1592 0.00
11.20 80 1603 000 1592 0.00
13.00 120/0 1603 0.00 1592 0.00 Loadin.

300 517.5 13.05 5 1603 0.00 1592 0.00
13.10 10 1603 0.00 1592 0.00----_.
13.20 20 1603 000 JWf_ 0.00---- -----_. - ---~--- ..._..
IDO 30 1603 0.00 1592 0.00
I3AO 40 1603 0.00 1592 0.00

_1400 60 1603 0.00 1592 0.00
14.20 80 1603 0.00 1592 000
15.00 120/0 1603 0.00 1592 0.00 Loadin.

400 7.5/10 150) 5 1603 000 1)92 0.00
15.10 10 1603 0.00 1592 0.00
15.20 20 1603 0.00 1592 0.00
15.30 30 1603 0.00 1592 0.00
15AO 40 1603 O(lO 1592 0.00
16.00 60 1603 0.00 1592 0.00
16.20 80 1603 0.00 1592 0.00
17.00 120/0 1603 0.00 1592 0.00 Loadin.

500 10/12.5 17.05 5 1603 000 1592 0.00---
17.10 10 1603 000 1592 000
17.20 20 1603 0.00 1592 0.00
17.30 30 1603 000 1592 0.00
17.40 40 1603 0.00 1592 0.00
18.00 60 1603 0.00 1592 0.00
18.20 80 1603 0.00 1592 0.00
19.00 120/0 1603 0.00 1592 0.00 Loading
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Table C- 6 Contd ..

Date Load Time Elapsed Settlement records Remarks
lime

Jack Load Minules Gauge GI Gauge G2
pressure in tons

Readinf( S.lIlcnt Readinf( S.ment
(mm) (mm)

19.00 0 1603 000 1592 0.00 Loading
600 12.5/15 19.05 5 1601 0.05 1590 0.50

19.10 10 1601 0.05 1590 0.50
19.20 20 1601 0.05 1590 0.50
19.30 30 1601 0.05 1590 0.50--
19.'10 40 1601 0.05 1590 0.50
20.00 60 1601 0.05 1590 0.50
20.20 80 1601 0.05 1590 0.50
21.00 120/0 1601 0.05 1590 0.50 Loading

700 15/17.5 21.05 5 1598 013 1585 0.18
- -

21.10 10 1596 O.IR 1584 0.20
21.20 20 1596 O.IR 1583 0.23
21.30 30 1596 0.18 1583 0.23
21.40 40 1596 0.18 1583 0.23
noo. 60 1596 0.1R 1583 0.23_ ..._---- ---_. ----- _._------
22.20 80 1596 0.18 1583 0.23
23.00 120/0 1596 O.IR 1583 023 Loading

800 17.5120 23.05 5 1590 0.33 1570 0.55
23.10 10 - 1585 045 1564 0.70
23.20 20 1583 0.50 1562 075
23.30 30 1581 0.55 1562 0.75
2340 40 1581 0.55 1562 0.75
0.00 60 1581 0.55 1562 0.75
0.20 80 1581 0.55 1562 0.75
1.00 120/0 1581 0.55 1562 0.75 Loadinf(

900 20122.5 1.05 5 1570 0.R3 1541 1.28
UO 10 [563 1.00 1538 1.35
1.20 20 1563 1.00 1536 140---
1.30 30 [563 1.00 1536 140-- ~._--
1.'10 40 1563 1.00 1536 lAO
2.00 60 1563 1.00 1536 [.'10

-"-.- ----- -_.- ------- ---_.
2.20 80 [563 1.00 1536 1.'10._-- --- --_. ---- -----
300 120/0 1563 1.00 1536 lAO Loading- ------- ._--

1000 22.5/25 305 5 1550 1.33 1530 1.55
3.10 10 1546 1.43 1523 1.73
3.20 20 1538 1.63 1515 1.93
3.30 30 1538 1.63 1513 1.98
3.40 40 153R 1.63 1513 1.98
4..00 60 1538 1.63 1513 1.98
4.20 80 1538 1.63 1513 1.98
5.00 120/0 1538 1.63 1513 1.98 Loadinf(
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Table C- 6 Contd ...
Date Load Time Elapsed Settlement records Remarks

time
Jack Load Minules Gauge Gl Gauge G2

pressure in tons
Reading S.ment Reading S.ment

(10m) (mm)

5.00 0 1538 1.63 1513 1.98 Loading
1100 25/27.5 5.05 5 1531 I.RO 1501 2.28

5.10 10 1536 '.68 1491 2.53
5.20 20 1521 2.05 14R4 2.70
530 ~- 1521 2.05 1482 2.75--
5.40 40 I.m 2.05 1482 2.75------ ----- ----_._-
600 60 1521 20~ 1482 2.75---- .
6.20. 80 1521 2.05 1482 2.75
7.00 120/0 1521 2.05 1482 2.75 Loading--

1200 27.5/30 7.05 5 1518 2.13 1480 2.80
7.10 10 1513 2.25 1475 2.93
7.20 20 1512 2.28 1475 2.93.
7.30 30 15/2 2.28 1475 2.93
7.40 40 1512 2.28 1475 2.93
8.00 - 60 1512 2.28 1475 2.93
8.20 80 1512 2.28 1475 2.93
9.00 12010 1512 2.28 1475 2.93 Loading
9.05 5 1507 240 1464 3.20

1300 30/32.5 9.10 10 1504 248 1460 3.30
9.20 20 1504 248 1457 3.38
9.30 30 1504 248 1451 3.53
940 40 1504 248 1451 3.53--- .

1000 60 1504 248 1451 3.53._- ----- ---
10.20 80 1504 2.48 1451 3.53
11.00 120/0 1504 248 1451 3.53 Loadino:
11.05 5 14RI 3.05 1433 3'~B

1400 32.5/35 11.10 10 1476 3.18 1421 4.28
11.20 20 1472 3.28 1421 4.28
11.30 30 1472 3.28 1419 4.33
1140 40 1472 328 1419 4.33
11.50 50 1472 3.28 1419 4.33
12.00 60 1472 3.28 1419 4.33--- --- -----
12.20 80 1472 3.28 1419 4.33
13.00 120/0 1472 3.28 1419 4.33
.

1500 35/37.5 l3.05 5 1416 4.68 1342 6.25 Reset
1620( GI)
1605 (GZ)

13.10 10 1400 5.08 13.18 6.85
13.20 20 D85 545 1270 8.05----
D.30 30 1361 6.05 1262 8.25
1340 40 1341 6.55 1249 8.58
14.00 60 1322 7.03 1242 8.75
14.20 80 1315 7.20 1226 9.15
15.00 120/0 1315 7.20 1226 9.15
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Table C. 6 Contd ..

Date Load Time Elapsed Settlement records Remarks
time

Jack Load Minu!es Gauge 01 Oauge 02
pressure in tons

Reading S.men! Reacting S.men!
(mm) (mm)

15.00 120/0 1315 7.25 1226 9.15 Loadin~.
15.02 2 974/ 15.73 906/ 17.15

1620 1605
1600 37.5/40 1505 5 906 33.58 912 34.47

15.10 10 726 J808 809 37.04
15.20 20 Unloadin~

not---
recorded--

-

_ ..

----

1---_.

-
-----
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Table C - 7 Load Time S,'lllemell' Record. or I'lle Load te.' 011 I'lle 1"'7

Date Load Time Elapsed Settlement records Remarks
time

Jack Load Minutes Gauge Gl Gauge G2
pressure in tons

Reading S.ment Reading S.ment
(mm) (mm)

10.12 0 1685 0.00 1706 0.00 Loading

2.ol~1 100 0/2.5 10.17 5 1682 0.08 1705 0.03

CJG 1022 10 1682 0.08 1705 0.03
10.32 20 1682 0.08 1705 0.03
10.42 30 1682 0.08 1705 0.03
10.52 40 1682 008 1705 0.035
11.12 60 1682 0.08 1705 0.035
12.32 80 1682 0.08 1705 0.03
12.00 108/0 1682 0.08 1705 0.03 Loading

200 2.5/5 12.05 5 1676 OD 1700 0.15
12.10 10 1668 0.43 169.1 0.30--- -----
12.20 20 1667 0.45 1693 0.33
12.30 30 1667 0.45 1692 0.35
12.40 40 1667 0.45

~.
0.35--

1300 60 1667 0.45 1692 0.35
13.20 80 1667 0.45 1692 0.35
14.00 120/0 1667 0.45 1692 0.35 Loadine

300 517.5 I.ll!c~5 1660 0.63 1691 0.38
14.10 10 1660 0.63 1691 0.38
14.20 20 1660 0.63 1691 0.38
14.30 30 1660 0.63 1691 0.38
14.40 40 1660 0.63 1691 0.38
15.00 60 1660 0.63 1691 0.38
15.20 80 1660 0.63 1691 0.38
16.00 12010 1660 0.63 1691 0.38 Loading-_. --- ----

400 7.5/10 16.05 5 1657 0.70 1690 0.40
16.10 10 1657 0.70 1690 0.40
16.20 20 1657 0.70 1690 0..10
13.30 30 1657 0.70 __ 1690 0.40._--
16.40 40 1657 0.70 1690 0.40
17.00 60 1657 0.70 1690 0..10------ ._. ---------
17.20 80 1657 0.70 1690 0..10---- ------
18.00 120/0 1657 0.70 1690 0.40 LOBeline

500 10/12.5 1805 5 1655 0.75 1689 0.43
IRIO 10 1655 0.75 1688 0.45
18.20 20 1655 0.75 1688 0.45
18.30 30 1655 0.75 1688 0.45
1840 .10 1655 0.75 1688 0.45
19.00 60 1655 0.75 1688 0.45
19.20 80 1655 075 1688 0.45
2000 120/0 1655 075 1688 0..15 Loading-- _.
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Table C - 7 Conld ..
Date Load Time Elapsed Seltlemenl records Remarks

time
Jack Load Minutes Gauge GI Gauge G2

pressure in tons
Reading S.ment Reading S.ment

(mm) (mm)
20.00 0 1655 0.75 1688 0.45 Loadin~

600 12.5/15 20.05 5 1654 0.78 1687 0.47
20.10 10 1654 0.78 1685 0.53
20.20 20 1654 0.78 1685 0.53
20.30 30 1654 0.78 1685 0.53
20.40 40 1654 0.78 1685 0.53
21.00 60 1654 0.78 1685 0.53
21.20 80 1654 0.78 1685 0.53
22.00 120/0 165.1 0.78 1685 0.53 Loading----_ ...

700 15117..~ 22.0~ 5 1653 0.80 1684 0.55
22.10 10 1653 0.80 1682 0.60-_. __ .
22.20 20 1653 0.80 1682 0.60---- ----_.
22.30 30 1653 0.80 1682 0.60
22.40 40 1653 0.80 1682 0.60
23.00 60 1653 0.80 1682 0.60
23.20 80 1653 0.80 1682 0.60
24.00 120/0 1653 0.80 1682 0.60 Loadin~

800 17.5/20 0.05 5 1648 0.93 1680 0.65
0.10 10 1646 0.98 1675 0.78
0.20 20 1644 1.03 1675 0.78
0.30 30 1644 1.03 1675 0.78
0.40 40 1644 1.03 1675 0.78
1.00 60 1644 1.03 1675 0.78
1.20 80 1644 1.03 1675 0.78
2.00 120/0 1644 1.03 1675 0.78 Loadin~

900 20122.5 2.05 5 1641 1.10 1672 0.85. __ .-
2.10 10 1638 1.18 1672 0.85
2.20 20 1635 1.25 1672 0.85
2.30 30 1635 1.25 1672 0.85
2.40 40 1635 1.25 1672 0.85-- --- .----- -
3.00 60 1635 1.25 1672 085
3.20 80 1635 1.25 1672 0.85
4.00 12010 1635 1.2.' 1672 0.85 Loading-_.- --_ ..

1000 22.5/25 4.05 5 1626 1.48 1668 0.95
4.10 10 1616 1.73 1663 1.08
4.20 20 1612 1.83 1661 1.13
4.30 30 1610 1.88 1661 1.13
440 40 1610 1.88 1661 1.13
5.00 60 1610 1.88 1661 1.13-
5.20 80 1610 1.88 1661 1.13
6.00 120/0 1610 1.88 1661 1.13 Loadin~
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Tnll]" C- 7 CouLd.
Date Load Time Elapsed Settlement records Remarks

time
Jack Load Minutes Gauge GI Gauge G2

pressure in tons
Reading S.meut Reading S.men!

(mm) (mm)
6.00 0 1610 1.88 1661 1.13 Loadin~

1100 25/27.5 6.05 5 1592 2.33 1641 1.63
6.10 10 1581 2.60 1633 1.83
6.20 20 1577 2.70 1622 2.10
6.30 30 1573 2.80 1615 2.28
6.40 40 1573 no 1610 2.40-- ---- --~- -----
7.00 60 1573 2.80 1610 2.40
7.20 80 1573 2.80 1610 2.40
R,OO l20/0 1573 2.80 1610 2.40 Loadin~---

1200 27.5/30 R05 5 1562 302 1601 2.63
RIO 10 1553 3.30 1596 2.75- -----
8.20 20 1540 3.63 1592 2.85- ---_.
R,30 30 1532 3.83 1585 3.03
8.40 40 1530 3.88 1581 3.13
9.00 60 1530 3.88 1581 3.13
9.20 80 1530 3.88 1581 3.13
10.00 120/0 1530 3.88 1581 3.13 Loadin~
10.05 5 151I 4.35 1551 3.88

1300 30/32.5 10.10 10 1482 5.08 1545 4.03
10.20 20 1466 5.48 1533 4.33
1030 30 1460 5.63 1527 4.48
10.40 40 1460 5.63 1527 4.48
11.00 60 1460 5.63 1527 4.48
11.20 80 1460 5.63 1527 4.48
12.00 120/0 1460 563 1527 4.48 Loadin~
12.05 5 949/ 18.40 945/ 19.03 Reset

1525 1581 1525 (GI)

- 1581 (Gi)
1400 32.5/35 12.07 7 765 37.4 893 36.23----- ---- --- ..

Un.loadin~1235 ----_.
Records..
not
maintained---

--- ._-

-~~~---_._--- --- _._--_ ..

_._--- ---_ .._--- ---_.
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Table C- 8 Load Time Selllemelll Records of Pile Lo,,,1 lesl 011 Pile 1'1'8

Date Load Time Elapsed Settlement records Remarks
time

Jack Load Millutes Gauge GI Gauge G2
pressure in tons

Reading S.ment Reading S.menl
(mm) (mm)

10.35 0 1506 0.00 1525 0.00 Loading
29/81 100 012.5 10.40 5 1506 000 1525 0.00
96

10.45 10 1506 0.00 1525 0.00
lOS> 20 1506 000 1525 0.00--- .._--- ----
11.05 30 1506 000 1525 000
11.15 40 1506 0.00 1525 0.00
11.35 60 1506 0.00 1525 0.00
11.55 RO 1506 0.00 1.525 0.00---- --.-- ----- ---- ---- ---_.

Loading12.00 120/0 1506 0.00 1525 0.00
200 2.5/5 12.05 5 1500 0.15 1520 0.13

12.10 10 149R O.20 151R 0,18
12,20 20 1497 0,23 151R O.IR
IDO 30 1497 0,23 151R 0,18----
12.40 40 1497 0.23 151R O,IR
13.00 60 1497 0,23 151R 0,19-----
13,20 RO 1497 0.23 1518 0,18
14.00 120/0 1497 0,23 151R 0,18 Loading

300 517.5 14,05 5 1490 0.40 1516 0,23
14.10 10 1485 0,53 1515 0,25
14,20 20 1485 0.53 1514 0,28
14.30 30 1485 0,,53 1514 0,28
14.40 40 1485 0.53 1514 0,28
15,00 60 1485 0.53 1514 0,28
1520 80 14R5 0.53 1514 0.28
16,00 120/0 1485 0.53 1514 0,28 Loading

400 7.5/10 16.05 5 1481 063 1512 0.33
16,10 10 1481 0.63 1510 0,38
16.20 20 14RI 063 1510 03R...__ .__ . ------ ------ --
16.30 30 1481 0,63 1510 0,38
16.40 40 14RI 0.63 1510 0,38
17,00 60 1481 0.63 1510 0,38
17,20 RO 1481 0,63 1510 0.38
18,00 120/0 1481 0.63 1510 0,38 Loading

500 10/12.5 IR.05 5 1478 0.70 1505 0,50
IRIO 10 1476 0,75 1504 0.53
IR20 20 1476 0,75 1503 0.55
IR,30 30 1476 0,75 1.503 0,55--- -----
18.40 40 1476 0,75 1503 0.55
19,00 60 1476 0,75 1503 0.55
19.20 RO 1476 0,75 1503 0,55
20,00 12010 1476 0.75 1503 0,55 Loading
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Table C- 8 Cont

Date Load Time Elapsed Settlement records Remarks
time

Jack Load Minutes Gauge GI Gauge G2
pressure in tons

Reading S.men! Reading S.ment
(mm) (rom)

20.00 0 1476 0.75 1503 0.55 Loadin"
600 12.5/15 20.05 5 1474 0.80 1500 0.63

20.10 10 1474 0.80 1497 0.70
20.20 20 1474 0.80 1497 0.70
20.30 30 1474 0.80 1497 0.70
20,.10 40 1474 0.80 1497 0.70-
21.00 60 147,t 0.80 1497 0.70
21.20 80 1.174 0.80 1497 0.70..._-- -_._- --- _ ...._-- .• -------- .._. _ .._ ..

22.00 120/0 1474 0.80 14Q7 0.70 Loading--- ---- -_.- ------ .
700 IVI7.) 22.05 5 1,170 o 'lO 1.1'I.S 0.7)-~_.._- .._- _. ---_ .._- - - ._~-~ ------

J~J.Q.. 10 1468 0.95 1493 0.80
22.20 20 1466 1.00 1493 0.80
22.30 30 1466 1.00 1.193 0.80
22.40 40 1466 1.00 1493 0.80
23.00 60 1466 1.00 1493 0.80
23.20 80 1466 1.00 1'193 0.80
24.00 120/0 1466 1.00 1493 0.80 Loadin"

800 17.5/20 24.0) 5 1460 115 1490 0.88

24.10 10 1452 1.35 1488 0.93
24.20 20 14)0 lAO 1487 0.95
24.30 30 1450 lAO 1485 1.00
24.40 40 1450 lAO 1485 1.00
1.00 60 1.150 1,.10 1485 1.00
1.20 80 1450 lAO 1485 1.00
2.00 120/0 1450 lAO 1485 1.00 Loadin"

900 20/22.5 2.05 5 1435 1.78 1480 1.13
2.10 10 1431 1.88 1476 1.23
2.20 20 1428 1.9) 1476 1.23
2.30 30 1427 1.98 1476 1.23
2,.10 .10 1427 1.98 1476 1.23-
3.00 60 1.127 1.98 1,176 1.23
3.20 80 1427 1.98 1476 1.23
.tOO 120/0 1427 1.98 1476 1.23 Loadin"

1000 22.5/25 4.05 5 1420 2.15 1461 1.60
4.10 10 1413 2.33 1460 1.63
4.20 20 1413 2.33 1458 1.68--- ---
4.30 30 1413 2.33 1456 1.73
4.40 40 1413 2.33 1456 1.73
.S.OO 60 1413 231 14)6 1.73._---~--.. - .._--- ---- +-_.- ---- -----
5.20 80 1.113 2.31 1.156 1.73
600 120/0 1413 2.33 1456 1.73 Loadin"
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Table C - 8 COllI

Date Load Time Elapsed Settlemen! records Remarks
time

Jack Load Minutes Gauge GI Gauge G2
pressure in tons

Reading S.men! Reading S.men!
(mm) (mm)

6.00 0 1413 2.33 1456 1.73 Loadin~
1100 25/275 605 5 1401 2.63 1450 1.88

6.10 10 1396 2.75 1446 1.98
6.20 20 1390 2.90 1444 2.03--- ---
6.30 30 1387 2.98 1444 2.03
6.40 40 1387 2.98 1444 2.03
7.00 60 1387 2.98 1444 2.03
7.20 80 1387 2.98 1444 2.03
8.00 120/0 1387 2.98 1444 2.03 Loadin~

1200 27.5/30 8.05 5 1381 3.13 1428 2.43
8.10 10 1370 3.40 1419 2.65-----
8.20 20 1368 3.45 1419 2.65
8.30 30 1368 3.45 1419 2.65
8.40 40 1368 3.45 1419 2.65
9.00 60 1368 3.45 1419 2.65
9.20 80 1368 3.45 1419 2.65
10.00 120/0 1368 3.45 1419 2.65 Loadin~
10.05 5 1351 3.88 1403 3.05

1300 30/325 10.10 10 1348 3.95 1401 3.10
1020 20 1348 3.95 1395 3.25
10.30 30 1348 3.9.~ 1395 3.25--- -----
10.40 40 1348 3.95 1395 3.13
11.00 60 1348 3.95 1395 3.25
11.20 80 1348 395 1395 3.25
12.00 120/0 1348 3.95 1395 3.25 Loadin~
12.05 5 1340 4.15 1374 3.78

1400 32.5/35 12.10 10 1328 4.45 1370 3.88
12.20 20 1324 .155 1366 3.98
12.30 30 1324 455 1363 4.05
12.40 40 1324 ,1.55 1363 4.05-
13.00 60 1324 '1.55 1363 4.05--- ---- -
13.20 80 1324 4.55 1363 4.05._---
14.00 120/0 1324 4.55 1363 4.05
14.02 2 1025 12.03 1053 11.80

1500 35/375 14.05 5 614/ 22.30 580/ 23.62 Reset
1611 1703 1611(Gl)

--- ----- 1703 CO2)
14.10 10 1393 27.75 1452 29.80
14.20 20 987 37.90 1004 41.00---

Unloadin~14.43 41_._ ..•_._- ----_._-- _ ...~---_.-- - -.---
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APPENDIX- D

LOAD SETTLEMENT, TIME SETTLEMENT AND

TIME LOAD CURVES OF PILE LOAD TEST
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